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ABSTRACT ' \ 
~ I . 
Th 1·-s · d k d i ~t proJ~Ct was un erta en to ev se a wo-:-way 
• system o.f communications for parents and teachers, 
specifically for use in the kindergarten year. .Current 
prac-tices tend t.o consist of co·ntact initiated by the . 
~ . 
school, and less frequently include a· partnership approach· 
. . 
to education by the home and school. · In keeping with 
modern philosophies, this study assumes the young child . 
will be offell'ed a more beneficial education . if . parents and' 
teacherf. de.velop co-operat~ve a~titudes. · 
. The research fo"r this project was carried out i.n 
' Newf-oundland, in schools of the Avalon Consolidated School · 
. I 
Board. Initial contacts were made through in~erview~ ·with 
pri,ncipals of ;el~mentary schools and parents of the 1982-83 
kindergarten ·children .• and through questionnaires ll)ailed to 
J<indergarten teachers. The information so gathered provided,. 
an outline of current practices in parent-teacher 
,, . 
. \ 
p-ractices. Based' on thi~ researc,h, and on a · s~rv_~Y of the 
" ' 
' . ' 
. ~mmunications and the ·degree of satisfaction with these 
---Li.te.~u r-e,.--d~mo{f e-l-f-o r-c-o'mmtHri ca·t to--n-s-tn-c-lu*d -hj f""'l g~Ta •p,..,r~on-· Kg "'re~>•so.sr-__..:--~----'--
reporting instrument, was devised and redistrib .uted to 
princ i pa_l s. teachers and parents for t'hei r eva 1 u.ation. 
The two major needs were identified by this project·: 
(1) educator's need a standardized guideline for commun~cations 
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~1th parents to en·sure .con.s1stent .and efficient ~ommunications, 
and (2) increased ·parental awareness of s'chool programs is 
·desired by both parents and teachers. 
t 
There were two m,ajor conclusions to tht-s study. 
F 1 rs t, 
additional 
relation for. 
' teachers indicated willin-gness to make 
" 
a pa·rtr:u!rship type of 
\' 
be neff t of the ch11 ct. Secondly • the model 
. ~d was judged by principals, teachers ·and 
' parents to. be feasible and adaptable for practical use in 
IY.·· 
·schools. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The kindergarten year should provide valuable 
--:~-= ~.experiences far the c h fl. d. the parent ·and the teacher·. The 
pro,gress report ·of the primary school should be a tool for . · 
' improvin_~ .a;nd individualiz -ing: ed.ucat'ion. Thi.s project. is 
' an attempt ~t.o improve the q!Jality of progress reporting 
durin9 the kindergarten year. The approach taken is the 
d·~velopment of a progra·m·- of co~munication betwe~- - parents 
and teachers. designed to focus upon enrichment ·of the 
ki~dergarten child's education through mutual ~a-operation _ 
arid understanding. 
" Inherent in this stu~y is the belief that·a partner-
• I 
ship between home and school is important for the development . 
-
. J 
and growth of each c~ild. This point is stressed by the 
Manito~a Department of Education in a publication designed · 
for use .by kindergarten teachers : 
· ----- The 'ch11<i need~ to feel accepted (in schoo~ while continuing to retain that 
sense of personal worth which should 
have been dev.eloped ·in an a.ccepting home 
environment. Learning' flourishes where 
the individual is respected; a confident 
sense of self fs basic to 'he mutivation 
to achieve! 
1setty Gibson, Early Child.hood:· A Tinie for· tJearning, 
A Time for 'Joy (Winnipeg: Department of Education' .. ! 
Province of Manitoba, 1979), p. 7. _ 
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, Some of . . t .he communication .. p.r.o.cedures developed d,uring this 
. ' 
project were ai~ed , to~ard ~ricreased parent~l involvement 
in the ;ormal educ~ti~~ of the ~hifd th~oug~ planned 
' 
.' . 
. 
orientation . prograqs and discussions arranged ' by .r...the school .. 
Such p_rograms should .s.erv.e to mak.e · the progress- report a 
. .f'. .. . 
valuabl'e tool for us~ jn ·enri~·h.ing the·_ ·educational proc~ss~ . 
. At p~esent;. methods ~_f. progres's repo~ting_ a~ ttl~ . ·. · 
. kfndergarten level are .. numerous and very diverse.~ · While~ · no 
·, . I . . ' . • 
. rigid · programs of any kind can be · utilized . in the ·· 
. ,. . ~ 
kinder9'8rten year, ft is hoped this project~will produce 
g'uidelines which ·may be adapted to any · p:ublic· school. 
Statement of the Problem ., 
.. 
The· P{Oblem examined in t.~is s··tudy is communic'ation 
t 
b~tween school and home during the kindergarten year. The 
literature suggests ~his should be conii~uous and two-wai. 
I 
More often, · ~otwever, contact · is ini.tiated by _.the sc.ticiol a:t 
kinderg~n regist~ation, ~ at designated r~porting periods 
i~ Nq,/embe~. March, and Jun.e, but rarely, if at all, by 
pa ren~s .... , 
• I 
The most tangible · element of communicat i on for which 
the teacher is . accountable to the parent · is . the document 
used in progress reporting - · the report card. Report .ca ·rds ' 
• J 
./ 
vary fr.om school to school and are often 1ade·n with 
educational · jargo~. 
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T~e prob,em can be s.ummarized by the f6llo~~ng 
1. P!!rents have a l -imited knowledge of the 
· kindergarten program. 
. 2. Teachers have~ limited knowledge about the 
3 . 
#< . ' 
child•.s out..:of.;school e_nvironment, particularly 
'· 
3. 
4 • 
,• 
' · 
5: 
the educational environment in the home. -
' . . . Teachers often tend to "tell"·. parents abo~t 
. , . 
their children rather than ·~discuss" the 
·; 
. ' 
child 1 s prog~ess in sc~ool. 
Principals and teachers have in~ufficien~ 
operational guidelines for preparati6n of 
information for distribution to parent~. 
in many schools, parents and:teachers · o~~rate ­
independently of . each other rather than as a 
· team . 
- --.... 
Where this problem exists, 
insufficient measures are ta~;en· to · rectify· 
the st&-uatio·n·. 
Rationale 
Primariy e~ucatiqn should be based on a fou~~a~·top 
1 
, 
I 
of co-o-peration and underst.anding. .· \ The National Education 
. ' 
Associati~n Code of Ethics makes the construction of this 
' 
foundation a basic responsi~flity of teache~s: 
' , 
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·\..__ _Members of the te.achtng . prof.ession 
Slfal'-e. with: parents the task of shaping 
each student's purposes and acts toward 
·soc h 11 y a c.c e p tab 1 e ends • The. e fJ e c t 1v e: '?~ 
ness of many methods of . teaching is 
depe~dent . uoon co-operatfve ·relatfon- o • 
shtos wt.th the home. In fulf~l'ling the 
· obl~oations of. this principle the teacher 
will- · · ' · 
Respect the bas1c responsibl11ty of 
parents for their chtldren. Seek to 
establish friendly . and cooperative re-
la 'tfonship -witn the home. · Help to increase 
the students c6nfidenc~ · in his own home 
.. and avoid d'ispar.aging remarks--which might · · 
undermine that confidence. ··.Provide . parents 
with information that will ~erve the best 
interests of their children, 1 and be discreet 
with information· received from parents.2 
' ' 
~ - · 
·This holds implications for the :,child, the parent and the 
4, 
,, 
· teac·her, in that it creates a patte.rn of ·communication that 
can only be· successful w~en ~ working partnership has been 
. established. Strang states: " ... regardless of what. reporting 
y . • . •  • procedures are us~d, . it is extremely important tha~ teachers 
and ' parents mLtually understand their purpoie~"3 Figure 1 
111u~trates this point: . 
. '• 
, . 
·. 
I 
l , 
' 
2Gordon HcCloske;~ Educati~n and Publ~c Underitandfng 
.(2nd ed., New York: Harper, Row Publishers, ·1967), p. 324. 
3Ruth Strang, Reporting to Pare~ts (New York~ Teachers · 
College Press, 1965), cited by .McCloskey, ~· cit., p. 325 • 
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0 
't-v' 
Home Kfn~ergart~n · P~ogress 
; · 
Neighborhood .. / Peers 
· r Pre-School Environment . New Environment 
-. . 
Figure 1. The Child as the Central Figure ' in Parent-Teacher · 
Communication / I 
The absence of any one of the connecting arrows in -the 
. preceding diagram would cause .a breakdown in the system. 
' . ' . 
' · I 
· ·The chi ,l ;~' because he is the central fig.ure. suffers the o. 
c.o~~~q~e~ces of a ' poor information system. ~ 
• For the f"fve-year old, kindergarten P,~~s a 
transition .from preschooler to student~ a change . wh~c~ can 
be very traumatic. During this year, says.· Gibson. children, 
·. 
, # • • 
~ · • • emerge from~ state of total 
dependence on fami 1y and· h'ome and · 
·become 1 nvol ved with a much 'h rger 
world which includes many children of 
their own age group . The new relatio·n.,. 
ship to this exterided pee~ group, as 
·WelL as to adtilts outsi de the family 
sphere~ ~i11 in~luerice an~ p~~~1bly4 threaten the child's self concept. ' 
C) • 
. , .... -.. 
. 
~· j: ::~ :/~· ... ~~ ..-----
4Gibson , p. · :1~ . . .·. 
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·-The kindergarten chil:d should be ·given the opportunity to 
discover his·own p_ote_nthl. His ·learn.ing stiould be 
6 
consistent so t.hat~ knowledge he brinqs from school is enhanced 
. ": . ((""' 
at home~ whifetnat which he brings from home is respected in 
' . 4 
the school. The reporting process should not be · a threat to 
: .. .. 
th~ children, who should feel that any communication 
between parent and· t~acher is in their own . best interest. 
implications -for parents ·with-i_;l, the ·school's communication 
b 
-system ate sum'marized by the fo,liowing: 
Parents ·ar'e the child's f .irs·t· teachers 
~nd· have the .r~sponsibility of ~ui~ing 
a~d -teaching the child during the . most 
formative years. Par'ent~..-therefore, · 
need hel~ and support as. they become 
a~are · for ~he first time that knowledge 
and skill are necessary - for good · 
p a r en t i n g , and t h a t be i n g " j u ·g t a · 
. parent" is a ca~se for pride. . · 
. . 
lhe help and s~pport indicated above s~ould be offered 
. 
\ . through_ the S(fhool, as the .teacher is in a position to 
i : 
I 
I 
I 
i 
· .>observe gro'wt~ and changes in the child ct'nd re.late th~·se 
, 
- . 
to the parent.: 
' The initiative ~o inv_olve ,parents must lie ·with the 
...&!. 
school's administrators and teachers. _Parents are the 
.· outsiders of the school system: and ~ they need both ~o feel ·. 
. . 
·welcome, and to be encouraged ·to partic~pate in the 
educational process. Involvement is particularly important 
• 
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, " ... so that·they can r fnforce those desirable habits and 
: - . . \ ' 
~t~itude~ encouraged at ·school and help the .teacher to 
7 
-., . . \ ' . 
understand what they co-,,sider important .for ·their particular 
1 
. I . I ' 
. child" ·. 6 It is impo~ta~t that the goals of education are the 
. \ I " 
· same for both parents and teacher; ~~ 
. . I 
. . 
. .. . 
. . . . ~ 
. ' 
. ' 
.: · .. .. 
: -~ .. ~ . 
·' 
I 
The ta.sk of the ·parent an.d · the .teach~r is to be 
sensitive to · tlie i ri. 9~t - mo·ment for a pa.rtic-ular : 
learning. Skills lare · mast like'ly to develop· when : 
phjsical and ps~dhologfcal growth has assured 
that they can he :_us.ed • . Instruction iS . mos·t · · ' i 7 
effective -~hen it\ i y -begun at _ the stage - o_.f _readiness . . 
If the basic goal \; ~f reporting · is >,-commun:ic.ation, 
I 
. with the ch-ild's b~st interest in mind, . the purpos'e of 
.~ . \ 
· repor.ting · can be outli·ned \as recommended by the r'oront-o 
Board of ,Education: 
. ( 1 ) 
( 2) 
{3) 
.• 
. i 
To inform parents of their c~ild's 
progress'at school . 
. To provide pa~ents w1th an -under-
standing and (ppreciation of the 
school's goals; and prog'ram. . 
.To provide .a . .r:nean·s of excha~ge of 
useful · information between the home· 
and the o s c ho o 1 ·• 
· ' 
( 4) To suggest ·w~ys in which parents cas · · · 
encourage a~d guid~ their childien . . · 
.. 
' 
· ' ' 
.. q: 
·' t,· 
, . 
, . 
6Marguer1ta Rudolph 
· - ·A Year of Learning (Ne~ 
and Dorothy H. Cohen, Kindergarten 
Yor.k:. ApP.leton Century Crofts, . 
. }.9_64). p. 355. 
7Gibson, p. 10. 
8
soard of Educat'ion for the City of Toronto .... 
Reporting to Parents, 1966, p. 1'. 
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The tracher must assume the rol~ of observer, be 
·pre·pared td: irterpret b'ehavior, and i.nform the p.arent 
about the strengths and deficiencies ~in the child ' s 
learning in an objective manner,. At the same ·time the 
t e a c h e r m u st. b e a s ki.l 1 e d 1 i s t e n "e r , f o r s ~ e m a y 1 e a r n a 
.. 
gr~at deal about the child through· conversation with the 
. parent. · Coates says: 
Kindergarten'teachers are the· bridg~ 
builder~ of the publii scho61 system. 
they support children in their early 
transitions· between home and school 
wi.th br'idges of trust btJilt by ... 
.information ex~hanges with parents 
that replace or augment written 
reports.9 · 
i 
.I 
· The kinde~g~rten year should consist of guided 
· a 
' 
J . 
play, challenge',•continuous observation, and, ·most of all, 
. ~ ...... -: 
consistency of lifestyle between home and school. Thi 
. . 
· first three .~le~ts are ski ·lls . the· teacher developed . 
d u r i n g t e a c h e r t rd i n i n g ; t h e 1 a s t c a n o n 1 y b e a c h i e v e d w he h· ·.c~. 
the teache~ approaches the parent. A ·point of particul~r 
importance is :explained by Rudolph and Cohen: r . . 
.. . a teacher's first response, and 
correetly so, is to .the ·child himself 
as she sees him. She works for the · 
establishment of their special 
re ,latfonship, and for the integratio'n 
of this little individual into the new 
and un(amiliar worl~ of school. Only 
in time as a teacher wants to know a · 
child better still ... 10 
L 
l 
9coates, Dona. "Some Basic Fac s about th~ Tra~sition 
betwee·n Pre-School and School " , .Prime A eas, 23 (Fall, ·1980), 
p. 32 . 
10Rudolph and Cohen, p. ~55. 
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· It 1s the teac-her wh~must implem:nt the c·urriculCim,. 
and foll~w oard policy. She ha~· taken~ime t~ learn 
' 0 
what needs 
This 
what must be presen~ed tQ the child . . 
for a time_, in the position of 
he or she can be an 
: 
in the cliild .'s education·. _The .. 
·a 1 so 
plannfng parent' education p·rograms _must 
e cher - ~nd school administ~at~ts. 
The outlined above should be realistic 
in every school. 
. · .. initial plann-ing, 
or where parents -have 
of . success with whith 
"" n wever, take a great deal · of 
. . 
re both parents are employed, • 
. education. The .degrep 
are overcomer 1-i~s 
' dminist~ators to. in the willingness of the school's 
make alternate arrang 
-~-
so the need~ of ~11 parents can · 
~-
be met. \ ~ 
It is ~ossibl~hat the kindergarten yeir may, at 
X.:e point, pose .a threat to parents in that they will be 
competing for their child's respect fbr the first tim~; .It 
i~ essenthl .tha~che·~ st~esS t~ the parent the 
_Jritportance of support for the child's education from home . 
This p~re'ntal fnput should be· ba-sed upon fainil iarity with 
the kindergarten program, and an ~pen r~1ationship wit~ the 
teacher. The Manitoba Department. ·of EducaUon further 
ex~a·ins: 
·c::;Q '• 
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Th~. parents . may fee 1 inc 1 i ned to 1 eave 
. th~responsibility for intellectual 
growth with the teacher, but they are 
becoming increasingly aware ~f the · 
important part they play in :stimulating 
a child's thinking and in creating a 
healthy attitude toward {earning. Many 
parerits are actively seeking ~elp in 
'": ·provid.ing the environment -their growing 
child needs.ll 
-~~··_.---··----··--···--;h~ hoj e c t 
Outline of the Pi6je~t 
·' 
. . 
This project was to produce a mo~.~l, ·or set of 
recommende·d procedures for home-school communications 
• • • ' ! , • , 'I 
! 
including progress reporting w~th respect to kin~ergarten 
' ' 
pupils. 
The project had six stage~: 
{i) Deter~ining the procedures presently used in the 
., 
schools .o.f the. Avalon Consolidate·d;School Board. 
This involved obtaininQ f~om all prima ry 
prin·cipals, a copy of their kinde_rga.rten ·repo_rt .· 
cards, and other information . aoout communication 1 . 
proce~s. An interv i ew. sc hedu 1 e was us,ed . 
10 
{if) Reviewing the literature concerning home-school 
communication models with respect t 'o ki,ndergarte n 
children . . Inclutfed were_ or_ie~a ·~iori procedures, :t 
_,. 
11~p. 134 
' 
----------~ .. 
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,• 
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.• 
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. , ·, 
. 
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...... ------: 
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. · 
' . . -
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( i i i ) 
1.r.. ·~... . ,..., 
' progress repo\ts, parent teacher conferences, 
kind~rgarten r~gi~tration, home visitation~, 
s~ontaneous consultations, the subject matter of 
communications, the time and freque _ncy, t!!ft_..- ----=-· 
. ~/ 
/ 
location, and the people to be involved . 
Determining the views of parents -and teac_hers 
with res~ect tp school communication pro~edi~es 
for their kindergarten children. \ 
.. 
T h i s i n v o 1 v e d i n t e r v i e w i n.g. ~a r a n do m sam pi e o f 
parents, as~~we-11 as all kindergarten teachers of 
the Avalon Consol idat._ed School Board during. 1983-84. 
Int~~vi~w ~chedules were us~d to gather inforfuation 
concerning: 
.\ 
• (a} the adequacy of current comrilunicati.on 
~ procedures incl~ding report ~ards 
. ' . 
. 
(b) how current proceduor_es_. might ·be improve~ 
(c) 0 possible new procedures mentioned to them by 
" 
the resear~her (d~riv~d from the literature 
~ 
on · innovations. in education) 
(d) the problem areas to be provided for . in the 
' - 0 
procedures - a cad em i c , soc i a 1 •. f i nan c i a 1 ••• _ 
. 
- ( .; v r De v e 1 o p i n g f r O'm· . the . d a t C!: g a· t -here d , a mode 1 · , o r s e t 
._) 
of r e commended procedu r es for homa-scho~l. 
I 
communications, including orientation procedure s~ 
interviewing ~~rangements and 
\ 
·a. !report 
' \ -~ l I . 
··-.. ·-·--·-··t 
c,a rd .. 
' . 
- i 
-·· -- ·.-·· -~ ... 
. . 
.. 
t . ~ .. I ' ' . 
! 
. . 
·. 
, .. 
I -
I 
··~ . 
.. 
.. : 
I 
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, 
\ . 
··- ---
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{ v ) 
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Hay'(n,~ ~-he .. mode.l assessed by the previous 
r.~.'~P:~:~1ents ,~ _na.~e.ly ;,the kindergarten teacher·s, 
· 12 
• • • : . ::- : ~· I • 
. t·l'i~ e:le'·l!l~nt.ary '·school principals and the parents. 
• I • " ., ' t : '• ,. : · . l * • • .' ' ' • 
(vi) Rev+isirrg. ' th~: -model in light 'of the assessm,ent. 
. . 
- ' . 
Duration .... 
. . 
The literature review was carried out and interview 
sc~edules for stages one and three designed during ~he months 
·, 
·of July and .August 1982 . . Some report cards . were collected 
I" 
and some pilot interviews conducted d_uring the - summer; with 
actual int;erviews conducted during the -:fall. The question- . 
" 
n a) r e s we r e d i s t r i b u t e d i n--th e fa 1 1 o f 1 9 8 2 . 
. • 
De 1 i m i tat ions 
The: following are del imitations of this study: 
JlL The projecYlil.r~icularly the aspects dealing ~ith 
progress reporting ,w.as based upon the curriculum 
as presently prescribed. No attempt was made to 
change, revise or criticize the Program of Studies 
.-- I 
follot~ed i~ Newfoundland schools. 
(2) There was no intent to deal separately wit'h the 
need~ of any particular rel .igion, social class, or 
• . 
other social sub-grouping but ra.ther to establish 
• 
a general" reporting system adaptable :to any scnool. 
\ 
.. 
/ 
·. 
' . _- ~ ...... . - \ -·· _..,._ . 
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limitations ,• 
The following are· limitations to this study: 
. . 
(1) Any references to curriculum are based upOQ the 
Program of Studies 1ssue d by the Newfoundland 
Departm~nt of Education, and the pol ici.es of the 
.. .. , 
Avalon Consolidated: School Board, thereby limiting 
this study to schools under the jurisdiction of 
this board . 
. (2) The study was 1 imited by the ski 11 of the . 
interviewer iii establishing rapport a·nd illiciting 
·. I 
· worthwhj.le responses from ~1espondents . · 
· (3) The .s,tudy ~as . limit~d by 4t~ willingn~ss o f. 
respondents to truthfully respond to .the 
questionnaire distributed as part of the study. 
(4) The st·udy was-' limited by researcher bi"as. 
"" Definitions , · 
T h e t e r m s d e f i n e d i n t h i s ·sec t i o n ·a r e e s s e· n t 1 a 1 t o 
the understanding of this project. 
. 'K i n de r g a r ten C h i 1 d : a c h i1 d who will be f 1i v e yea r s o f a g e . 
on or before, December 31 of the year for which he 
is regi s'tered for kindergarten . 
Orientation : a session, or sessions, which take place[in 
I 
the school for the pu r pose of .familiarizing thd 
J--·· --·-t chj~ and. parent with the school. 
\ . 
-' 
----
. 
- ·-------..... -- · - --~- · ..... ~-
,f·, • •• 
\ 
. ....... .............. 
'-
) 
' .. 
!' 
l 
~ 14 ~·' 
.. 
Repor-ting Per-iods: specific times des.ignated. by indivt~dua_ l 
school boards in w·hich to conduct parent interviews 
or ·distribute written progress reports. For the 
:· · Avalon 'Consolidated School Board, these ·peri.ods .are 
' • J 
after 60 school days, after 120~ _school days_,. and 
. \ 
the las·t school day of the year. -' 
I 
~are nt-Teacher Conferences: . . . I pr1va te tntervteW's ·between a 
• • 
parent and a partic1Jlar child•s teacher, during a 
. ~ ',' 
reporting peri.od i'n lieu ·of, or complementary tQ a 
writ'trn report. Where there is a spe~ific problem, 
the pr.incipal, guidance counsellor. nurse, or o.ther 
persons ~ay also l>e irivo)v-ed . 
~pontaneous Consultation: an unscheduled meeting, ·or 
- - f 
telephone -~onversation, initi;ated by either p~r.e~t 
•• 
or teacher · to make inqu i ries or convey information 
about. behaviour or progres-s of a particular student . . 
• , • I 
Significance 
. • · - - ........ ,l 
This project ·was i ntended :Th.: p-r'()duce recommen dations 
and documents wh i ch may be used to ·. promote· parent,:-.teacher 
. . . 
communication and co-operation during the kindergarten year. 
~~e problem upon which the project was based was generally 
· ex',perienced 
! 
·· thrt ep~erge 
in publ·~c schoo.l s, therefore ,the procedures 
will hopefully be for kindergarten teachers in 
.... 
d. 
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15 
any .public school. 
to: 
This study is of particular significance · 
I 
{1) Kindergarten teachers of the Avalon Consolidated 
Schoo 1 Board . 
. {2) Parents who have children of k·indergarten age, or 
, 
.who -will be eligible for kindergarten .reg_i strat i on 
i n t he. n e a r f u t u r e . 
· -·- ---.;.(3) Elementary .principa1s and . primary c .o·o~dinator· ~. 
who are present'ly s.earching for .a · model wh ic h may 
be used in their · own schools. · ·.· ... . 
,, 
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Parent-teaC'her c~mmuni~ation 1 ncludi ng progress. 
. ' 
report'i ng·, with spec~fic reference to the lc.inderga-rt~n 
program has received limited attention in educational 
resear~h. Much of the .available recent materiar 
out_lines: cur;-re'ht and .relat1vely new trends in deve l oping I . . . 
parental . attitudes and co.:.oper·atfve rel~tionships • . · 
· . . : The review of the literature 4h1ch follows is 
• • • k 
di vfded · into · six sect_ions. · Firstly, · to ensure the · 
relevan~e of the. li teratur.e ·to ., this proj~ct, a number 
·of ~erms used in this repo.rt are defined. Secondly •. . t he 
-. 
16 
aeed fo'!'" ~arent.-te ·ache·r communi cation is explore:c and the 
.. 
rf:search outlined briefly. The third section deals with 
· information sharing between teacher and parent. Several 
studies regarding deve.ioping ·an approach to communications 
a~e presented i.n section four. The· fifth section deals 
with. providing meaning to program content and · process . 
the final section reviews the research dealing specifica l ly 
with kindergarten· reporU ng in Newfo.undland and Labrador • 
.,. . ' . . 
The literature review conclude s with a summary of 
the.major points .. 
w • 
. ' 
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Definitions 
. ~ 
The definitions which follow ·are presented. in an 
attemp~ to clarify the :purpose of this · report, namely, to 
develop a model for parent-teacher · communication. 
Kindergarten 
" 
17. 
Today ' s kindergarten had fts b,eginnings in Germany 
with educat~rs who were ·fol lowe'rs of 'Freidri ch Fr~ebel • 1·; : 
. ' . 
' . 
The 'evolution of .k.indergarten programs also o_wes much to 
Maria t-1 .ontes~orf 2 . and to -~ohn Dewey3 both r/k whom believed 
·in active, experie'ntial learning for very young. children. 
. . . . . 
The most modern' theories portray the kindergarten 
as an immer.sion into· ·a school . env-ironment integratedwith 
home life, and ~esigned to aid the whole child with regard ,. 
to "physical, intellectual, · ~ocial, emotional, moral and 
. . 
spiritual development". 4 .. • Ki ndergarten ' programs modelled 
.. 
i n t h i s fa s h. i o n a r e b a s e d on t h e o r .1 e s o f c o n t i n u o u s a n d 
. 
. ,
.. .· 
1Fr.efdrich Froebel. The Education of Man. ~rans .• 
M.W. Hailman (New .York : D. Appleton & Co ; , · 1887) • . 
2 . 
., a r f a M on t e s s o ri • : The M o n t e s s o 'r 1 He t hod ( N e w Y o r k : 
Stokes Publishi'ng Co., 1912. 
· 
3John Dewey, The Child and the Curr·icul um (Chicago: 
Univers-ity of Chicago Pres·s, 189.9)·. 
4 . . : -. ,; . . 
. Prov1ncia·l. Ki~derg~,rten Committee. Kindergarten 
Ed'ucat·ion {S-t". John's: : Gove.rnment of Newfoundland and · 
. Labrador. ·1981), p. 2 • 
·- ------'··--;-.--· . ··.¢·' ·11!:--":""' --------- - --...... -
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d~velo'pment'al learning wherein integration of subject areas 
~rovides a curriculum core-. 5 Inf.urther exploration .of 
primary school development, Blenkin and Kelly6 outline the 
. ' 
theories and practices which hav.e led to the. curren~ school 
situation. 
Communication 
Communication between parents and teachers is one • 
. ' ... . . 
dimension, but an important one, of the public. sc.hool 
system. Theorists advocate honesty and continuity in 
informing the ·public about all ~~pects of .~he scho_ol. 7. 
· communi~a.tion, specif~cally dual~directio~al cpmmunication,···.·. 
as . sho·wn in M~Cl.oskey .•s model i.n Figure 2, rem,ins an . . 
effective tool in ·1 inking the hom·e and school for the child. 8 
5Fairfax County Schools, Ptogram of Studies : Early 
Childhood Education: Kindergarten Section. U.S., 
Educational Resources Information Center, ERIC Document 
ED 111 526, 1976. 
6Geva M. Blenkin and A. v. Kelly, The Primary . 
Curriculum (London: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1981), 
pp. 15-62. . 
7 . . 
les 1 ie W. Kindre,.d et a 1. , The Schoo 1 'and Community 
Relations {'Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice Hall, ·lnc . , 
19 76) • 
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19 · 
Th~ figurj ~elow shows . the communication pro~ess 
as 1t applies · to the teache'r-parent relationship. 
·I J Tlatn You Clarify 1· 
· .. ---j Your Mcanrc j-------. ... 
. ,,, . . - q - . .. .... 
, ' /' J and Transmit I ', ' (~ ltTo · ~--- I -, 
\ 7.-f:' f.::~~-:;:;" i ~ 
'V ~ - I 
0 
' . 
. ' . .. - X I FHc!tBacl. 1· ~ I I ~ Commcnh andY' . J 
. . \ • fA. '" • 
', I Quctllons. I / ., 
' ·-.· ":' ·. 
' . , 
' .. ;~ ... ' . . I a ad 1\cachu •. . - I . .,. ... ,""" 
. • .· ... _- Mutual UncJcntandln"c ... --- ~ 
· f -•th You. ·• I . l' 
.· 
I 
! 
i · 
. . 
Figure 2. ~al..:oirectional Co-mmunication ; ·· . · . · 
'(From Gordon McCloskey, Education and 1Public Understanding, 
.QE_. cit.; p. 72.) . . . . 
-Progress Reporting 
Progress reporting . from the traditional point of 
• I 
view; entails informing parents of achievement measured 
.• 
'within the school by teachers. 9 Favor has fallen on .the 
9o•oard· of" Education for the City of Toronto,: 
• - -~ · _ Rep~rting to Pareftts. 1966, p.2. 
. .. 
., 
,. 
l -
i · 
,, 
____ ....._.,.._,. ,. ,..:__._._. 
------------..---..... ,..._~ - -------..----- ------ ·----··-··__...,__ 
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'{ ' 
A. 
' ' ~ 
,, 
-~ . '. 
' ! 
'I 
.. 
. ...., 
· . . 
p a r·e n t - t e ·ache r 
' i 
~~ teJiew method of r ~port i n 9 , 10 but the 
' 
reporf card document · is a required component in · most 
sc~oo.ls. It must, as a professional document, present a 
concise, accurate synopsis i.n an appropriate 111.anner. 11 
20 
Thel go.als of repo'rting to parents have been 
outlined fJr kindergarten teachers in a thematically-based I . 
tea'ching .relsource · book which .has been circulated to all 
Ne~lfoundland kindergarten class~!?Jl'S. ·L)sted .among these 
goals are co-o.perative assistance from teacher and parent '· 
·. tow.ard the child, assessing and .rei:llizing re~.lfstic 
,, 
o o j e c t i v e s , a .n d a h e a 1 t h y e x c h a i1 g e o f .. i n f o r m a t i o n be t w e·.e rT 
~ . . . . . 
the h 0 me .and s c h 0 0 1 . 12 
N~sh 13 suggests th.at ~can become skilled 
diagnosticians, and proposes that for reporting . purposes 
they carry out the assessment of children within the · 
. ! 
10Provincial Kindergarten Committee, Beqinning·s: 
A Guide for Kinderga·rten Teachers (St. John's: Department 
offl'ducation, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador .-
1983), Chapter 6, p·. · 3. ' 
11 Board of Education for the City of, Toronto, 
2.2_. •Cit., p, 8. . 
. 
12susanne Eden, Early Experiences: Resource Guide~ 
for Develo mental Pro rams in ar·1 Childho.od Education 
Tor.onto: Nels.on, Canada, 1982. p. 59 . 
. 
13chris Nash, "Earl~ Identifi~ation or Early · 
.Childhood Education~ . A Ma.tter of Choice",Newsletter-
Canadian Association · for Youn-g Children, (May, 1981), · p.42 . • 
' .J 
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kinderga·rten cl~s·sroom. The Newf~~nd Provin~ial 
Kin.dergarten Committe-e has adop(ed much the same view • 
. 21 
·. 
. I .. 
The ':use of standardized te.sts for assessment of children . 
fs n~ot e.ncouraged and is viewed merel} as reinforceme~\ of \ 
th~ conclusi~~s ·drawn and expressed t roug~.anecdotal 
repo;ting. 14 . __.--
--
~ 
The Need· for Parent-T acher 
Commuri i cation 
Thl!'""'itepefit to the child o.f f equent, posit'ive 
\ · . . 
~ parerit-teachef communication has _·been· wideJy researc.hed and · 
a ·~vocated. A frequently quoted work;\ this · area ~_is th~ · 
Plowden' .Report, whit~ . found that mosi r~ent-teacher . . 
re)ations were of a social \natu·re rat·~lr ,- than co-operative 
· · I 15 : \ · involvement in school progr~ms. . ·, \ ' . · · 
A study carried out1 in Israe1 16 ou.tlines . cur.riculum, 
\ . 
evaluation and parent-participation. · Mo·re fam11iar - in 
1'7 ... . 
North America . are · Hea9start pro,~rams design~d for 
14 Provinc.ial Kindergarten Committee, QJ!.. cit., p. ·35. 
15The Centra 1 ;d ~ i sory;- coun c i1 far E due at ion 
(E-ngland) Chi.ldren and Their Primary Sc'hools (The Plowden 
Report) (Lond,on: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 196'7), 
V, 2 1 p, 146, \ I I 
I 16 Elinor Schulman Kolumbus, Is It Tomorrow Yet? \1 '' 
Handbo~k for Educators of the Very Young, U.S., Educational 
Resourc_es Information Cente~, ERIC Document ED 205 262, 1981. 
' 
• · · .l)Melvin E.' Allerhand, Headstart orerational Field 
Analysisf Progress Rekort II, U.S., Educat onal Resources 
Informat on Center, E IC ·Document ED 015 775, 1966 • . 
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economically and socially. di sadyantaged children an~ the1 r 
parents.~Ma~y ~esearch . studie~ about kindergarten. deal .with 
children frolll'·~{s ~'lff~~.g~)a nd minority fami 1; es •· the fr 
' . ·' . pre-s~hool ·expl!ri.ences, parental involvement and subsequent 
\ 
·achievement.' c·osgrov~18 evaluated ·a program des-i'gned- to :;,> 
help such parents refine their home teaching .skills.' Diaz 19 
related learning problems to a home~ environment process 
measure. Howe11 20 found that parental involvement in 
· , 
-conferences and similar ac;tivities ·was related neither to · 
. . 
· kindergarten ac;hievement nor to pre-schooJ attendance. 
t 
·· ·. Kendrick 21 fou~d no relationship ~etween kindergarten 
. . .. . pupils • ·behavior a·nd whether the fam~ly was nuclear, .. : .. 
tt • ' .' 
. single-parent, or rema"'rried. 
Tl)at appropriate parental attitudes can 
I , 
positively affect learni ng• has been demonstrated by 
18 Gregory T. Cosgrove ·,. "Home Training · of Parents . 
· ·. of cu·l tural ~Y Different Junior Ki-ndergarten Children .. 
(Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Toronto, . 
198'2). . 
1
.
9Martha Yolanda Valde·z Diaz, "Home En-vironmental 
Factors on Indicators of Learni'ng Problems ~mong Hispanic · 
Kindergarten Children" Dissertation Abstra•cts I ntern·a tiona l , 
44 (September, 1983), p. 734-A. 
20John ·F. Howell, A Follow-Up E:v·aluation of A P're-
school Program, U .'S., Educational Resources Information 
~enter, ERIC Document .. ED llS 669, 1975. .. ' · 
. ,?.!Martha L. Kendrick, "The Relationship between 
Ktndergarten Children's Classroom Behavior and Family . Unit 
Type", Dissertation-Abstracts Intern'ational, 44 (February, .. 
1984). p. 2353-A. 
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23 
. . H .ines 22 , ··:Macle~d23 , and Honig24 • · Honig·25 indicate.s : · 
1 
· · parentallinvol·vement< is critical to the succ~ss pf a prpgram. 
. Robison . ~n~ _ Spodek 26 expound the importan'ce ~ of consis:tency 
in the hQ e and school. and fee ·l this should be initiated 
. . 
. 
by .the schoo'L Parents often feel they are outsiders of the . 
• • • <t , • . • 
.educational environment. Peine has discovered ·lack of school 
: support to the par.ent could be det iniental to the child's 
. . 
· achiev'ement. 27 Moles 28 as wel1 , . 
22Bur~ett A. Hines~ · n·conc mitant Effects of Parental 
Involve,ment in Federally Supported Early Childhood -Programs", 
Dissertation Abstract.s International9 44 (July, 1983)9 p. 66--A. 
~ . 
23Flora Macleod, 11 Home Based. Early learning Project 11 , • 
Early Child Development and Care,_ 12 (1983). pp. 11.1•-118. 
24A.S . · Honig and · J.R.· l~l,-y9 "Fa:mi l; Deve.lop~ent 
Research Program: Retrospective Revi ew 11 , Early Child 
Development and Care, 10 {1982}, pp. 41-62.4 
·. 
25Alice s. Honig,' Paren.t Involvement in Earl 
Childhood Education (Wash1ngton, D.C.: National Association 
for Education of Young Chfldren, 1976·) · p . 81 .. 
26Helen F. Robison ~and Bernard Spodek, New Dire~tion;~\ 
in the Kindergarten (New York: Teach rs College Press, \ 
Columbia University, 1965), pp. 142-3. 
.. 
27Hermann A. Peine and Roy Howa-rth, Child~en and · ~ 
Parents ·. ( M i d d 1 e.s e..x , Eng 1 and : Pen g u i n Books , · 1 ~ ; 5 p • 10 7 • 
2801 i ver 'c •. : Moles, 11 Sy~thesis' of R.ecent Rese rch on 
Parent Participation i], Children's Education 11 , Educ tional 
leadership 40 (Novem~err, ·1982), , pp. 44.:.47. 
29Naomi. ~. la~ · and·Eth~l Berry Mincey, "Parents· vs . . 
Teachers or Parents and Teachers: What Shall It Be? 11 , Early 
Child · Development and Care, . 11 {1983), pp. '123-30 • 
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24 
th~t . often~ ~ommunic 'at:iol between home ·ancl s_chool begi:s ~n 
a .negative note if the pa:rents feel the school is competi ri'g 
. . . 
~ I . 
. for the chi 1 d's a ttenti on1: Pl'owden. attributes this reaction 
. to .. th'? growth .of p r·~tes s ion a; e ducat i pn. 30 
·.Contrary to the re_ge~h pre~n~ed above, t\'IO· recent 
studies by Howe11 31 and by :Lopez and Holmes 3 ~ show that parental 
invo'lvemen't does not appear. to ~uence particu.l ar types of 
I 
achievement in t_he· kindet:,_gar~en. 
. --------
Information Sharing 
Information shari n·g is inherent in dual-direct i onal 
"communicati-on. ·Hhenviewe~ i·n · a home' arid school contex,t, 
the i'nform,~tion i·s very .often of a personal nature, 
requ(ring trust -and respe·ct. Murton. as quoted by Sharp, 
.,. 
suggested that .the move from home to· schoo·l can be the 
· occasion 
-bui1t. 3·3 
teacher-parent relationships to be 
. 
30Th{ Centra 1 Advisory Commit tee for Education 
(England), .Q...E_. cit., V. 2, · p. 147. 
31 John F. Howell, .QJ!.· cit. 
32Linda c: Lopez and Will_iam M. Holmes, 'iMaternal 
Involvement and Academi~ Success for K,ind.er~arten Pupils", 
Reading Improvement, 20 (Winter,. 1983), pp. '248-51.. ~· . 
33Alice Mu.rton, From .Ho.me to School (Toronto: 
· MacMillan Co. Ltd., 1971), p. 11. cited by Dorothy C. 
Sharp, 11 Ear.ly Childhood Programs: A Study of. Provision 
for .Kindergarten and Preschool Programs in Newfoundland .. 
(Unpublished Master's thesis, Memorial University of 
Newfoundland, 1976), p.30. 
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.. 
By age fii_~, the chi 1 d ·has been exposed to five · 
entire years ·of his home lea-rning env-ironment. The flow 
of infcirmation.to the school from the home, becomes 
essential as parents make use of these five years ,in many 
·var'ious ways .. Lill:ie6 coh.tends this flow of communication 
is ·essential for hom~-training and teacher's j·nsight into 
the indfvidual child. 34 
Deve 1 erativeA roach 
The ·responsibility for devel'oping a co-:-operative 
a p p r o a c h t o . a · c h i .1 d ' s e d u c a t i o n 1 i e s w i t h ~ he · ~ i n de ~ g a r t. eln 
. teacher . 35 elements .of such an approach, 
according to Lil -·lie, must be- re'spect, honesty and team.work : 36 .. · . 
As outlined previously the parent must not 
he or she is an · outsider. 
~though / · 
. . ' School handbooks and group .meeti!'lg.s with parents ·of 
older children have become fairly cqmmon . tools for deve'loping 
parental co-~peration wit~ the school.~·e help al-leviate · · 
3 4 D a v i d L. . Li f 1 ; e I E a r l• c h i 1 d h 0 0 d Ed u c a t i 0 n : An 
Individual A roach to Develo mental Instruction Palo Alto 
S,cience Research •.Associates, 1975 , p. 19_2. 
35 Provincial Kindergarten Committee, Beginnings~ 
Q!· cit.&, · chapter 6,· P·. 1. 
.. 
3 6 L i 11 i .e , .Q.Q: ci i t . , p • 1'9 a. 
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, 
• I 
, 
s om e t e n s i o n o n t h e p a, r t o f t he p 111' en t I a n d a r e a d ·V o c .a t e d 
bymany educators including Oobbin. 37 
llonig 38 has presented data ·outlirring the succes .s 
of parent-i'nvolvers visiting the homes of kinder·garten 
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c h i 1 d r· e n . B e c k e r a n d E p s t e i n 3 9 r r e s e n t t h e 9 e n e r a 1 a p p r o a c h 
.t o p a r' e n t tl 1 c o - o p e r· a t i on a s i n v o 1 v i n g t h e p a r en t s i n t he 
home , for example, with homework. An alternative presented 
i s to b r i n g p a r~ n t s i n to t h c c 1 a s s r o om , o r i n to s c h o o 1 ~ 
de c.i s i o ri- rna k in 9. 
" 
S om e e x c e 1 1 e n t c o mm u n i c a t i o n s p r o p o s a 1 s h a v e b e e n 
published tlnd some examples are outlined in · ~lclnerney 40 , 
,, l ~ 2 
1: o 1 u r:t b u s ' , a n cl 1 o c a 1 1 y b y 13 u f f e t t . 
_. __ .. --·- ____ :· 
' ~ 
;) ! I • ' 1 
, . r· 0 ·: 1r: c 1 J i:indcir·garten Co r•1mittee1 2.£.· E..U· I 
• Cn. D1 ~- 1. · 
. ~ 
3 811 o n i g , P a r e n t I n v o 1 v e men t i n E a r 1 y C h i J. d h a ad 
Education , 2.J?.· cit., p. 81. 
3 9 11 en r y J a y Becke r a n d Joyce L . E p s t e i n , " P a r en t 
I n v o -1 v e me n t : A S u r· v e y o f T e a c h e r P r· a c t i c P s " , J h e E 1 e m e n t a r y 
School Jour~. !33 (tlovembcr, 1982), pp. 85-10_2. 
40Bcatrice L. t1clnerney et a.l., Preschool and 
Pr· in!HV Education Project. 1967-613 Annual Progress Report 
t o t h e F o r· a r o u n d a t i o n , U • S • , E d u c a t i o n a l R e s o u r c e s 
Information Center, ERIC Document ED 027 936, 1969. 
4 1 Ko1umbu~. 22.· cit. 
42 Fred Buffett, 
Communications Program 
of II c1vf o u n d 1 and , l 9 8 1) . 
ed . , Developing a School-Community 
( S t : John I s , ~I em or i a 1 U n i v e r ~ i t y 
--··------- -
., 
Providing Meaning to Program 
Content and Process 
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In order for the parent to support the. school, he 
must fully understand the program ~nd the me~hods by which 
the school operates. The teacher must be prepared for .many 
varying ,parental attitudes: the pre-school home environment~ 
and experiences have · a direct influence on parental 
expectations. 43 To overcome what could be a dramatic ~han~e 
i n the c h i 1. d • s h a b i t s and 1 i f e s t y 1 e , the tea c he r mu s t e x't end 
herself to personal con ~ act with parents, preferably, 
according to Eden, w~thin the direct environment of the 
school building. 44 ~ She con~inues to say that ~xplan.tions 
of school programs ~~es~nted t~ parents befor~ the child 
' ! 
• ' I 
enters school are most effective in fostering : positive 
attitudes. Discovering the why and how of a teacher's 
methodology can be as important to the development o~ 
positive parental attitudes as being . included in the program 
itself. Parents ,upon understanding the school will, in 
turn, begin to understand their children better a~d observe 
their g~owth more effectively. 45 
· 
43oona Coates, 
'between Pre-School and 
. p'. 33. 
44 Eden, ~· 
. ' 
-
"Some Basic Facts about the Transition 
Schoo 1 " , Prime Are as , 2 3 ( Fa 11 , 19 8 0) , 
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The Provincial Situation 
Traditio~ally in Newfoundland, kindergarten teachers, 
in consultation with their principals, h~ve been responsible 
for contacting and reporting to parents and for distributing 
information to them. This has led to q variety of ,school-
home co.mmunications procedures. In 1980, the Department of 
Education ippointed a Provincial Kind~rgarten Committee, 
chai~r.ed by Dr. Te.~esita Dobbin. · ·After_ con.sulting kindergarten 
teachers the Committee made a series ' of recommendatiQns 
designed to improve kindergarten programs ·throughout the 
p~ovince. 46 
0 • 
little research rel~ted to the pres~nt study . has b~~~~ 
- carried out in this province . The mbst closel) related, 
discov~red by the researcher~was a master's the~is by Dorothy 
Candlish Sharp entitle·a "Early Childhood Programs: · A Study . 
. of Provision for Kindergarten and Pre-School Programs in 
-V. 
Newfoundland". ~ - ~hile Sharp's study dealt only ~arginally 
w~th parent-teacher co;muni~a~ion in kinderg~rten, she did 
find~ from over 400 responding kindergarten teachers that 
parent participation in the cJassroom wa~ relatively uncom~on, 
although pa re nts ·did participate in other· school activities; 
Most teachers held interviews with parents once a term, and 
informally ~t the wish of parents. 4? 
\ , . 
46 Provincial Kindergarten Committee, ~· cit. 
47 sharp, Q.E.· eft., pp. 123-124. 
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The _remaining sources . of pr.ovincial. literature ·were· 
~andbooks and report cards obtained · fr9m elementary school 
principals i"n the Avalon Consoli.dated School -Board. These 
afe~listed in t~e Bibliography. 
. 
Summary 
The survey of the literature tevealed that research 
into ~he rep9rt~n.g pro~ess . in ki'nderg,rten was qu·ite 1 imited. 
T.he major terms used in the · study were discussed, ·namely l . . .. 
kindergarten, communications, and. repo.rfing~ 
T~ n~ed for parent involvement in kindergarten 
education -was advoc~ted by most writ~rs ~nd researchers. 
Several studies dealt .with th~ positive'effects of parental 
in.volvemen_t on pupil · achie~eme.nt and pupil attitud.es, as 
well·.~s on parental attitudes. Two studies found no such 
relationship . 
Information sharing is essential .to the parent~ . 
/ ' 
tea~her rela~ionshi~. The parent must trust the teacher ' s 
observati~ns ~nd opinions to be in the best intere~t of 
t\ ~. 
the - chi·ld. At the same time,the teacher is new to the 
.. 
· child, who ha~ had five years .of learning by this . time~ 
, 
: ' 
. and must. rely on t,tle · parent for accounts of the past. 
The development of a co-operative approac• to a 
chi 1 d ' s e ducat i on ni us t be i n it i a t_e d by the s c h o o 1 . Parents 
·' ' 
must feel ,welcome and important: in~ this strange environment'. 
\ 
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'·,. Various med .ia, including kindergarten handbooks/ have :been · 
used to facilitate the teacher's task. Some consideration 
(\· 
. . 
is given to the teacher maki~g home vis.its. 
The parent must understand the program content, and ··· 
school procedures in order for t~e co-o~erative relationship 
to be effective. Parental attitude~ are an important 
consideratio~ · at . this s.tag~, as the school should be seen 
in as., positive ' a 1 fght .as possible. 
·' .The pr_ovincial situation regarding ki__n ·d·ergarten 
r 
.. 
reporting is· 1mpro·v1ng. Though few academic ·s·tudies 
• 1 
dealing with this . have been . undertaken, te~chers are be~oming 
inore vocal ~in. their . Sear·C~ for be'tt.er methods of. reporting. 
. . • 
.ihe work of the · Provincial~ Kindergarten· Committee, · though 
. . . . . . ' .. 
i~~omplete tc date, has helped to give ki~dergarten ~eache~~ 
new direction. · 
. ' 
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CHAPTER III 
·.· 
METHODOLOGY 
I 
The final product\ of . this 
d_epe~d~:nt .on ~ur.re~t pracLces in 
• 
'-
project· was·· highly 
communications and the 
degree·of satisfaction with these . Therefore, three 
31 
source~ were ne~essarily . conta~ted in order to gather data: 
elem.entary school prin~ipals, tea·cher.s of kindergarten 
students, an~ parents of kindergarten students. Ea~h of 
•· ' • Q ' ,· • • • • ' 
these group~ has a pa~t~cular . input .within the communication 
system -to be studi·e.d, and e.ach nas a very differertt function •. 
The interest in communications for all three sources is 
-~ 
'\ . . . . . 
providing the best possible education for each individual 
• . . 
child enrolled in th~ kin~,rgarten program. 
.' ' 
Interviews with Principals· 
The- administrative content and .input'irlto . 
communicatiOn with parents of kindergarten was studied 
'through ·interviewing elementary pr.incipals. To ensu're the 
'tO 
inclusion in this study · of all var~ations in communicatin~ 
with parents, all ·principals of elementary schools were 
inter.v~ewed. There were, at th~ time oft~project , 
eigh~een schools. operated by ·.the Avalon Consolidated School 
' ' 
" Boa·rd which had kindergarten classes. 
,. 
. • .. 
. ... - · 
... 
- ~ 
, 
·. 
\ . 
I 
/;::.-;;;;::;.> 
....-<An -inte_rview schedule was devised, based on the. 
32 
administrative operations, and viewpoints of communicating 
with parent~ . . The central topics were: · initial contact, 
~ 
maintaining parental contact and support, and progress 
reporting methods. The interview schedule ·was drawn' up 
• 
. · by the researcher in consultation with her supervisory 
committee and piloted with four principals. Necessary 
"" · revisjons for clarity were consequently made. ~ .copy of 
the interview . sched~l~ - is ~ found in Appendix A. 
Interviews were approximately twenty minutes each 
I 
in duration, and, where poss-ible, tape recordings. were made 
-· to fac;ilitate the transcription of information. In alll 
cases notes were made during the interview rand transcribed 
as soon as possibl~ thereafte--r-; Inter.views were held in 
the Spring of 1984. When possibJe, they took 'place in the 
t .principa)'s office. Six p~incipaJs were contacted by 
telephone. 
, 
Data -from each question asked of principals is 
presented in Chapter IV. 
Teacher Survey 
' ..... . "' /' Th~ reaction of teachers to home and school 
' communica~ions methods was. c.onsidered to· be an- essential 
. 
element to this study. In most schools·the teacher is 
respons'ible for'ini -tiating and maintaining -con'tact·with 
the home. 
- -------- ·--r"!a ..w...- :.. --.·· ':~':;~-- --· .... ----'--· • .... -' . . . . 
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For the p~rpbse of ga~hering data a que~t~onnaire 
was devised· by the researcher in consultation with the 
supervisory committee, to g~tner information on current 
pa ren't'- teacher communi cat i o'ns and reporting prac.t ices and 
. . . 
the ·teacher's satisfa~tion with these. Qpestions were 
designed so as to · require marking a chosen ·response or 
noting a short comment. The questionnaire was piloted by 
e~ght ~eachers \ before being diSt!ibuted to all thirty~two 
. I 
kindergarten teachers ~1-· the Avalon Cons,olidated School . 
. · · .. • . I • . . l · 
.Board·. Cop·; es of the ·q~e~ ti o~.n.~ i r'e wer~ .rna i.l ed to teachers 
. ..· . j • ' 11/ . 
with a letter 9f . e~planat1oni guarantee of confide~t i ality 
.. and a stam'ped 'return envelope. 
After~ tw~~week pe~iod,efforts were mad~ to gather 
· question~~ires which had not been. returned. At six weeks a 
request was ·made of a number .of principals t6 .remind their . 
teachers to ~urn the que·stionnaires as soon. as possible. 
In several sctioo}ywith more than o~e stream of students, 
teachers collaborated. A total of twe~ty re~pons~s was 
. I 
. I 
received, rep~esenting .. l4 of the !8 schools. · 
The results are presented in Chapter IV. 
Parent Interviews 
A third set of data~ parental reaction to the · 
communications system in the school, was gathered by . 
interviewing twenty sets of paren t s. The criterion . for 
. I 
., . 
. .  
... ~ .---.. - ... H .. <, , ,.., , <>" ' 
l l ; ' . 
• " f • ~ • .. • • • • 
: . 
, .. 
·--
.· 
.· . 
' 
- - -· 
· . . 
choosing parents was that their child must have attended 
kindergarten from 'september 1982 to June 1983 at a school 
under the jurisdiction of the Avalon Consolidated SchooJ 
Board. '• 
34 
In order to obtain a ran~o~ sample, numbers were 
chosen from· ·the total kindergarten enrolm~nt . of the _A·valon -
'f. · .Conso.lidate·d. School s·aard for 1982-83~ by usi·ng · a. table of 
. I . 
randall) number.s. · It ~ai then determi~ed, thro~gh oidering 
.schools alphabetically by name. and :~~un~in~ enrolment 
cu~latively, · which ' sch~ols would be·; as~igned chosen ~-
1 • 
Ou'mbi!rs. In ·order t 1 ·Se 1 ec t Parents, k i nderg·a r ten 
·. registers were order11d alphabetically by teachers' last • . 
.. 
names where more than one .·kindergarten class existed. 
' Principal~ were then asked to number children as they .: 
app~ar_ed ,in the register and release the names which 
corresponded with particular numbers. 
... 
: . 
\ . 
When ' all names requ~ired wer'e obt~ined, parents were _. 
interviewed individually by telephone. An interview · 
• ' , .. . .. .. · 
schedule was designed for parents and tested 'by the· 
, ' . 
. interviewer in co'nsultation with the supervisor and 
piloted on fourlparent~: Th~ emp~asis of the ~~est~orys 
a~ked of parents was a~areness of t~e kindergarten pro~~am, 
amount Qf involvement: contact with the school, degree of 
satisfaction· w.ith the abov·e, and desired changes .. Four of 
the original twenty sets of parents were un~vai'lable: As 
a~ditional sets of parents had been chosen randomly the 
-~---...... , --:----...,. l'll!"'w;'•- ·,., .. , -; .... · ·:~ ... . 
. . 
' 
' .. 
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: 
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. ...... 
'· 
f i r s-t f o u r o f the s e )'I e r e co n t a c ted by t he i n t e r v i ewe r . The · 
. i 
interview schedule As found in Appendix C. Responses _by 
parent,s are presente_d in Chapter V • . : 
·-· ·De~elo2ment of. the Model 
~ 
The purpose of this project was to develop a 
' 
_communications and report~ng system for use by parents and 
·-
teachers in the kindergarten yea ... ·The model was developed 
by fhe researcher b~sed _o'n the literature review, information 
. ... < " 
~rawn frbm the three research sources·? and the researcher; 's-:; 
I 
p·ersonal experience as a kindergarten te~cher. · The · 
com~let~d communi~ations model i~cludei_ recommendations for 
I i·nitial contact through 'to the final report card use·d in 
- the -kindergarten ye~~· 
The model was distributed for evaluation, with an 
accompanying' questionnaire -, to a11 eighteen of the elementa 'ry 
pri·n1ipals of the Avalon C~nsolidated School Board, · thir.t;- · 
tw·o 'kindergarten teacher!"~. and a group of twenty. parents· of 
c h i 1 d r e n w h o a t t e n d e d k i n d e _r g a .r.t e n i n 1 9 8 2 -: 8 3 . A s i n t he 
parent interviews, this group ' was sele~~ea randomly from 
. . . ' 
k~ndergarten enrolment f~cords. 
Ba~~d on questionnwire resporises, the model was 
revised. A copy of the questionnaire is found in Appendix 
, . 
. o and a copy pf 'the model i .n Appendix F. 
' . 
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CHAPTER IV 
COMMUNICATING WITH PARENTS OF KINDERGARTEN 
CHILDREN - CURRENT PRACTICES AS VIEWED 
BY PRINCIPALS AND TEACHERS 
Critical to . thi. ~ project, was the . examination of 
present practices employed by~educators in communicating ~ . r- u 
' with'parents of kind~rgarten children. Data was gatheted 
• . 
. }hrou'gh ;a series of interviews relementary school' . 
principals a~d through.a mailed survey of ~indergarten · 
36 
.. ·. , teac!ers. In this chapter, an effort has. been made to . 
(
,>-.repo t on. informa~ion gathered by these methods. As ·might 
be e,pected within a large school board, many administrati~e 
·. 
procedures. for communicating with parents are standardized 
a m o n g s c n o o 1 s • : · V a r i a t i o n s d o o c c u ·r · i n., a c t u a 1 p r a c t i c e , '"v-
however, depending on the size ·of ~ach school, its . location, 
\ 
and the teachinif style of kindergarfen teachers. The 
• . I 
schools involved ~ary 1n SlZe from o1ne to ~~ree streams, 
- \ 
that is,'having one to three kinderg~rten teachers, each 
\ 
. I 
having responsibility for her own gro'up of students. Class· 
i 
I 
grou_ps are heterogeneous, · and generall\y divid.ed equally 
among te~chers~ Two schools have classes in French 
Immersion _for kindergarten. _-
" \ 
. School populations are drawn from a variety of 
' . 
environments including r~ral, suburban and inner city homes. 
l 'lfiJ. 
\ .. 
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Teachers, being granted a certain amount of autonrimy in 
planning kinderg~rten programs, aim to suit the program to 
~he~r class groups, and as muth as possible . to.·individuaJs. 
On the pages· following, th~ researcher has made an 
' • . , 
.attemp~ to define those practices which are.inde~d standard, 
and outline variations which occur ·in communicatiri'g program 
information and chjldren's progress to parents: 
· Res~lts of Interviews Held with 
. Eleme~t~ry Sc~ool Principals · 
: . 
Personal .contact was . made · by the researcher with · 
I 
. I . 
all ieighteen principals having kinderg~rten classes in 
. I ' . . • 
schbol~ of the Avalon Consolidated board. Following is .-an 
i .. ~ 
account of the data gathered for each q~on of an 
. .. 
interview schedule planned by the researcher . The interview 
schedule is found in its entirety in Appendix A. 
Initial Home-School Contacts 
As · shown in Table 1, the initial contact; with 
.·· 
.parents of kindergarten age children is, in each school. 
made during kinde~garten registration. Not.fication to the 
general public regarding school registration is made through 
an advertisement.place·d in the classified section of local 
newspapers· by the school board. Principals of each school 
• 
make an effort to publicize kindergarten registration th~ou~h 
their school · newsletters, memos, and public events such as 
parent-teacher association meetings. 
·. 
·- , · } .. ----- -- ---·' . . 
' . .. 
I 
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Tab 1 e 1 
Kindergarten Regist~aii·on Procedures 
Question: What are the kindergarten registration procedures 
i_n ·your school? 
Response: 
f . 
.. · t 
initial contacts 
throug'h local newspaper 
through -schoot memos 
p e r s o n s· p r e s e n t 
P~incipal/School Secretary 
Public Health·Nurse -
Kindergarten Teacher 
.~ l .... 
assessment of children 
yes 
no 
.., 
.. 
' 
18 
18 
1.8 
18 
6 
' ' . l_ 
\ Registration is held at each school in Feb'ruatjor 
March for /~i~dergarten classes beginning.in . September of 
_. . 
the same year. Each school has defined territorial 
.. 
boundaries, and . students are accepted for attendance based 
Q on t~e lcica~ion . of tbeir homes. In twelye schools, 
registering a new pupil is strictly an administrative 
operation: The prin~ipal and/or. the school s'ecretary 
~~ . -
... 
meet parents at the school and he)p to compl~te registratio~ 
forms. A public health nurse from the provincial Department 
' . 
6f Health i~ alsq present to verify medical information · and 
I . ~. 
: I 
to be 9 i n a s c h o o 1\·. me d i c a 1 record for each chi 1 d . . 
Though ·;~·. is not required in most schools, ·child.ren 
often accompany .their parents on registration day. A number 
' ";:'-' f\"V'(, ~t-,..-. 
. . .;4-- . .. .. . ·z.•'• ..... . 
. ' 
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of p r i n c i p a 1 s i T.l d i cat e d the. c h i.l d m i g h t be i n v i ted to v i e w 
s 
the kindergarte~ . classroomi ' or other areas o\$ the school. · 
In many cases this day i s the f i r s t . v ; s i i· to the school by 
• the child and the parent . 
Six schools have made p r <? v i s i o ·n s for the kindergarten 
: teachers to be free .~istrat·ion tlme . 
~ ch~ld individually 
. variety of tasks. 
from teaching regular classes at· 
In t~ese tases, the teac~er ~~ its each . 
and may request the child to : b
1 
~,form a r 
• I l 
These might inclu.de c-oun t i n g ~ 1 . ' e1cit i ng 
.- the alphabet, or categor)zing shapes . 
. , I 
This int~rvie~ · 
' I I \ 
I , ' 
between ·teacher and child is not intended as.·a t'o.rmal 
asses~ment of · t~e chfld, but rather a posit i ve in~t i a l 
contact. Any information gathered by the teacher is useful 
' ... . 
in measuring progress only· when combined with .school asses~-
~ I 
ment·s which occur much Jater in the year.· · The pa r ent is 
usually we l come to stay with the child during this me eting, · 
and along: with ·the. child has the opportun i ty to become 
familiar with the teacher and ihe classroom . 
Kindergarten Orientatio~ 
Each principal interviewed indicated tbaf. 
orientation for new stude~ts is held toward the atter 
part of May each year, as illustrated in Tabl e 2. 
' 
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Tab 1 e 2 
Ktn_~ergarten Orientation 
Question: Does orientation for children or parents fa.l,low 
registtation? 
'Response: orientation 
for chi 1 dren 
for parents 
,. 
18 
15 
The orientation program is planned by the principal 
and kindergarten teachers and therefore varies from school 
to school. Sessions extend for sixty to nine'ty. minutes and 
usually involve ·only ten to twelve children at one time . 
Most commonly, ch11dren attend a "class" session 
with their kindergarten. teacher where they are permitted a 
short play time. and then may learn a song, make a small 
craft item and perhaps discuss some school rules. In one 
' 
school, new children visit the classroom w·hile current-year 
I ' 
s t u d e n t s a ~ e i n a t t e n d a n c e· . C h i 1 d r e n i n t e r a c t • a n d t h o s ~ 
attending orientati~.n experience what is to them,·a "real .. 
school situation. 
Parent orientation sessions are far" more diverse. 
Of the fifteen schools which offer parent orientation, 
twelve have sessions in late spring, one in early .. fall and 
one in both spring and fall. From year to year principals, 
in consultation with their teachers, may elect to change 
... 
) . 
. .. . ........._...., . .("' -.~ -
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times. anc;l format of orientation programs. Sessions may take 
place in the evening or concurrently witti child orientation 
sessions in the morning and afternoon. 
The general procedure for parent orientation is for 
' the principal to welcome parents and discuss important 
general information. The teacher then explains her program_ 
and classroom procedure. Several s·chools offer a narrated 
slide presentation . to more clearly illustrate their 
I ' 
pro.cedures. · Classroom displa·ys are common, along with a 
tour of the_lib~ary, gymnasium, and other · areas kindergarten 
children will frequent. 
G u e s t s pea k. e r s a r e o.f t e n i n v i t e d t o p a r e n t · o r i e n t a -
I 
tion sess1on, quite frequently in the · person of Miss E. 
Strong, the Primary Co-ordinator , an~, where Fr\rich is 
taught, Mr. C. Warren, the French Co-ordinator,~ of the 
Avalon Consolidated School Board. Where available, school 
reading specialists or·primar.y special education teachers· 
might also attend. 
One school in this system ' has experimented w-ith 
I 
parents of current-year students informallr meeting parents 
of newly registered students. The relay of 'information has 
been found to be extremely effective and more relaxed than. 
in' a lecture situation. 
,. 
t, : . 
. . 
---- ' . -:ro-,...,,.. .. -- --. ------------~----...... -: 
' 
' . 
Family Preparation .for Kindergarten., -
Each of the eighteen schools makes. additional 
attempts to prepare the fam.ily for kindergarten, as 
in,dicated in Table 3. The schools supply parents with 
I 
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printed matter pertaining to ·kindergarten. The Newfoundland 
: ~ . 
Teachers Association has prepared, for all schools, a booklet 
. I . 
entftled, Tho~ First School Days. Therein are listed 
necessary school materials · ~ g.ood nu-tritional and health 
care practices, and general,· introductory rules which· would · 
, 
be of benefit to any p~rent. Not all schools have elected 
# 
to circulate this publication, favouring instead a schoo-l-
produced booklet. These are usually col_orful, very specific 
an~ extremely informative to people who may not have recent 
experience dealing with public schools. 
Question: 
Response: 
Table 3 
Family Preparation for Kindergarten· 
Are .additicinal attempts made to prepare the 
family for kindergarten? 
·, 
yes 
no 
. ; 
...... .;~.,...-. .. . 
... , .. 
18 
. 0 
.... 
r 
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Several schools circulate copies of a handbook 
prep a red by the A va·l on Con so 1 ida ted Schoo 1 Board. A 1 so · 
supplied by the school board are leaflets wfth recommended 
book and record 1 i sts for pre schoo 1 ers. 
As yet another method of preparing the .family, 
parents are encouraged to con tact the pr i ncipa 1 or tea.cher 
. . 
shtilil d ·questions arise. 
;.· . 
Continued Contact with the Home· 
. Once chi 1 dren· begin s clfool ... contact ~1 th the pa·rent 
- tends to be by le·tter or telep.hone, and sometimes through 
parent-teacher meetings but· rarely by personal visits to 
the home. Table 4 indicates that principals report that 
parents are contacted by teachers to confirm the tfme and 
d~te the child ·will.begin kindergarten, at -three prescribed 
I 
times for _reporting pur.poses, as dictated by student need, 
. as necessary for volunteer purposes • . and at times when 
changes or var.fations in programming occur . 
.. 
0 
. ·
'· 
• 
' . 
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' .· 
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Table. 4 
Forma 1 Contacts 
Question: How, and how' often, are. parents formally 
contacted by/ teachers? 
methods . \. ., . 
1 etters· 
telephone . 
teacher vis i ts to home 
frequency J 
frequent int ~rvals 
infrequently · 
. · varies from p r~-~ to parent • 
18 
18 
I 0 
lB 
0 
. lB 
The confirmation of dates and each student's 
•, 
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schedule is generally transmitted to the home by 1 etter or 
booklet, as are progress reports in february and June . The 
report given to parents in November takes interview form and 
. . 
is usually prearranged by school memo . or telephone. 
When the school detects -special needs for any student 
formal contih::t is increased to !:he ext~nt possible for 
teacher and parent. Also~ the school encourages parents to 
initiate contact if they feel it will be beneficial to their 
child . 
School volunteer programs vary greatly. In some 
r , 
suburban and rural ar.eas parents are able to give freely 
of their time in many capac1ti}!S. However, at a· time when 
m4lny families need more than one income, it is often 
. . ' .. 
. ' . 
• •• 0 
... 
, 
\I 
·· ·..~ 
' 
I 
• 
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• difficult to find volunteers for schools . . One school 
contacts an estimated fifty parents per year fo·r volunteer 
work, others._require a similar number, while others seek a 
much smaller number, depending on the location and size of 
the · school. 
Other forma.l contac·ts are frequently carried out by 
telephone or memo and are sp~ntaneous · ; 'n nature, dealing 
I 
with such matters as changed plans, or a teacher workshop. 
\ Principals were asked ·-about t~e frequency of home 
visits. It is very unusual for the teacher to vhit the 
I . 
~;home of a pupil' unless the teacher ~ has an est~blish"ed 
· friendship. with a paren{. If a teacher becomes awa·re of 
.any difficulty or abnormality in a child's lifestyle, t'he 
principal is usua.lly not\'fied immediately. Together, 
principal and teacher wi l contact the school qui'dance 
c·ounsellor, and if neces ary the public health nurse or 
. 
Department of Social Services. If contact wi ·th the home is 
.deemed necessary, it becomes the business o( the area social 
worker. It was generally agreeJ by principals that parents 
. 
would be surprised and most probably offended should a 
teache.r make a visit to their homes on school business. 
' 
As Table 5 indicates the principals' responses to 
parents en-tering the kindergarten classroom at any time 
were unanimously negative. Each principa11stressed, however, 
that parents of kindergarten children ar.ifrequ.ent and 
welcome visitors ~oth before clasfes begin and at~ismissal 
l . 
j •• ; 
\ 
. \ 
• 
. I 
-· 
r -
\ 
:\-· . 
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! 
time. · The positive, informal contact established at th~se 
times is seen as an important link to parental __ u~ders.tanding 
Principals claim that the parent who \ . ~ the school program. 
- ~regularly in this manner is well-informed about the 
kindergarten and usually'very .aware of the classroom 
-
env fronment. •• 
Quest 1 on: 
Response: 
Tab l'e 5 
Parental Visits to Classrooms 
Are ·parents encouraged to 11 drop in" to the · 
classroom~at any time during cl~ss? 
yes 
no 
.. 
. . . 
0 
18 
Principals report . that .they encourage parents, · 
through memos and PTA meetings to alw-ays show interest in 
t.he kindergarten by reinforcing and enriching what ~he· 
teacher has introduced to the child. Library book's, and 
I • 
some times even s hart worksheets are brought home by ··. 
chi l'dren in an -effort to bring parent, child and school 
together. 
As shown in Table 6, _· .ac.cor4i'ng to priflcipals' 
responses, kindergarten~ teachers make every effort to know 
: . a child's background . The seventeen principals who 
• I 
\ . 
•. 
' --
,_ .. 
, . 
. -. 
::\.. 
. . 
-· 
. . 
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I , 
I 
respo~ded that the teachers knew parents very well, 
' ' ' 
attributed l!luch of the familiarity to ·having taught· older . 
siblings of the kindergarten child, or from inf.ornfation 
transmitted by other teac~~rs in the school staffroom. 
The one principal who responded· his teacher knew parents 
well ,-, .s _tated that she was teac~ing her firstf year in that 
school, and was inde·ed making every possible effort toward ' 
knowing each child's background; the benefit . cif her being 
familiar'wi'tti· older children will be misseq only for a 
short time. · 
· Table 6 ' ., 
,.. ' 
,. 
, . 
. · Teach~r's ·Familiarity with the Home 
•• Questton A: How well do teachers know a pupfl'' s paren.ts? 
Response: 
~pecifically with regard to home environment, 
academfc press, chi 1 d care) . 
very well 
well 
riot well 
17 
1 
0 
. . Question 8: · Do teach~rs ta~e it .upon themselves to advis~ 
parents on these matters? · 
Response: . academic advice 
non~academic advice 
18 
o · 
.. ~- · 
.~ 
' -- ·. ·-- -..,.---- .. --· 
. .. • . .. , .... ¥ • • _.!, , 
i . 
\' 
I 
! 
- . 
A 1 1 p r i n c i p a 1 s f e 1 t t h e i r t e a c he r s w o u 1 d f r e e·l y 
offer a~vice regard\ing home' practice or recommended books 
and games, but not on home care or- social environment . 
• 
·Tea c h e r s k e e p 1 a r g e 1 y t o t h e c u r r i c u 1 u m a n d t h e i r c 1 a s s -
rooms, and though they may feel strongly about home 
environmental matters related to academic achievement,~hey 
channel their concerns through the s"chools' public health 
n'urse and social services, personnel. 
'As Table 7 in.di ca·tes, the majority of schools hav.e . 
an · active Parent-Teac·her Ass-ociation. 
Tab 1 e 7 
Parent - Teacher Associations 
• Ques (;on: Is there a Parent-Teacher Associatlon in your 
school? Please outline its function. 
Response: active P.T.A. 
yes 
no 
' 
.- 16 
2 
Both principals who currently -have inactive parent-
teacher ·groups intend to hold regular meetings during the 
next school year. Of the sixteen schools which do have 
.. 
parent-teache·r groups, one was •. described by the principal as 
-pro v i s f on a 1 , .. t h a t i s , i t s fun c t f on _i s to keep the s c h o o 1 
from closing due to low enrolments. The majority of the 
I ' • • 
\ 
.• . 
n , • . 
'· 
\.··.· 
'. \ l 
.. : .. 
'. it 
. · . 
-· 
.. 
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parent- teacher groups are fund-ra i set's and promoters with 
_programming discussed rare'ly. Through their . P.T.A. meetings 
' 9 .. 
and activities some schools have earned money for televisions, 
audiometers. computers and video cassette recorders. Many . 
s c h o o 1 s do o f fer g u e s t s pea k e r s a t m.e e t i n g s , u sua 11 y 
involving all le-vels of elementary educa·.tion. 
Several principals stated that most members of the 
parent-teacher assoc·iation at any given ti_me· are kindergarten 
. . 
parents. Also stated was the unfortunate fact that parent-
. ' ' . 
. . . 
teacher associ.ation meeti'ngs u·sually .suffe~, from very poor · 
. ' : ~ 
. : a t t e ~ d a n c e ., . · T .h i s i s 1 a r g e 1 y a t t r: i b u t e d to c· u r r e n t · . 1 if e s · t y 1 e · 
ar1"d to both parents ··being employed. 
Progress Reporting· to Parents 
- \ Table 8 indicates . th.e appointments for the first 
term r~por~ o'f the Aval.on · ·consolidated School Board are made 
mo s t frequent 1 y by the· teacher . 
' Table 8 
Progress Reporting - November Interviews · 
j • • 
. ....... Question: How is contact made with the home for progress 
Response : 
reporting purposes in November? 
telephone 
appointment made bY teacher 
~ a p p o i n tm en t m a de by p a r en t 
,. ... .... ~ ... ~· · · .. · ~ 
'· 
1 
'16 
1 
r 
·\ . 
\ 
\ 
\· 
\ 
. \ 
\ 
. \ 
I 
' 
.. . 
. . . 
• I 
~ . 
' i 
··~ . 
... · 
. :._.............. 
.. 
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This int~rview is he 1 d in the schoo 1 during the 
month of November. In one school,'with a small enrolment ·, _.· 
parents are contacted by telephone. In another, parents 
I 
t e 1 e ph a· n e the s c h o o 1 sec r e t a r-y who. the n m a k e s a p p o i n t m ~ n t s 
at the parents I COnvenience, 
The most common method of arranging parent-teacher 
c·interviews is to send a note to jthe parent with a s-pecific ,' 
date and time written in by the · teacher. Generally, 
"' tea c hers p lit n t he s e c o -o p·e r a t i v e 1 y so t he p a r en t w i t h m o r e 
than one child will see ·all ·of their children 1 s teachers 
on the same day. 
_ J 
. The school makes every effort to contact the home, 
. 
· for a personal . interview at this time. If a . Parent does not 
attend the interview~ a second appointment is ar r anged by 
rk. 
telephone . . Where absolutely necessary the report is given 
over the telep'hone or sent in letter form b~ mai l to the 
parent. This occurs at almost every school~ but usually 
involves only four to six students pe_r year. 
Several schools have tried to overcome low parental 
attendance while increasing accurate record-keeping by 
. . f 
h a v i n g a f o rm f o r p a r e n t s t o s i g n . S e v e r a 1 s c h o o 1 s u s e a 
guidesheet -· a one page, itemi~ed report- designed t o · 
~ . : "\ ... 
stress the most important .details of a child 1 s progress. . . " 
· -"'·· ;-- .... Som'e principals and teachers have provided · on the report 
( card an area des i gnated for the November report. Du.e to 
large classes. most interviews ar e restr i cted to fift een 
i . 
. , ' .. 
.. 
'\ 
:. 
I 
~ · , 
J 
• 
I 
•• 
. .- ......... 
minutes; . the use of guidesheets or report cards can be 
.cru.c.ial to. a successful interview. 
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There does not exist, at .this time, a·· kindergarten 
r ·eport card developed at the · school board level. Because 
kindergarten programs are so diverse, teachers and 
principals have designed or adapted their own school 
reports as shown-·;-n· Table 9 . 
Tab 1 e 9 
Report Caras for Kindergarten 
. . . 
·Question: Are repo.rt cards used fo.r, kind~rgarten chi .ldr~ in 
you r s c h o o 1 ? Wa s it des i g ned w i t hi n the s c ~ i ? • 
Response: report ·cards i.n use 
. . 
yes 
no 
designed wfthin,. school 
.used by teacher in other sc;hools 
bo_rrowed \design 
i 
\ 
18 
0 
16 
2 
0 
One school, i.n presenting a newly designed report 
to parents, followed it with a short survey to determine 
_parental satisfaction. The response was very favorable and 
I 
. now in its second year, thfs report card, as · reported by 
I 
the principal, appears to be a very effective communication 
too 1 . 
.-... -- ' 
----- ~-,.~--­
. , . 
,....,_,' ; .. 
-------
/· 
,. 
I . 
1 
I 
I' 
I 
.Teacher~ co.nstantly strive to send to the 'home 
ac•cur:ite and ~ usefur report cards . 'Many scho-ols change 
certain aspects of their report cards yearly. No 
principals'- indicated recurring difficulties with their 
reports . 
The format of report cards va.ries from comments 
itemized in point form to booklets containing samples of 
the pupil's work. The design of the report card depends 
I 
on - the t~acher•s style and · the relevance to the children 
'and pare~ts .. of the report. . . . , ... -· 
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: .' ' • • I 
· None of the schools in this system have · a set pol icy 
. 
' for d.ealing with parents in special circumstances as shown 
·; . 
in ·rabl .e 10. 
Question: 
Table 10 
Progress ~eporting Special Cases 
> . 
. . . ' . 
Are there spec1al procedures for deal_ing with 
s i n g 1 e/ w o r k i n g p a r e n t s a n d t h o s e w it h 1 i m it e d 
formal education? 
Response: special prov1s1ons 
s c h a a 1 p o 1. i c y 
yes 
no 
· dependent on •P are n t 
yes· 
no 
0 
18 
18 
0 
. ;. 
.. ,. 
I 
~ . 
,_ 
•. 
.l . 
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,• . 
However, adju'stments are made on a needs bas,is. ·"' 
·. ' . . ;] 
Where parents have difficulty arranging afternoon 
. ,, 
1
'appoint'ments, evening~ a're made available."' ·should a parent 
~~have difficulty interpreting report c·ards; person·al 
• - ' • j 
i n t e r v i e w s a r. e a rr a n g e d a t c 0 n v e n i e n t t 1 ~ e s . 
t . 
P r i. n c i p a 1 s ' A s s e s s m e n t o f P r e s e n t P r o c e d u r e s 
Prin~ipals were asked ·to assess the curr~nt state 
:of par~nt-t~acher coinmi.lni~~tions and the procedurewused to 
. '. ·, . l . 
conve.Y·.~-s~udent progress report~ to the ·hpme. 
A .;,··· i n d i c a ted . i n · T a b 1 e 11 , w h il e · non e o f. t h e e i g h t e e n . 
. • 
princjpals were totally satisfied, an spo.ke favorably of 
the :level of ' home and school communi.c_ations they p\erceived· 
w.ithin their schools • . ' wi. th~_ut ' exc.eptio.n!teachers rere · .· . 
highly commended for their efforts. Several principals 
commented on OCCasional· .difficultie-S W·i t'h jargon and methods 
.... ~ . . ' . . . 
I 
of grading, but al§"s.tated t~a't these· were correc;ted as 
. --- . ~/ / . ' . . . 
I soon as they cause.d . problems · for parents or teachers. 
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' Table 11 
Principals' Assessment of Communications 
C' 
Question: 
,' 
What is your assessment of the p~esent home/school 
communications procedures? Please indicate strong 
pojnts and desired improvements. 
\ 
Response: \ assessment of communications 
.~xcy~ lent 
good 
fair 
poor 
0 
18 
0 
0 
A number of principals stated that neither the 
teachers, nor themselves were totally satisfied, as 
education and methods of communicating constantly change. 
Some principals expressed a desire fo~tandardized 
report card, if that were indeed possible co~sidering the 
various philosophies held by teachers. 
One principal expressed a desire for much earlier 
contact with the home; beginning as early as age three. 
Regrettably, he stated, schools are limited as to pre-school 
contacts because of staffing and other costs. Another 
principal expressed desir,P. for more personal contacts -
. ,· . . 
. 
extended and frequent interviews. Directly related to this 
is one principal's comment regarding parents who do not 
make an effort to visit the school for progress reports. 
It ap~cars that many parents do not attach any great 
--• 
,. . 
' · 
\ 
\ 
importanc'e to the kindergarten year. This opinion was in 
. 
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fact expressed by a number of parents interviewed as shown 
in Chapter V. 
Summary 
Home- s c h o o 1 co mm u n i c a t ion s for k i n de r g a r ten chi 1 d r en 
are remarkably similar throughout the district. Initial 
contacts are made with the principal or secretary at 
registration, sometimes with the teacher. Orientation 
procedures for pupils, and to a lesser degree fo~ parentJ. 
have been established. All sc-hools used written reports, 
usually designed by the school. All follow the board's 
policy of twice yearly parent-teacher interviews which 
usually last up to fifteen minutes . Although parents may 
visit the school they do not visit the classroom while 
class is in session, unless they are volunteer helpers; 
neither do principal~ and teachers visit the homes of 
pupils. The two solitudes of home and classroom are 
breached through indirect, often formal means -- report 
cards, scheduled interviews, parent-teacher association 
me~tings, orientation meetings, and where necessary by 
home visits by a social worker. 
Principals express general satisfaction with current 
procedures and are highly supportive of the efforts of their 
teachers in home-school communications. However, some 
reser~ions were expressed about the lack of effort of 
some parents. 
( 
I 
\ 
\ 
0. 
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Results of Teacher Surveys 
The data gathered from the kindergarten teachers of. 
the Avalon Corisolidated School Board proved· to be essential 
to this project. The teacher is the most direct and the 
. ..., · · closest 1 ink between home and school. All thirty-two 
kindergarten teachers were surveyed and twenty responses 
were received by the researcher. In three schools, one with 
three kindergarten teachers and the remaining two with two 
kindergar~en teachers, one questionnaire was returned in a 
collaborative effort. In fact, the questionnaires.returned 
represented twenty-four teachers. The non-re~pondents' 
~ 
questionnaiPe~ would, the researcher feels, not have greatly 
altered the results tabulated below ~ 
The complete questionnaire can be found if 
Appendix B. 
Initial Parent-Teacher Contacts 
As i n d i c a t e d i n T a b 1 e 1 2 , f o u r t e a c he r s stated 
thex met parents of new students on registration day. 
Within the present or~anization of public schools this is 
the earliest possible contact : The majority of teachers 
have opporturiity to meet with parents in late spring 
during parent orientation. This meeting is usually very 
informative for the parent, and offers the first real 
opportunity for worthwhile communication. 
I .. 
- . 
_I 
-A-
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Table 12 
First Contact with Parents 
Q~estion: When do you make the first contact with parents 
of new kindergarten students? · 
Response: , Registration .Day 
Parent Orientation 
First Day of School 
Other 
4 
12 
0 
4 
All teachers have some fQrm of meeting with the 
. . ' 
parent before the child actually b~ins school. Each . of 
. -
the .teachers w,ho responded in the "Jther" category · 
indicated a first meeting during the children's kindergarten 
orientation session in late spring. 
Children's Desired Progress 
Parent orientation is the first available opportunity 
for teachecs to explain t9 parents what will be expected of 
the child in class . As indicated in Table 13, five te~chers 
responded that they include this information in their pai~nt 
o.rr-Lentation prog-ramme. This is a general ind.ication of 
ex p e c t a t i on s a s the tea c her doe s· no t yet know i n d t v ~a 1 
abilities of children. 
I 
' 
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Table 13 
Children~s Desi~ed Progress 
Question: When do you first explain the child's expected/ 
desired progress to n.e parents? 
Response: Parent Orientation 
November Interview (or report) ·· 
Other 
'-
The ten teachers who indicated they discuss t h e~r 
expectations with parents in November, are able to give more 
personal and detailed information to parents. In pr i vate 
.- . 
interviews the parent would feel more comfortable about 
questioning the teacher, providing two-way communication 
channels. 
Of the six teachers who chose "other" as their 
response, three spoke to parents about children's progress 
both at 'parent orientation and during the Novembe'r interview. 
\ ' 
The remaining three used earlier contacts t~ough oo specific 
time was ind.icated. 
I 
Parental Involvement 
As illustrated in Table 14, in the majority of 
I 
schools. parents are encouraged to reinforce learning from 
the home. Classroom help from parents is restr i cted to 
relatively few schools. 
.. . . 
•. H 
• 
I 
' 
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Question .: 
Table 14 
Parental Involvement 
To what extent are parents involved in your 
~indergarten program? (Check as m~ny as ecessary.) . Teacher Aides 2. Occas.ional Assistance 
3. Helping Child at Home with Special Projects 
4 . Helping Child a·t Home in Areas of Weakness 
Response: all of the above 
2., . 3 and 4 
6 
7 
4 
2 
1 
2 and 4 
1,2and4. 
2 only 
Occasional assistance is required of parents for 
concerts, supervision on field trips, organization of sports 
. 
cia y s , a n d m a n y o t h e r e v e n t s . -·re a c he r s e n d e a v o u r to i n c 1 u d e 
------parents· in the classroom at these times so experiences can 
be shared by the child and parent. 
Children's Home Experiences 
As i n d i c a ted i n T a b 1 e 15 , a 11 teachers con· s i de r . 
the home environment important to the child's success in 
kindergarten. Four· teachers .commented in the 'o.ther' 
' category indicating additional factors they felt were 
important to the child's iuccess. These included the 
positive feeling of parents toward the kindergarten program, 
. ~ 
' 
• 
' . 
.. ·= 
... :·~ . 
·, ·...: 
. · .~ ·· 
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l 
. ~ 
~, the degree to' which parents felt they co-uld contact the 
.__). i 
teacher, and the child's pre-school experiences. Comments 
were .made on the final point above regarding the enrichment 
obtafned by such ~xperiences as travel, restaurant outings 
and movies. 
Question: 
Table 15 
Child's Home~nt 
Which comp~nents of the home environment do you 
feel are important to a child's success in 
kindergarten? (Check as many as necessary.1 
'"'-Books and Educational Materials 
Parental Attitude towards child's success in school • 
Parent/Child Relationships 
Other 
t··. 
.. 
Response: all of the above is 
2 
·all of the above and parental 
attitude to program 
all of the above and teacher 
accessibility 
all rif the above and child's 
background experience 
books and •~ucational materiaTs 
only 
• 
1 
1 
1-
_· __ .J -- - ·-· -·-- --- -'--· 
, 
. .. ... 
-
I 
.. 
• I . 
\ 
' . 
' ' .. 
---·· ··· . . 
Home Enrichment 
·J) . 
Table 16 shows teacher preference for parent 
.orientation and booklets sent to the hom~ as methods of 
assuring each .child has good_ educat.ional materials in the 
, 
home. '· 
Table 16 
- ~ - -· 
Scho.ol Assistance. in Home Enrichment 
Question: tn which way(s) might the school assist in . 
assuring these components are present -in the 
home? (Please comment.) 
Response: 
' 
These are ·1 isted by choice o·f preferenc~.· as 
indicated . by teachers . 
Parent Orientation 
Booklets . from the School 
Library Materials from School 
Home and School . Meetings · 
Parent-Teacner Interviews 
Letters or Telephone Calls 
Contact by Nurse or Social Worker 
Close Contact with Parents ~ 
Parent Visits during Cl~ss Time 
8 
7 
5 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
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material~ from schools have been ctrefully 
chosen by t achers. and provide yet another ·source of 
enrichm~nt for children. Four teachers. selected home ~nd 
- .... ·- ·--- --- ... ..... _ .. __________ _ 
school assoc-fada·n -mee-tings as an opportune time to ma .ke 
.  • , 
~uggestions to parents. The difficulty here, as pointed out 
.. 
' . 
·- - .. - -~·-- - · · . ,. \ . . 
' ' 
,. 
) I 
·-_.......... ~ ..... ···· 
by pr'\nti~als, is the generally p_oor attendance at pa;rent-· 
\ I • 
te~cher Bssociation meetings. Indirect cdntact, eit~er by 
• I 
telephone· or through a school associated agency,was a fa ·r 
. ' 
less favored method of rel-aying educationally oriented 
'· 
information. Only one teacher mentioned parent visits 
during cl~ss time, none mentioned home visits by the 
teacher. 
, · I ' 
Reporting Pr6gres~ · to · P~~ents 
.  . 
. Table 17, indic~tes t9at most te_achers report pupi _l . · 
progress by interviews in November and by written r~ports 
\- · . 
. fn February and June . ... There are, howev.er, alter'ri'ate \ . .. 
methods used when dictated by indtvidual needs. · Where a 
. ·~ ' ~ 
student is functioning at a distinctively ind-ividual level 
- I 
- whether extreme weakness or at an advanc-ed ·stage - teachers 
m a y e 1 e c t to , i n t e r v i e w p a r e n t s i n s t e a d o f • o r a 1 o n g .w i t h t he 
written report. 
An alternate method of reporting- ·a written report 
iri D~cember, April and June i s employed by a teacher wh9 
reports as them~s or units of learning are completed~ 
" 
' 
-------'-----''------------- ----
. ' 
._. 
• 
.. 
''• ,....._.... 
I 
.. 
. . 
• . 
. t 
• 
.... · ' 
·, . 
' 
.. 
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Table 17 
"Progress Reporting 
' 
• 
Question: What type of progress report is offered to 
•. par.ents in eac;h of the three reporting periods? 
Response: November - interview 1~ 
written 2 
. . combination ' 6 
... 
Feb.rua ry. - interview 0 
interview wh'ere necessary 5 
written 13.- ' 
combinat ion 3· 
) combination where nece s sary 4 
J~ne · . · 'interview 0 · 
intervi·ew where .~ecessar~ 2 
-. . wri'tten 13 
. . 
combination . 1 
combination W'here nec.essary 6 
Alternate- written report in December 
April and June 1 
F o r m a t o f · R e p o r-t -C a r d s 
As indica t ed in,Table 18, t he anecdotal report card 
is the most popular among kindergarten teachers. This is 
the most deta~led, and accurate way of communi cating · to the 
• p a r ~ n t w i thou t a n i n t e r v i ~ w . An e c dot a 1 rep o r t s a ·r e b a sed 
on anecdotal· records k'ept by the teache r fo r e·ach chil d. · 
"' 
------- ·------·--· 
• 
' ' . 
.. 
\ 
\ 
. \ 
• 0 
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(' 
1 
I Format of Report Cards \ 
.. Question: The fnrmat of your kindergarten report card i s: 
Response: work samples 5 ,.. 
anecdotal 8 
. . 
-- check marks .. 0 .{, -- • ' 
graded, 2 
combination of ~bove 5 . ., 
other 0 ; 
. , .. : 
none 1 
. 
Five .teachers elect to send home a carefully 
selected set . of work ~amples. These are based on. current .• 
classroom activity and are intended to ill~strate· the child's 
Progress to the parent. 
Five teachers have combined anecdotal, graded and 
work sample elements in their reports. The intention is to 
clearly illustrate the child's ·present work habits and at 
. 1 ~ the same time to 1nc ude teacher assessments. 
One teacher indic~ted that she used no report , card, 
e 
but rather a letter-form report . 
I 
Teacher Assessment of Report Card · 
The responses in Table 19 indicate that most teachers 
- ---.are- s-a-t-isfied with the ·report carCftl'l'ey -p-rese~t'ly.-use : ·· --These 
reports. are teacher-designed and altered as _neces.sary, 
, 
therefore making them acceptable to teachers . 
- ---··----·-·-
I' 
·- ·-------- .-
-
l 
' ~ Table 19 
I 
Teacher A s_s.es-sntelf 
Question: What is your feeling toward your present report 
ca r.d? 
.Respon~e: Satisfactory 
Could be improved 
.Changing next year 
No ideal 
No report 
'• 
,,. . :;;,:· ... 
11 
6 
1 
1 
1 
• Of the six teachers who responded that their present 
, ... 
report could be improved, two commen~~d · they would prefer a 
.. 
standard report card used by all kindergarten teachers within . 
the school board. One teacher indicated a change in report 
card!; 'for the coming~ear, and another commented she had used 
many repocts and had found none truly satisfacto~~. 
~ , 
Problems Encountered When Reporting to Parents 
When asked about problems encountered at reporting 
time, six teachers expressed no difficulty as indicated in 
Table 20. The remainder of responses indicated many and 
varied problems, mostly with the a~titudes and e~pectations 
of parents. The most common diffi~l -~X.:. is with parents who 
• 
. expect more than_their- child is able · to accomplish, who have-----·-·-·--- - ·-·- · : 
-----~ ---·- - ---·----------~ . 
negative attitudes or who lack understanding. One teacher 
expressed a desire for more parental contact, and 
another for a more effective system of assessment. 
• 
I 
---., 
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Increased parental contact and their cleare~ under-
s· t a rl.~ i n g 0 f e d u c a t i 0 n ~ i g 0 a 1 s s e em t 0 b e t he in a j 0 r e 1 em e n t s 
in improving reporting methods. In teachers' v-iews, 
positive development'of parental a·ttitudes must · begin early 
in the child's school life. 
Table 20 
Probl~ms Encountered When Re~ort~ng to ~a r enfs 
. \ '\Question : 
Respons_e: 
What type~ of problems do you encounter at 
- reporting tf~e_ ? (Please comment.) 
none 
par-ental expectations and interest 
· pa~ental attitudes · 
· . evaluation of children 
lack of parental contact 
parenta~ understanding 
no response 
Priority Topics for Report Cards 
" .. 
6 · 
4 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
Each' t~chtr was asked to indicate priority. topics 
of her written r~port. As indicated in Table 21, each 
"....:__ 
teacher who respo~ed showed language arts as at least one 
of her · priori t i e s i n report i n g . T hi s wo u 1 d i n c 1 u de . the 
.. 
,.. 
chi,.d's a bilities in reading, comprehension, or.al expres,~ion 
··--:----- and:-printi ng .- · 
j 
\ 
... , .. - ... ~· ·. 
.. 
• . 
I • 
• 
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r; 
~able 21 · . 
Priority Top~~Report Cards 
• 
--------------'L---------~---------
Question: , What are the pr-i'ority .topics in your written 
report? 
R·e s· p o n s e : L a n g u a g e 2 
. 0 t-Hlth _ 
Social Development 
~hole Child Development 
L~nguage and Social Devel~pment . 
L~riguage and Math 
Language/Math/Social Development 
V.a r i o us T,o pi c,.s 
,, 
.. 
0 •·- - • 
. . 
7 
. '6 
1 ·~ : . 
2 
2 
Sociaf development is second to languag~ ,rts in 
_teacher's priorities.Much of the kindergarten ·year is devoted 
. l -··· . . "J•,. . . . . 
to developing social skills such a~-J·· sharing, co-operation in 
·, . 
group activities and communication-skills. The seven 
v 
teachers who indicated that th·e w~'ole c~d developme nt was 
a p~iority, would necessarily include both language arts arta -
·' 
socia~ skills in their respo~ses. 
' ! 
- --- ---- It se~~s. from an1w~rs indicated, that most teachers 
-· . 
. ' 
are reluctant to isolate ' elements of the kindergar t en 
experience. Rather, £he c tld's entire learning process is 
assessed along with achiev ments in particular learning 
elements. 
t . 
.. 
. '· 
... 
... . 
I · . 
• 
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Progress Records 
\ 
Cumulative pr·ogress t•eports, beginning in September 
and continuing through June are cur r ently the most common 
I 
. method of assessment of children's progress as shown in l 
Table 22. 
' 
Table 22 
Progress Records 
Question: Please explain briefly how records of each , 
"" student's progress are kept throughout the year. 
Response: Continuous evaluation, three written 
I'CpOI'tS 3 
Continuous evaluation, fou~· written 
reports 1 
Periodic testing 3 
Cu mulative evaluation 6 
Cumulative evaluation, scrapbook/fi 1 e 7 
Teac-hers have vtHious recot·d-kecping methods such as 
·itemized record sheets, notebooks ilnd chec k lists. ~1any 
teachers also ke e p a file or sc.rapbook of ~elected work 
samples by each child. In this way. vi!'.uill comp.nisons of 
()1' C h 1 1 d I S p )' 0 g r C $ $ C 11J) b C f1l tl de o tl fl <I c\ i"'! ( 1 (! al'l y i 1 1 IJ $ t r ll t (! d 
f o 1' t h e p ell' c n t clu t' In 9 t h e tl o v e rn b c r i n t e r v i e w a s we 1 1 • 
0 t h c ,. t e a c he r s i n d i c ,, t c d s o m c w h .1 t · d I f f c r i n g 111 e t h o d s 
of clSScssmcnt, but clll Me Cilrricd out frequently SO that 
progres~ is continuously monitored. 
\ 
\ 
' 
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Summary 
Twenty-four of the thirty.:.two teachers responded. 
Most of the respondents met parents for the first time 
during parent orientation meetings held d·uring the spring 
prior to t~e child's entering kindergarten. Most explain 
the c'hild's desired progress at the November ' interview. 
1·1 o s t p a r e n t s a r e i n v o 1 v e d i n the k i n de r g a r t e n 
program only through the help they give their child at 
home, although some act as teacher aides or render assistance 
to the school on sports day or field trips. Teachen feel 
that books and additional materials -;n the home and 
positive attitudes towards the child's success are 
important. 
Progress reports are made to parents at least three 
times a year. through paf"cnt-teachcr interviews in November, 
and by means of written reports in February and June 
suppl•mented by interviews when necessary. Written reports 
tend to be anecdotal and deal with social as well as 
ac<1dernic development. \-/hen asked about problems at 
reporting time, teachers mentioned the unrcillistic 
expectations and ncgiltivc attitudes of some pnrents. 
., 
. . 
• 
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CHAPTER IJ 
\ RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS WITH PARENTS 
The final sour_ce of data for this project was a set 
of interviews held with parents whose children attended 
kindergarten in schools of the 1\va len Consol'idated' School 
Board. These parents have had one complete year of contact 
with the kindergarten teacher, and recently enough that 
details would be recalled • 
. 
The sa m p 1 e o f pa rents w a s a 
random one as desCI'ibed in Chapter Ill of this report. 
I 
The lni tial reaction of all parents toward being 
interviewed was very positive. The pages following detail 
; ·-~/ que s t ions a s ked o f p a r· en t s a n d the i r r e s pons e s . A copy o f 
f· ... the interview schedule can be found in Appendix C. 
ji 
Parentll ·l Awareness of the Kindergarten' Program 
The ques tfons · of this sec t'ion de a 1 with the degree 
#. 
of awareness parents felt at the begfnni- and throughout 
the schoo 1 yea t·. 
' 
As shown in Table 23, a majority of parents inter-
viewed indicated they had a vague idea of the content of the 
kindergarten progrtlm. Concepts such as rotc counting and 
knowledge of the ulphabct were quoted by parents as bas,ic to 
the klndergill'ten yeill'. Many of these parents h(1vc had no 
previous experience i? dealing with the school system. 
) 
.. 
, 
.. 
' 
I 
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Table 23 
• 
Awareness of Curriculum 
Question: Oi'd you know what wou)d .. be taught in kindergarten 
before yoh child started school last September? 
Response: y'es 
some idea 
no 
4 . 
10 
6 
Those who indicated they )'~ere aware of what would be 
t a u g h t h a v e o 1 de r c h i1 d r e n , o r h a d h· a d t h e i r c h i 1 d i n p r e -
schools. These pare'nts indicated'awareness of the social 
I 
exchange offered in the kindergarten year. 
' Those who responded that they .had no idea of program 
content, did not have older children. and the child who 
. 
attended kindergarten did not attend a preschool. 
As shown in Table 24. parents who indicated-they · 
knew what would be expected of their child in kindergarten 
had previous experience with schools. or early contact with 
the teacher. Through early meet i ngs and distribution of 
pamphlets most expectations of the teacher were outlined. 
,, 
•• 
., 
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Table 24 
, 
Teachers I Expectations 
Question A: Did. you know what would be expected of your 
• child during the kindergarten year? 
Response: yes 
some idea 
no 
9 
4 
7 
-
l 
Question B: .How did you find out? 
Response: " pamphlets/parent orientation ~ave older children 
c hi I d I s work and reaction 
s pause 
d i.d not find out 
12 
4 
2 
1 
1 
Those who indicated they had no knowledge of 
"'expectations, had 1 i ttle con·tact with the school throughout 
the year. These parents relied on their child's reactions 
to school experiences, or on information from a spous~ who 
met with the teacher. One parent indicated she is still 
not aware of the kindergarten teacher's expectations, though 
her child now attends grade one. -=> 
I Fewer parents Indicated they had some idea' of what 
would be expected of their child. These llilrents did receive 
school pumphlets. 
Table 25 shows that the majority of parents inter -
viewed were employed on a part-· or full-time basis and were 
' 
-unable to participate in activities during the regular 
' 
school day. In the case of wordng parents, the child was 
given assi~tance at home- in some homes on a regular 
basis and in others when the child's school-work indicated 
weakness i n a part i c u 1 a r are a. 
Table 25 
Parental Involvement in Kindergarten 
Question: To what extent were you involved in the 
kindergarten program during your child's year· 
in kindergarten? 
Response: Teacher Aide . 4 
Assisting with home assigned tasks only 11 
Special Projects, field .trips 4 
0 the r 0 
None 1 
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Four mothers participated in special school projects, 
and four as teacher aides. These parents all had very 
positive impressions of the kindergarten year. In none of 
the twenty families were fathers involved as aides or in 
special projects. 
\ The majority of parents interviewed, as shown in 
Table 26, viewed the kindcrg<Hten year as very important to 
their child's education. Most parents regard the program 
as preparation for !Jradc one and further education. 
, 
.. _ ......... . 
-
, . 
.... ...... ·- -·-· -· - ..... ~ .--. 
-. 
Table 26 
Importance of Kindergarten 
Question: How important do you feel kindergarten was to 
your child's education? 
Response: very important 
somewhat important 
socially important only 
not important 
12 
3 
4 
1 
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A.;number of parents. some of whose children attended 
preschool classes. felt kindergarten was somewhat important, 
but lacked academic challenge. The ctfildren)-{ere not able 
; 
to function in a grade one class due to their maturity level, 
parents indicated, however the ·children had learned many of 
the skills taught in kindergarten before they began school. 
Four parents ·indicated the program was only important 
in that children were afforded the opportunity to socialize 
I 
with peers. 
·' 
Parental· Attitudes toward Progress Reporting 
The following questions and comments were designed • 
to reveal parental attitudes toward progr~ss reporting. 
Included, is the degree'of effectiveness these parents judged 
reporting syst'ems to possess. 
.. 
I 
0 
-
. \ 
\ 
. ·- - · 
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.· 
The Avalon Consolidated School Board policy states 
' . that progress. reports to the parents shall occur at sixty, 
one hundred and twenty and the last day ~f school. As shown in 
Table 27, all parents received the regulation number. of 
reports, but•four parents neglected .to consider the ) 
November interview as an actual progress report. 
Table 27 
./ 
IJ Frequency of Progress · Reports 
·Quest ion A: How often did you receive progress reports 
concerning your child.? 
! Response: one report received 0 
two reports received 5 
three reports received 14 
more than three reports received 1 
-=-=~ -=-~z::z.z:::z.z:: 
addi'tional 
.... Quest i on B: Did you seek reports? 
Response: yes 11 
.... 
no 9 
tlalf of the parents inte rviewed sough.t'a.~dit i o n al 
reports on either a regula r or spontaneous ba~fs. The 
frequency was determined in each case by individual child 
needs . 
..,.. . 
•• t . 
, 
.. 
-
·'-
·- .. .,... -· 
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·~ 
The remainder of those interviewed were satisfied 
. 
with their children's progress and sought no further 
reports. All parents did indicate fre.quent visits to the 
school while transporting children to and from class. 
Parents whose children were bussed made visits when possible 
also. The op·portunity arose almost daily to speak with the 
kindergarten t~acher: Parents indicated much ~nformation 
was gathered throu~h the~~ meetings. 
-, 
The parents interviewed, as shown in Table 28, 
indicated current progress of their children in relationship 
to skills currently being taught should be the main aim of 
-
reporting. 
Table 28 
Parental Expectations of Pro~ress Reporting : 
. 
Question: What do you feel should be the purpose of progress 
reporting? 
Response : to expl·a in current progre·ss 
identify weaknesses 
progress in comparison to classmates 
offer suggestions for home help 
don't know 
Question: . Are these purposes being met? 
Response: 
. . 
• 
.  
I 
yes 
somewhat 
no , 
don't know 
. .. 
"• 
~ .. 
13 
2 
1 
2 
2 
7 
8 
2 
3 
. 
t' 
•' 
. 
. (• 
, .... 
.. .. ~. 
\ 
, 
• ' 
~-~ .• 
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------------ -----------
There were a variety of individua ·l ideas about the 
:· 
... 
pJ.n•poses of reporting. Th'O parents felt the report should 
. . 
,; n c l' u de ways i n w h i c h they . co u 1 d he 1 p the i r ---e-h-i-1 d r en a c h i eve 
. 
~ more. The report card ·should offer suggestions for enrich-
ment in academic areas. and also' for social adjustment. 
One parent felt children should be compared to 
classmates for inore accurate reports. Grading and standard 
achievement scales wo~ld b~ included. Two parents responded 
that they did not have enough information about the program 
)of the reporting process to make a judgement . 
As to the level of satisfaction with present 
.. 
reporting procedures, seven parent.s, r · ~presenting one-third 
of the total, felt their desired purposes were being met. 
Eight others indicated the purposes were not totally achieved, 
and expressed desire for an inc".·eased number of interviews. 
Two parents responded negatively and three were, uncertain· as 
to whether the goals of reporting were presently achieved in 
· kindergarteR. 
; 
Thus,only a minority felt the purposes were 
-.-
. I 
being achieved. 
It has been established through interviews with 
principals .'and teachers, that all schools of the Avalon 
. 
Consolidated School Board do have a form of written report 
in kindergarten. As shown tn Table 29, the negative 
responses,to this question indicate parents do not perceive 
the written communication as a tru1r report card. The 
var'ous forms of reports are r.easonably well accepted by 
• 
·' 
.. 
.. 
·-
·. · 
0 • 
,. 
.. 
' 
par~nts 'with a· third of those interviewed fully satisfied 
with the report received, and eight more indicating that 
. some of the requirements were met . 
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unsatisfied with the report~ and 
Five paref~ere 
sought interv· . with the 
teacher for further explanation. Aga i n, only a min o.r1 ty. 
were satisf.ied that the report card met the specific 
. " 
requirements. 0 ' · 
. The difficulties. experienced by parents include 
imp~ise gradin~, too few formal interviews and being 
misled with regards to progress. The parents who fen 
misled might have also benefited from a different method of 
0 -
grading or increased interview's ' to dispel. misunderstandings. 
\, 
... 
... .. 
... 
• 
.•. 
., 
. . 
' .. 
. . •' .. 
' 
' . 
-----------· ~ ·--------~ ............. .. ~,.. --~·~~,---- .. -..... ....... , . 
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Table 29 
Report Cards 
Question: Did you at any time receive a report card? 
Response: yes 
no (not traditional)~ 
---· 
Question: Was it: easily understood? 
relevant? 
inclusive of all areas of 
1 development? 
Response: met all of these requirements 
met some requirements 
met no requirements 
17 
3 
8 
5 
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Question: ~/hat do you feel was the most important problem? 
Response: report is satisfactory 
methods of grading (poor now) 
vis i t s more e ff e c t i v e 
misled regarding progress 
don' t know 
Progress and A'ssessment of Chlldren 
7 
3 
2 
3 
- 5 
The following indicate the parents' awareness of. 
' ' ~nd involvement in assessment of children. Parental opinions 
are also included in responses. 
. 
As 01di cated in Table 30, the fifteen parents who 
responded positively "to this question, received suggestions 
' . 
, 
... 
__. 
for h e 1 pi n g the i r chi nrr en a s- d i c t a ted by chi 1 d need . 
..., 
. , ,~ . 
Book1ets, home-rnadegames and library materials were, in 
many cases, sent to - the home by . the teacher. 
80 
The five negative responses came from parents wh.ose 
ch i ldren excelled or progressed at a satisfactory level in 
kindergarten. 
· Table 30 
Teachers' S.uggestions for Assistance 
. . 
Question : On the report card or during . the -interview, were 
suggestions offered by the tea·cher as to how you , 
might assist your child to do well in kingergarten? 
Response: yes 
no 
15 
5 
In the present system,· as responses to this question 
ind i cate, and as shown in Table 31, the teacher i·s the 
. . 
·advice-giver. Unless asked specifically, usually wh en 
difficulty arises, parents do not generally offer suggestions 
to the teacher. 
' · 
'"' .~ 
( ' 
l 
.....i 
.. 
• 
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\ 
-....., ... -Tab 1 e 13 1 
Teachers' Requests for Assistance ,. .... 
,. ~ Question: Were you asked by the · teacher for suggest1ons as 
to how she might effectively teach your child? 
Response: 'yes 
no 
2 
18 
The present school system is quite separate frorY:J ·the 
home, and this is even more obvious where both parents are 
employed. Many parents do not have the o'pportunities, or 
the materials the kindergarten teacher has access . to for 
enriching the child's education .. The flow of informat,ion 
and advice is generally unidirectional from teacher to parent .. 
The r e s po n s e s offered by pare n t s reg a r d i n g the i r 
awareness of the use of anecdota 1 ·records illustrates a 
further dj_screpancy between. practice arHl parents' knowledge, 
· · as shown in Table 32. The majority of parents either did 
. not know. or felt the teacher did not keep anecdotal 
• 
records. All kindergarten teachers indjcated they did, in 
fact, keep a file or ·booklet outlining each child's 
progress. 
. 
- - - -
. - ........ '
' 
A I 
\ ' 
I' 
---
,·, 
. " 
Ques~_i o.n.: 
.. 
. .. 
' . 
,, 
·rable'_!32 
An e. c d o t a 1 R e c or d s' o f p r o g r e s s 
-' 
.. 
Do you know if the kindergarten- teacher kept 
anecdotal reco~ds about your chH,d?· 
82 
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r--------------------------------~~-------------------------
Response: 
Q.u e s t ;· 0 n : 
. ' 
Resj)onse: 
. , 
definitely did 7 
diq not 3 
don't know 10 
. 
How useful do you feel . th'is practice is when 
in use? · 
verr u.seful 
not useful. 
dedendent -on 
doh't know __ , 
use 
, 
14 
1 
3 
2 
· Parental reaction as , to ·the usefulness of anecdotal 
¢ 
records was widely varied. Many parents felt the keeping <?f 
tecords is, or would ~e very _ useful .• O~e response indicated 
• the child should not know ·of ' this for fear of inhibiting the 
J --- . 
--
/ C'hild' s rela\io~ship with the teacher. 
One parent responded this would be far too time-
. ' 
•, . 
. . -' 
cprisuming.for teachers. while two other.s felt it might be 
useful. bu.t could ·a-lso b~ a .virtual waste · of teaching time. 
:t-~. . . t .. • 
.Two parents had. never considered the possibility of a 
teacher· keeping such records, and could not commen,t on 
useful ness: ¥, 
.r 
· .
. . 
r 
. ' 
\ 
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... As indicated i~ Table 1 .. 3, though. 'pare_~·ts indica.ted 
! \ 
),. 
through P~f!vious resp·anses tha..t; they · in fact were misinformed 
or unfnformed about re'porting, ei _ght indicateq satisfaction 
.w{.th p;esent assessments. Several par.ents did re.coghize .. 
their lack of information and . respon.ded in like. 
. ~ . . 
Two parents fe_l_t kindergarten programs~ . and assess-
.. men~s· should be more academ~cally challenging to· chi'ldren . 
. ' . . """'\ 
. The re,mainder of tho·se interviewed desire more pre'c,ise 
. . 
. . 
grading · ca~egories. ·These. parents ·did not find .accuracy\ in 
scales. ranging .from .u- unsatisfactory to S .-satisfactory 
. ' ' .. 
as appear on .many reports. A desire f,or .letter grade·s· A, 
B,· C, D and E was express.ed . ( 
r.a b l e ·33 
•.:· 
.. 
Changes ·pes ired .bY. _} arents 
9ues~ion: What, if . any, cha .nges woufd. ·you 1 ike ' to see in 
the way kindergarten children are assesse·d ~ or 
.in the way re~torting is carried out? 
Response: 
' 
np changes 
don·•t h~ve enough information 
. rna k e p rcl gram mo roe c h a 1 1 eng i n g . 
more precise assessment , 
more grading categories 
don • t know 
~· 
.· 
.8 
4 
2 
2 
1 
3 
,'1 
'p 
•• 
. .'' 
.· I 
.. 
:0.1 _ ., 
l· :;_ . 
·. 
·, 
. ., 
. '~ 
.. . ·. "' 
I 
_,.. 
·-
·-
... 
- ' 
·' 
~ ·_ As shown i·n Table 34, eighteen par,ents. felt the ~ 
_.parent~tea~ ~elatio"nsh'ip was 'very .i. mpor_~a ·nt in. the· 
· kindergarttn''year: The parents who chcsc(to respon.d ·that' 
. 
this r'elationship should be dependent on the cbi)d'·s needs o • .. 
" 
' . ' . . . . \ 
h:~c children who excelled in the kindergarten prog1·a r.th One· 
.pare:~t expressed a des-h·e for a closer working relations.hip 
· t!ia'r. presently exists .. 
Most parents ind~cated theY. mad~ frequent., if not 
. . . 
daily, visits to the sc.ho6i -usually to ·deliver. .or pi ck-up 
t I • , , 
' the child. This is a des~rabl.e pra·cti1r:e lS spo'ntarie~us 
mee.~ings \oJith the teucher are possible~ . ' . ._ 
• The reaction to teachers visit.ing the. hate'-·~~ 
!>Omewf.at differ.ent>- Nine parents responda~ \.; ·: th·a il 
unc:~nditional .ly' .negative reaction .' Se.veral par.ents 
·jndicated some reservations qepending ,O!l the purpose . of the 
visit. One parent expressed the fear. that teachers could 
. .. 
easily gather false'impressions in a.lim .. ited nu!T.ber of ·li 
c 
' visits. ! : 
The parents who indict~ted willingness to have the 
-
teacher vi sit their hom~s respQnded positively to all 
previous que·stion·s. The ~e p a rent s r e q a r de d s u c h v i ::; i t s a s 
' 
, 
having a. purely sodal nature,'appropriate ror example', if 
the ch'ild, was i.ll and cou.ld not 'attend classes for a long 
p'eriod of tiine. 
.· 
. I 
.. 
, 
. , 
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· T~b1e · 34 · •. 
.·/,.,.. Relation.ship~,Teachers. and Pare'nts . . r 
. .. 
. Question: Do you feel kindergarten- t'eachers and parents 
should. work closely' to~? · · 
Response: yes 
no 
dependent on needs 
, 
18 
0 
2 
Question: How often. shoul parents yisit teachers in 
school, and should teachers visit the home? 
· R e s p .o ·n s e : . p a r e n t s v i s i t i n· g · s c ·h o o 1 : 
Summary 
· frequent 1 y 
sometimes 
i'n ·f r e que n t 1 y 
• teachers visiting home: 
yes 
no 
maybe 
18 
2 
0 
r""~.-.... r-_.. 
, . 5 
9 
6 
' 
· A g~eat number of parents are unaware of the program 
and procedures in local schools. Satisfaction w.it.h these 
.• 
procedures ap~ears to be bfsed on· the accuracy of reports on 
• 
academic areas of th~ · program. 
Parents expressed a· consistent desire· throughout the 
interviews for ·increased personal' contact with the teacher 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I ~ 
.. . 
; 
' 
· ··· - ~·' 
,, 
'• 
•f"' 
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for reporting purposes . . Prngress in-terviews are favor,ed far 
.. 
mo r.e than writ ten -reports b¥ parent 1· 
The ·flow of communicati9n between teachers and 
.· p~rents is generally _unidirectional fro~ -- school ·' ta· home. · ; 
·Parel)ts .realize the import_ance of a fi .rm workin_g relation-'· 
r 
. ~-,-~hiP. with the t~ac'her, --but the _majority of those p~rents ,' 
. 'ntervie~e~ prefer. to restrict their relati~ns~ip .to schoo l 
.. 
v.isits rather than teacher visits' to the home. 
.. 
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• 
A MODEL FOR PARENf-TEiACHER COMMUNICATION 
,., . 
.· ... 
. ... 
' · 
( . I ;• 
, I 
' 
·87 . 
; . 
The cu.lminatfon of this proje~t was th~ development' 
·of. a model •for com~~~i· c~tion· a~ce.ptabre ta, :·~·oth pa'rents. · 
. •, 
and te.achers for · ·use d~ring the· kindergarten yea'r. T_his 
. · ' 
.. 
, pro·ject'is based o~ data gathered 4roni those empl.oyed .. in or 
. . . . ., 
h a v i n g c h i l d :err e n ro ll e d' i n_ k i n d e r g a r t e n ~ i'a ·s s e s ci f t h e 
Avalon Consolidated -Schoo·i Board. T,h~ mo'del has b·een 
. . 
eVa 1 u.a ted . a n d . a p p e ~ r S. f e a S ; b ·1 e 1 W i t h S Q m e ad a p t a t,.i 0 'n ' t Q 
most sthool s. 
, · o 
It should be emphasized that a model· for kinder- ·· 
. . ' . 
', g~rten.cannotbe prescribed and adhet::ed t6 rigidly . Rather. ·,. 
a· set of ·gut(fel i nes .should be- set forth in 'order to 
sta·ndardize procedures while · all~wing fo..t: teache~s· and 
P,arerits' personal p·refe.rences and· individual circumsta~ces. 
, • . I 
His hope·d this model Will meet these requirements and . be 
of use to kinderga~ten teachers in the ,province of 
. ' 
Newfoundland . . 
In the remaining p a g e s · o f · t .h i s chapter the model 
··will., be presen.ted in detail (F.i_gures 3-15) and discus-sed ·. 
A s i n d i c a t e d i n F i g u r e 3' , t he m o d e 1 o f p a r e n t -
'· · 
. . 
teacher communication ' developed by .t .his pr~je~t comprises 
sj x major components 
'' 
, • 
registration, o.rientation for child 
' · ,•. 
., . t 
.. 
.. 
•' 
. . ·· 
JJ ' 
_';'' 
/ . 
·-
-
.. 
.. 
.• 
• r 'f" 
I ' 
. ,. 
' .. . 
and pare.nts, the : i ·ntroduction of parents to progres·s 
. ,, .. 
re~orting procedures, re~ort,card~, parent-t~acher . 
. . . , . 
Q 
i n t_e r v i e w s , and a d d i ti on a 1 contacts . •. 
Ki~dergarte~ ~egistration r e g i s ·.t e r i n g t.h e c h i I d 
.- in~ti~parents-teacher- me·e.ting 
y I . ... ~. 
.. 
Orientation 
- . . . . ...., -, 
- agen~a f initial meetjng -
• • f ' 
~ - · orien i at~ ~ for ' ch~l~ren 
. . 
. ' 
ori.entatfon .for parents · • 
.• ··. A_enda . fo~ p.arent~ · •orien~a. t i on · 
' . ~ ~~~ 
.- :. out'lin.e··~or i'entation. 
handbook ' 
. . 
• 
. Informa~ion ibou~ .. 
Reportin~ Procedures ?eting ·for parents 
R e p o r t C a r d ·s 
Parent-Te'acher 
Interviews 
Additional Contict~ 
---1_ 
' -. ·., 
. .. 
~.- ag~nda , f~r parents •eeting 
·,. 
kindergarten newsletter 
parent volun~eer~ 
. ' 
. , ! • ___ ..:::;'- ::..- -----:-:----------....:.....------------
Figure 3. 
. . 
.. 
Co~ponents of the Model for Parent-Teache~ 
Communication i~ the Kindergarten Yea~ 
' . 
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Kindergarten Registration 
. . 
. 
' Re!iistratj.on.is the first major component of the 
' ' 0 I • ' 
parent-teac_her communicatio~ - model. It co~prises regis'teri·ng 
'I 
or en r o 1 1 i n g t he c h i 1 d i n · k i n de r g a r t e n , a n d an .i n i t i a 1 me e t i n g 
. 
of -parents with · the . teacher and other school perso.nnel._ ·: 
. ( ":""- . 
i : 
Registering the Chi ,.d 
1/ 
TIME: 
'PURPOSE.: 
LOCATION: 
. Jan u a r y ( as de f i n e d by S c h o o 1 Boa r d ) 
ro enroll the child for kindergarten. 
To furnish informa·tion for school medical 
records.· ' . 
To introduce the child 'to ' the teacher on ·an 
i n d i v i d u a· 1 bas i s • · 
BY: · Principal .. and/or Secretar-y . 
.p u b 1 i c H e a 1 t h ;N u r s e 
Kinder~arten Teacher( s) · 
.Pare n q s ) an d. C h i 1 d . ""· 
. \ . . ' 
Any convenient location in th·e ·school which' 
w i 11 a~ o r a p r i v a c y ~ o · the teach e r , p a,r e.n t 
. and chiJd. · 
PROCEDURE: P-er en t ( s ') with the chi 1 d pre sent c 0 m p 1 e t e 
reg i s t r a t. i on f o•r m s w i t h s G h o o 1 · p r i n c i p a l o r 
secretary, then go . to the sc hoo.l nurs.e to· 
.  · , . 
' • 
pro.vide- medical · infor.ma:tion: .'- Par.ent(s) and 
ch.il d visit the kindergarten tea.cher. 
The t.ea!:he;1. wi :ll interview the child aQout family mem!Yers, li:kes/dislikes, and may · 
request that t.._he chil.d complete a sequence 
o f t a .s k s s u c h ~ s r o t e c o u n t i' n g . T h i s w i 1 1 
not .. :serve as any type of evaluation, but 
will ' foster a positive attitude toward t _he 
teacher . . 
The parent will be present du_~~'ng thi's 
' . 
•• 
r 
i n t e r v i~e w , a n d s n 0 u , d ; n f 0 r m t he t e a c h e r-' . 
of medic a 1 . d fs a b i 1 i t i' e s or handicaps at -~--·--· _________ · --~~ th1s time. · -:._-/ 
Figure .4. Recommended Procedures for Regi steri_ng the 
ki _ndergarten Chi_ld · 
l • ' 
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\ 
~ .• F. i~gu re~ d i .s p 1 ays · the detailed . procedures recommended 
' ' 
mudel for regi"stering the child in : R.inderga·rten: The 
. . ' 
time of· registration is advertised- 'in l.oca l newspapers, 
school newsl tters a·nd memos . .1Traditionally, reg.istratibn 
for kinderga ten in schools of the Avalon · Consolidated 
. ·. ··.. . ~ 
is held in late February or.early March ; The 
. ' 
'Change -~ to ·Janu.ary as recommended .. here . is' pr~cipitated 
' · . 
by teacher requests fo.r 'earlier. registration. · As indicated.· _. 
in· pr·evious"c.ha·pt-er.s, pre-school contact with the home helps 
• ~ ' < "\ • I ' ' 
to establish better parent·al at.titudes ana ta prepare'-th.e 
. child for kindergarten . 
The. ·add i t i on · of . a tea 'c he r- c h i 1 d meet i n g ·d u r i'n g 
registration. is ·relativel'y. uncommon. The phi 'losophy behind. 
s. u c h a meeting i s not i n tended to be one ·of ad v o cat i n q e a r 1 y . 
. \ 
' . 
assessments. Rather, the child is g.iven the ~pportunit~ to ' 
.. 
meet the teacher in a rela.xed atm.osphere, and-:'on · a on'e-to~o n ~ 
.basi·s . At the same time, the child is afforded tlie · secu~ity·: 
of a parent being present . . 
I·n .schools where .a teacher-child interview ·is 
.conducted at· regfst·ration the next contact, : u'sually 
orientatio'n,· where the parent i$ not present, tends not to. 
be · t'raumatic r'or t .he child. 
~ ~ 
A. furt~er advantage may be to 
the parent, · who may be .less anxfous. Due ,to meet ·ing t he 
teacher. previously, the .pare·nt is aware of the te'acher' s 
manner and attit'ude·s ·. 
... 
--- ----· ·· 
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I 
Initial Paren't-Teacher Meeting 
.. 
TIME: 
P.U ~POSE : 
' 
I 
I 
I 
' 
·I 
ATTENDED BY ; 
., 
' f 
' LOCATiON: i 
-· I·· 
I 
. ~Ro·c~ 
··An e v e n i n g a s s o o n a s p o s s i b 1 e a f t e r 
registr·ation. 
(. , 
To introduce parent(s) to the teacher, 
.· ' 
·principaL · . 
· To inform ·par.ents as to how. they can prepare 
t h e i r c h. i1 d · for t he k i n d e r g a r t e n y e a r . 
Princd pa f 
T e a ch ·~ r ( s ) 
Ptaren t s 
Prima·ry Cp~oidln·a tor/Gue"st Speaker ' . 
·A room in the· s.chool wh i c'h wi 11 accommodate 
. ·a 11 attend i n g ,· an d will h'O u·s e a I dis p 1 ay o f . 
suitable materials. · · · 
A short .talk ·by teacher/co-ordin'ator/gues ·t. 
Suggested topics :include: the benefit to the · 
.chi.ld of outings, store visits~ vacations, 
re·staurant visits, story reading, etc . . 
· An informal discus'sion session .. 
·A display of educational toys. books, and 
r e co r d s s u i t a b 1 e f o r ~ r .e - s c h o o 1 Q! r s . · 
·& ' 
Figures: Recommended Initial Parent-Teacher - t~eeting 
. 
The inclusion of the meeting recommended . in Figure. 5 
i.s a result of educators. requesting earlie r contact with t·he 
home, and of parent's desir.ing to better pre~are · thei r. chi ldren 
for kindergarten. An · even ·ing tinie . ...,~lot has beep chqsen ·for 
this meeting for two reasons: fi r st\ the niajor~i ty o f,. parents 
. ' . l 
w o r k d u r i n 9. t h e d a y , a n d s e ~on d 1 y t h 4 a c t u· a 1 r: e 9 i s t r ~ t i o n , 
,'· 
which ·would be the most logical alternate thne, is a time 
. . 
for the child to :experierlce, wher~as this meeti ng i s·held 
~ 
for tile pu.rposes of di s·cussing ·· children and their development .. 
..  . ' . . 
I 
.......... 
. ~ 
. ' 
. . 
.. 
' · 
· I 
...... . 
:r 
. , . 
':.} · 
\ ' 
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• 
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The rationale for conducting this mee'ting is that 
many pa·rents have a real desire to help prepar-e ·their 
f . 
chi l 'dren for scho'bl but may· not 1:know where to begin> The 
teacher, however, has been trained in this area, and it is· 
.:> ,. 
to the a.dvaptage of teacher, ·parent and. ~.hi.ld, for her to 
· share h'er .~nowledge of child developm'ent. ·~ 
. . . \ . 
' A recommended agenda lnr th.is meeting is · displayed · , 
in 'Figure .6. 
~ 
.. 
Topic:: Prep~ring Your c·hil'd for. School " 
.. 
importance of ea'rly experiences and early learnin9 · 
the ch.i.ld• ·s· natural cu~iosi.ty and' desire to lea·r·n · 
adv~n' tages of 11 experiences 11 
travel 
animal parks/zoos 
museums 
. 1 ibrary visits 
r ·estaurant me-als 
s h 0 p p; n, g t-r i p s ol 
. '• 
.. 
.. 
.. 
I • , 
, · 
· , . 
. 
i m p o .r t a n c e o f g o o d 1 a n g u a g e h a b i t s; e n c o u r a g e us e ,; 
of full sentences, use of.· storybooks ~ 
Displ9y 
- i m p o r t a n c ~ o f p r a i s e , t a p p i n. g vh i1 d • s · i'n t e r e s t s 
recommended book·s, games, television shows 
"' o f 11 a t e r i a 1 s 
- selected primary games and toys 
- . picture and s t~ry bo_o,ks - ; · 
school-d.ist'ri buted p;mph~jets 
r e co r d s and c a sse t t e's ' 
• ~ 
of re 1 ate d rna~ e~~ i a 1 
., ft . 
Recommended Agen·d~ for. Init .ial M)eting··· ,Hgure 6. 
. 
-
o . 
~~ ·· 
'·' (/ .. 
·" 
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.· 
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·\ . ,..  ·' ., I . • • . . ' 0 r i e· n t a t i o n f o r C h' i 1 d r en a n d P a r e n t s · 
The se-~on .d major comp~nt. of th_e _proposed mode 1 of 
. 
· p a r e n t - t e a c h e r co mm u n i ca. t i o n .'i s t h e o r i e·n t a t i o n o f c· h i 1 d r en . 
. ' 
.and the-ir parents to kindergart!~ Si'eparat'e. ~r .ie.ntat ·ion •· \· ... 
'sessions .are re~mm~nded for children ·an .. d their par~nt's, 
·along w_~~h di~ribut.ion to parents of a s~h.ool orientation 
handbook. . · 
Orientation for .Children: . . 0 . -- ·-· . .. ~ . 
. : ~ 
. Figure 7 displays the pro-posed or{entation for 
children.-
~· TIME: · 
PURPOSE: 
: ~. 
ATTENDED BY: 
. LOCATION.: 
PROCEDUREi, . 
. . . / . {) 
. . """' . . . La~e Ma.y/.early ·vune.: a one ~our' 's,essio.n 
To introdu~e chil~n to classmates. 
To allow .children'-t.o. become familiar with 
school environment . · 
Teacher ~~--
A group '.of ten to fif~~.en chi 1 dren. 
. . ' 
The kinde~garten classroom .. 
The'teacher wil .l provide a short lesson 
plan of her -choice. Parents.should be · 
. . , accommodated in a·· waiting ·area outside 
the c.l ass room. ' · 
" ·. 
·Figure 7 . . Orientation for Children =· 
' . I 
Orien.~ation .. is designe'd to ~e . .a sp_ec.ial tilne~or the 
' ........................ ,~ ' I o • ~ •• presc~_o_oler. to exper.i'enc_e "real schoo~" for the. first tim\ 
and · to deve,lop a positiye attit.ude tow'ard · a. total_ly new 
environment. A short, small· group session is recommended 
I • 
,,, 
,. 
. , 
• 
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. . 
~ . .. 
to h~lp keep the child. at eas-e; 
·The parent is exclude~..cfrom . this session.; the child' · 
' .· - ~, ' . 
gains some confidence ·by)'bei ng ·alone with the teacher and 
• ~ ,I ' • 
class·mates . . This make(' the separ·ation of paren·t · and chiJd · 
. . ~I 
. ' .(' . . ., 
much easier .on the first day of.•schoo.l in September .. 
' ' Orientatio?/;Jor Parents · .·, ' 
~ : . . 
' ·. t . 
The 'model recommends that brientation fo ·r parents 
. ' 
consist of atterida'nce at a carefully . plarined or.ientation 
mee'ting, and the, distri,butiori to ·· parents 
. . ' • I 
..... ·, .. 
of· an ,a,ppropri'a.te 
. fl 
. ' "' handbook. Fig_ure a· dis'plays . the details 
~ . . 
o-f the meeting,, 
Figure 9 high'l_ights '' the agenda·; anc!'Figure 10 ·OUtlines· ') ', 
. 
suital:tle items for inclusion in the handbook. 
TIME: 
PURPOSE: 
I 
I 
An evening as /soon as possible f~llowing children's . 
orientati.on. / Approximately ,90 ·minutes. 
To . f~miliar/ze parents wit~ the con tent of .t he ' kinder-· 
garten program, and stress its· importance. 
To introdu¢e pa,rents tq various facilities of the .school . .. 
' I ATTENDED BY ; · Principal/ . · · .. < 
Teacher( s·) · . I 
LOCATION: 
PROCEDURE: 
.· 
I 
Figure ,a. 
.. 1 . 
Parents / · · 
. Primary .co-ordinator/guest speaker 
· .. . A select'ed number of parel')ts of grade one students. 
I ' 
A room. ~ n the schbol suitable for slide presentation 
and ·diS'piay. · 
Talk: The importance of .kindergarten : . 
Talk: The components of .the program/thematic approqch 
. . 
Slide presentation . . 
Informal discussion with parents, of ' last year's. kinder-
garten student/question and answer session · 
Oisplay ·of. teaching materials: DUSO. Family Life 
, posters, etc. . 
Take·-home materials: . school handbook, N.T.A. handbook, · 
other suitable mate rials. · 
"'· 
I 
Orientation Meeting fo r P'arents 
.- . ~---~· ..... - ·-~--
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• 
. This orie?ntation meeting is the second of.three group . 
meetings recommended for parents and teachers. As the · agenda 
de~ls with curriculum and programming, the te~cher should be 
. c: 
pres:c In some schools parent orientation .coincides with · 
child or'ientation . . However, an evening.meeting is suggested · 
. . 
here to accommodate working parents. · 
An uncolnmon ·practice to date .is· to involve p,:trents 
· of !:Jrade· one students. The intention is to involve selec~ed 
. 
' I 
parents as ·hosts ·.or hostesses who may impart .a great dea1 of 
. . 
information to newly involved parents. These people are 
fa m i .1 i a r w i t h t h ·e s c h o o 1 a n d p r o g r a rn , a n d a r e a b l e . t o r e 1 a t e · 
d i r e ct 1 y t o tl\1 e q u e s t i o n s p· f p a r e n t s o f n e w 1 y r e g i s t e r e d 
children . In schools where this practice is employed, it 
has p·r.oven to be successful . 
The slide show recommended should be Qo "'.longer than 
. , 
' 
fifteen minutes and kept to a maximum of forty to forty-five 
s~ides. A ~id~o film may better serve the purposes of 
.· orien.tation, if available. 
. .. , , 
The 'information . to be ; 'hared with parents· during this 
-
meetin'g is essential · to their underst.anding of .the kinder-
garten program. The agenda displayed in Figure 9 outl~nes 
i~ point form; the b·a'-sis for: · toe. philosop'hy of. the teachers ..1 
and the schooL <I An/~utl ine for a· school handbook i s 
contained in Figure 10.·· I . 
~ ·· 
., 
\ 
• 
• 
• 
I. 
.. 
- .. ... ... ~ -~ ·· ~ 
• 
.- ... · 
·. 
.. -: ~--· ·· . 
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-Top.ic: Importanc~ of Kindergarten 
Introduction 
~orking ~ith others 
learning throu~h play 
, I 
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jndividual experiences -are designed to beneflt 
the "whole" child 
p e r s o n a 1 w o r' t h 
parents are partners 
S~ide Pr~$eritati~n 
c u r r i c u 1-u m a· r e a ·S. 
-· learning center{·\ · 
c 1 a s s .g r o u p s 
.. 
.. 
.. 
e-nrichment:-:- l"i·brary 
field . tr.ips 
{ .if ilvailable 
music · 
physical education 
support ~taff - · nurse 
librarian 
- grouping, . ie. - rotation~ of classes 
when 
why 
·" .. recess - nutriti~us snacks 
free play 
.. ·
Display of Teaching Ai~s: 
· Cur'riculum Kits 
ie.· DUSO ,. 
Family Life 
Language Arts 
Figur~ 9. Agenda for - Parent Orientation Meeti~g 
• 
'• 
. • 
.. 
, .. 
'\_ . 
/ 
,' 
{ . 
I 
/ 
( 
I 
,Deco rat i v e . Cover J 
~ists of teaching and supp~rt staff 
-· s e creta r y 
- nurse · 
principal 
:~music and physic~l education teachers 
. .. 
prefects (if known) 
Greetin~s from the priri~ipal 0 · ' 
'0 list of materi~ls required to buy 
' 
"' -
.. 
- checklist 6f school s~pplie~ 
... 
... 
Recommended recess snacks, · lunches 
. . 
- · cant~en services 
Schedule of attendance 
- sho_'Ul .d include at least' a.ll ofSeptember 
,. 
F'igune. 10. Suggested Outline fo .r Kinder.garten 
Orientation ·Handbook 
. . · 
. . 
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Introducing Parents to Progress Re~orting ·Procedures 
TIME: Evening session - October 
PURPOSE: To explain to par~nts assessment proced~res. 
To express generally , _d_g_s_Lr:.ed goals for : 
children. '_ •. 
To illustrate report i ng ·purp.bs~s . , methods. 
ATTENDED. BV: Principai 
.- Teacher(s) 
.Parents 
~OCATION: · A room i~ the school which will ·accommodate 
· . . ·all attending. · 
.. -~- . 
T a 1 k : T h e 'p u r ·p o s e a n d I 111 ~ o r t a n .c e o 'f P r· o g r e s s 
Reporting · · 
P R 0 C E D U R E .: 
Tdlk: Methods ~f Assessment Used in the' 
' Classrobm. Desirable Goals for 
Kindergarten Children 
'Samples of Progress Reports for Review 
Discussion Period. 
Figure 11. f.leeting. to Introduce Progres'S Re·porting 
Procedures 
As indicated-~in -F-·i ·gu~· ll, an importal')t component 
· of t.he parent-teache·r communication modei is a .niee'dng of 
'·· p a r e n t s vii ~ t h e t e a c h e r . a n d • t ~ e p r i n c i p a 1 , t o i n t ~ o d u c e 
' parents lo methods · of assessment and progress rep?rting. 
Dis.cussion o~ specific .. children . should b~ ~ompletely a'vo.ided. 
-d u r i n g t h i s s e s s i on . P a r en t s s h o u 1 d. be made a w-q r e o f. the 
' I. 
need for privacy for progress reporfing'. The nee·~ fo_r,·'Such 
- ~-- . 
a meeting 1~as indicated through discussion _with _rrents and 
teachers. ·Misconceptions about assessment are , ,~undant and 
' 
\ 
• ' 
. 
; ... 
.. 
l' 
I 
I 
! 
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... 
.. 
must ~e dispelled if schools are to cha~ge ~arental attitudes 
toward kindergarten. As indicated in Ch~Pter 11, teacher-
conducted assessmenus are p'rofess.ionai activities. As such, 
. .. 
proced'ures should . be documented and shar'ed with th-e pa'rent. 
. The· agenda offered in, Figure 12 is an attempt to 
assure parents : their child is learning with a purpose in 
. ' 
m i n d , . a n d t h a t t h e r e a r e g o a 1 s t h e p a r e n t c a n ·.s h a r e i n 
a chi e vi n g·. . . 
. ' '-
Intr.oduction Importarice of Reporting 
Assessment 
The Developmental Review 
~ obser~ation of childr~n 
A ri e c do t a 1 R e.c o r d s 
sample reco.rd 
-.methods of completing record 
- . frequency of recording 
~ files of wbrk samples 
Asse~sing to .find strengths as well as weaknesses 
Reporting 
. · .1 11 t e r vi e w s w i t h tea c·h e r 
- how to make appointments 
- conven·ient appointment times 
Infor~ation Shari.ng 
-parental involvement 
The Report Card 
- sample report 
- explanation of ~rading 
J 
Discuss1on Period 
.{ 
•. 
. . -.r-"" , , 
F i 9 u r e 1 2 • S u. g g e s t e d A g e,n ~ o r M e-e t i n g t o · I n t r o d u c e P~rgress ne 1ftin9 Procedures tp Parents 
~ . 
. . 
. . . 
.. 
. . .. 
J • 
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Report Cards 
The ·design of an appropr-iate report card suitable · 
for use i n a 1 1 , s c h o a 1 s of the Ava 1 on C. on so 1 i .d a~ e d S c h o a 1 
. 
Board was: a ma.)or goal of this. proj.'ect . .. Information was 
. . 
. . 
gathered fro~ lite~aturei educators and parents whiJe th~s · · 
report card wa·s being d.rafted . . When .cOmpleted, copies were 
circulated for ·evaluation, as described in Chapte r VII . . 
\ . . . . 
-To facilitate inclusion of the report card in this 
\ o I .. ' 
study, it-- has be.en. printed to conform with thesis 'regulat i ons·: 
. ( \ 
· However, t~e iriterided form consists of three sheets of 
colored legal size·( a ~ x 14) paper printe d .on 'both sides 
and folded in half to make a do c ument 8~ inches high and 
. 
\ 
5~ inches in widtr, consisting· of a ·cover and four pa ges . 
The · ~oyer page should· bear the name of the sihool, s~udent 
. and teacher and. possibly a school crest or some o t her . 
suitable sketch. 
~ T~e recommended report ~ard is ' displayed as Figure 
' • 
13 in the eight pages following . 
I 
., ., . 
• ' 
.. ', t 
.. .. ... 
. . 
\ 
: .., , 
'- .. ... •· • • --• ... - · , _ • • • · • · • •~' < I ) 
·. ' 
•• 
lOl 
, f 
This report, e~esented ~o you at the .end of 
each sc_hool term, is a su~ar.~ .of your .child's 
progress and activities in· l<i~drg-~rt~n. 
encourage~yo·u 'to ·review the · report,· ·and to. 
' . ~ ' \ 
We 
cqntact ybu~ ~hild's teach~r i~ y6u wish t~ 
-discuss any aspect O.f the kiudergarten ·program. 
Terms used in this report are as ~allows: 
E ~ Excellent 
s - · Satisfactory · 
N · -- Needs Improvement 
N/A - .· Not · Applicable at 'this time 
· , . When you have examined this report to your 
' ' '\ 
satisfaction, if you do ·not require an intervie~ 
.' with the teacher, R).ea.se sign in the appropriate 
space on the final page and return to the scho9l . 
/ 
'(' 
Fi_gure 1~: Reco'mmended Repo·rt Card (continued ne'xt ,pag,e}, 
' \ 
' . ~\ .... - --.:-'' 
' ' 
' 
.. 
·. )' 
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' . ' 
_, 
' . 
. · ~ ' . 
· . .; 
) , 
\ 
. I 
' 
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LANGUAGE ARTS 
l. ALPHl\BET . · 
says alphabet from memory 
recognizes ·capital letters 
recognizes lower case letter s 
matches capital . and lower .case 
1'etters 
2. READING RE~DINESS 
understands rhyme 
· understands opposites 
recognizes colors 
prints own name 
sees likenesses and 
differences 
sequence (fir~t •. next, la~t) 
3. READING 
recognizes color words 
(red, blue, yellow, green 
orange, white, brown, black) 
r ecognizes initial consonant 
soun.ds 
word recognition 
co·mprehension 
' 
Figure 13 (continued) 
' \ . 
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TERM 1 TERN 2 
\.....,. 
TERN 3 
.. 
\ 
TERM l ' rERM 2 --~ 'J.:ERH 3-
0 
. TERN l TE RN 2 TER!>l 3 
.· 
1 
~·· 
0 
LANGUAGE ARTS - COMMENTS 
TERN 1 
.«"" 
. -TE R}1 2 
- ~ 
, 
... .., 
TER/>1 3 
Ff gtire 13 (cpntinu~d) 
. :. I '. 
1 • • 
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Ml\. Til Ef-t[\ TICS 
l. SII/\PES and SETS 
identifies four basic 
shapes (circle, squard, 
triangle,· rectangle) · · 
comparison of shape and 
. size 
comparison of sets: 
·"' 
onc-.to-one rna tching 
- more and less 
2: .NUHER/\LS 
rotc counting t 0 -
-
) 
recognizes numerals (0 
. 
numerical order 
' ¥, 
. matches numerals and 
.. quantitie.s . 
•' 
prints onumeral·.s (0 
anderstands simple addition 
Figu r e 13 (co~tinued) 
~· . '
I 
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TERM l TERM 2 TERN 3 
' ' 
, 
I 
TERJ·I 1 TERM 1 'TERM ~ 
. ~ 
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.; . 
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D 
' .. 
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HATHEHA'lliCS - COt-lNENTS 
TERH l 
.. 
~ 
TERM 2 
' 
TERM 3 
• 
_I'• 
F.igu re 13 ( conti nued) 
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FINE-MoroR CO-ORDINATION TERM l TERN 2 __ 'I'ERM 3 
P.rinting ...-1-
. I 
• Coloring . ) 
. 
· j.. CuttincJ 
· cmt:·1EN'I'S. 
: 
- I 
·Tr:: ru-1 1 
TERN 2 
TERH 3 
~·\US I C TE!U-1 3 , ~r~, . . . · . ·· v TER!·~ .. 'f.E~-1 2 an_ Participation . - ~~ -----~~-}:'~--· ----~------~ 
COHNENTS. \ . 
Interest 
' ~ 
.' 'I'EFJ.l l 
.TER!-1 2 
TER'I 3 
'1, 
/ 
PHYSICAL ED0CATION 
Interest and . Participation 
COHJ-lENTS 
TER!-1 l 
TF: Rl'l ~ 
TERN J 
. \ 
. , 
• l 
.;. 
TERM l 'TERM · 2 
, 
. ' 
TERM 3 
./ 
! 'l -
I '· 
' I ' . -· 
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SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT / .WORK SKILLS · 
TERM 1 • 
. ., Social Development 
• .. 
Listening I \vork Skills 
... 
TERH 2 
·social 
skills 
. '' 
·TER!-1 3 ·~· 
\ 
. Social Development 
~-isterting I Hork Skills 
' · 
Pl~ccm6nt for Sep~ember 198 () 
.1 , 
( 
Teacher'~ Signature 
Figure 13_( ~ ont ·inued) 
,, 
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---... _ , ___ ... ·-·- ----....---...:._--T __ ___:.. __ _ 
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~ 0 TE.R.'-1 1 
\ 
- . 
TERN 2 
. 
' . "~ 
/ 
TERM 3 
· .. 
; ' 
Fig ur e 13 (co~c luded) 
. I , 
. ' 
'1 · 
conference Held 
Parent's Signat~re 
1,• 
co.n~erence Held 
.. 
Parent' s- Sign,ature 
"' 
, ' 
Con fe~rence He1d 
v. . ·'. ' ~ Par~n t 's • Signa ture 
I -
··y\· \ . 
. , ) . 
,. 
. .. 
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Parent~Teacher " Interviews 
As indicated in Figure 1~. the model of. par,ent-
teacher communication developed in this project recommends 
s e ~ e r a 1 '\.~a r ~ n t - t e' a c h e l i n 't e r v i e w s d u r-. i n g ttre ~ e a r -- -
.preferably in November, in Februar.y. and s.ubsequently as · 
. . . 
n .e c e s s a r y . 
TIHE': .r · tJovember 
February 
. ' 
0 
subsequently as needed 
PURP.OS E: For,teacher and parent to share information 
about the ch i.l d. 
ATTENDE.D BY: Teacher 
P a r e n t ( s ) - p r e f·e r a b 1 y b o t h 
Guidance Counsell or - if involved in 
assessmept. 
·LOCATION: Preferably' the classroom if ' total privacy 
is .avapable. 
, PRO:CE OUR~: Parent should be presented with a c.onipleted 
repo.ct card. '\ 
D i s c u s s i o· n s h o u 1 d c e n t e r a r o u n d r e p o r t a n d 
anecdotal records . 
. Figure 14. Parent-Teacher Interviews 
Interviews have been proven to be the mos.t successful 
f.orm of reporting. The numb~ of interviews conducted should 
. 
be determined by l')eed and on a co-operative basis . 
. Time limits generally dictate a fifteen to twenty . 
minute interview during report'ing periods . Subs.eq.uent . . ~ --..... 
. 
meet i n g s· s h? u 1 d be set i n · a t i me p e r i o d a 11 ow 1 n g for a 
• 
' ; 
'· 
' \ . 
•, 
. . 
-· 
.. 
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I · 
f rela.xed, unpressured discussio·n. 
•' 
• 
I : 
Work sampl~s from i'ndividual .c'hildren's files ·may 
be distributed to ' parents during the interview. In areas 
where parental r~sponse is lo~. this practice · often 
. . . 
·improves at'te.ndance. 
I 
Additional Contacts 
Additi -onal contacts are recommended by: ·the modeL 
including .a kinderga~ten .newsletter, and the· involvement o.f 
. . ' . . ' ' ' 
parents as •vo-lunteer \'JOrkers in· the scho,ol and on field trips. 
Kindergarten Newsletter 
Completely separate from· the school newsletter; a 
~ . . 
. . kindergarten newsletter, really should be sent to the home . 
on a monthly or thematic basis . . Included may be a·n outline 
.... 
f'or. learniJlg of the current theme along with booklists and 
'·' 
related games or experiences which ·may be shared by parent 
·: a n d c h i 1 d • 
.. 
Oth.er i terns waul d include: a calendar of the current 
month for parent · and child to complete by m~ .rk ·ing off each 
date; a suggested list of "home work" i~ms such as learning 
to tie, or naming ·letters of the alphab t; and, fi·nally, 
•. 
summaries of field trips or other class ac . itie~. 
.. 
Parent Volunteers 
Parents are o.ften invalirable resources. The teacher 
woul'd be wise _to poll pa-rents ·in September a.nd keep a list 
o f n a me s a n d t a 1 en t s o n f i 1 e . I n t h i s way , t h e t e a c h e r 1 s 
, 
o a r- - ---· - • • A I 
' ' 
9 
} 
. \ 
1 
! • 
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' ~ '~ 
able to choose parents who .wi tl :best enhance .a particular 
asti vi ty. ~igure 15 recommends a format for the note . to 
parents . 
.. De.ar Parent: 
.From time to tim·e the kindergarten class will 
requfre parent' volunt'e~s for ma .ny different activi'ties. 
':. lf ' you · are able' to .·give of your time please complete and 
return the for.m be,low. ( . 
j 
--·--- .:·:.. __ - ----------- _._ ------------------ ---·--- -----·------
·, 
· . I am able to: s up.ervi se fi ~1 d .trips ---:-----
proVide transportation 
; 
help in the c.lassroom__,.. _____ _ 
r 
demonstrate a. craft . 
~--------
0 t'her 
-
Weekdays avail·able: 
. . 
. . 
. 
' ' 
· p~rent's si-gnatur'e 
Figu.re ·15. · Suggestecl Format for Letter to Parents .• 
regarding Volunteer AcJivities 
t · 
r- ·-· '- .. - . 
. ' 
• 
. . · 
. . .. • . ~'f/ ' .. . 
. 
. '. 
CHAPTER VIr' · 
.EVALUATION OF THE MODEL 
\ . 112 
' • ' 
·· The communi c:ations model· as presented · in Chapter VI. 
. , . 
' ~ 
. ~ 
of this report, was condensed to · a for.m. found in Appendix 
F,. and distri bute.d· to a number of e~ucators and parents for 
their evaluation. Two questionnaires were devised ·.(.as 
found in Appendices 'o and E), one .for educators · and the 
second .for,parents, an~ dist~ib-uted i~ the fo·llowi~g . mann_er: 
' 
one copy for ea~h of the · eigti.tee.n 
el.e'menta.-.ry pr.incip-als of the. Avalo·n 
co·nsolidated . School Board . 
on~ ~opy per . schoo.l fbr ki~derga'rten 
teachers · (ei-9hteen ·schools for thi.rty-
two teachers· ) · . . . 
one copy per household for fourteen 
of the twenty ,paren~ ,previous·ly · 
contacted for survey purposes 
.. 
I 
Tne total number of questionna·ires di·stributed was 
thus fixed ~t fifty. Sixty ... four pe~pl e· were actually po.lled . 
. Fo rty-n i ne~ed. · 
. ~ resul.ts· of this survey are co.ndensed and 
. , 
presented ·on the pages following ,.along with commel"!ts by 
.I? r i n c i p a 1 s , 1,:. e a c h e r s a n d p a r en t s ~ · T h e r e s p o n s e s d i .d no t 
indicate a need for major changes in the model as pre·sented. 
Al tera.tions to .the m_odel as required have been completed .• 
.. 
.. 
·) 
- ----·-------·-----
. ·*~ - ..-------'7·--- •' 
t""- . 
' .J. . . 
' 
) 
, .. 
- · 
, · 
. . 
>-' 
q. 
. ·. .  
. 
Resu.l,ts of Questibnnaires Distribute"d .to . 
. . ~ ~ 
Principals and Kindergarten Teac:he~s 
. \ .. 
113 . 
The combined data from pri ncipa 1 s' ~nd kindergarten 
teach"'e"rs ·' returned forms is presented in .table fo:rm in this 
.se"ction. The · total number of quest-ionnaires and models 
. . 
. .. 
di.stributed was thirty-six; nineteen responses were· received 
representing ten principals, ·and· seventeen teachers~ -from 
t~n of the eighteen schools . 
~egi strati on· Procedures 
.. 
As shown .in Tabfe 3S, wi·th thEl _.excepti.on of.on·e · 
teacher, a 11 resp_omes indicate the p.ro'posed ~~hod' of 
registratfon 'for ch-ildren ~auld be suitable.for use in 
· s c h o o 1 s .o f the · A v a 1 on . c o n s o 1 i d a t e d s c h o o 1 B o a r d . F u r t he r 
·details regar'ding -this question ·are pr.esen.ted in the 
·comments offered in -response to question 2. 
Table 3~ 
Feasi'bility of Registra'tion Process 
. ' 
': 
Questi'on : .Would the metho~ 'of registration as o~t l ined 
.here· be feasible in .your .. ~5ho1:>l! 
•'\ 
Response: · yes . 
.. 
no 
.... 
I • 
.· 
.  
18 
l 
0 
.... 
. ~ 
. . \ 
··-·' 
.. 
... 
' , I 
• 0 
. . '\ 
•· 
.. . , 
' o 
As indicated -in Table )6, the tomme.nts offered in· 
. . 
p'ar.t one of the· q.uestion served · to confirm the appropriate-. · 
. 
n·ess of this method of registration for most schools, · The 
exclusion of the parent from the child's .- initial meeting 
wa·s not recommended in the model as the· child woulc;l feel 
very un·comfortable i'f suddenly .1 eft alone with a stranger. 
This po.int has been fu'.rther explain·ed in Chapter VI of t 'h·is 
', 
report, · 
\> . ' Tabl~ 36 ~ . 
Reque s ~ed ·· C h·a nges . i ·n Pro ce.dure 
.. .. 
Questioni If yes (to question 1) would.you like to see 
add i t .ion s or .changes? ' 
Res~o.nses: no comment · 
quite adequate 
.... 
exclude parent ... 
have regi stratjon· earlier 
child•s.houl9 observe present 
kindergarten in progress 
. . 
12 
2 
1 
2 
1 
i. Unsuitabil ify of· Registration Procedure \ .. 
0 ' • 
. \ . . 
Question: '(J_.no. (to question _1) what .would be the cause 
o'f d i f ~ i c u lty? 
Re~ponse: . too many children to interview 
./ 
/ 
! 
...... ... -. 
l 
.... 
/ 
o, ' 
I • 
. ' .. 
·, 
~) 
' 
' . 
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•·. C h i 1 d o b s e r v a t i o n o f a c 1 a s s 1 n p r o g r e s s may i n d e e d ,· 
prove productive~ 'bu~ would not fulfill the purpose oft~ . 
meetfng o·f child and teacher as .outlined previously. i . 
The difficulty which may. be .encoynte,red by _lorig line· 
ups as :indicated in p·art: two is reasonably infrequent in 
. . 
local schools. Regi'stration ·is generally an "all day 11 ' event, 
and as completion of forms by the secretary ·and nurse. are 
. . ' 
done individually,children are delayed by .five ·to ten mfnutes · ' ."_ •.- · 
- "' .... ,; ~ . . ~ " - . . . 
each. 
... \ .. ~ ·. .. . 
. . . ~ 
.As shown in Table 37 -the majority ot respondents ' ·fel't .~· 
' ' • • i ' 
the regi'stration proc~dure as presented.would be ben.eficial . 
. . 
-for . parent, teac-her and child. 
• I ..,.· Table 37 
Benefits.of Ini.tial Meeting · 
·. Question: Do you 'feel the initial meeting of pa,rents and 
teacher.s ou.tlined here would be benefidal to: 
.Response:_ 
f r 
,. . 
'; 
. . 
The child 
The, teacher 
The parent · 
··r 
The child 
The· teacher 
The parent 
. ' . 
.. . · 
, 
.... 
(: Yes No 
17 
'I 2 17 2 
17 ·2 
MN <w .. 
.i 
' ' 
'''.: 
I . 
""· 
·, 
. ' . 
\. 
.. _ 
L.. ' 
" 
·.· 
, ' 
' .. 
.~ 
. "' 
.. 
.. 
.I>, 
. 
The negative responses to this question appear to 
h"a·ve been the res·ul t of mi sunders.tandi ng the question' as· 
\- . 
shown below in Table 38. ~ 
\ 
• •
·. { 
Tab 1 e· 38· 
Q least Benefited by Meeting 
) 
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Ques t ·i on: If your relponse to question 3 was negative, who 
do·you f~eJ would benefit least and why? 
. . ' . . , . . 
... 
: Response: the chfl _d should'l\ot be .. required 
to compl~te ·tasks. 
' . . . 
1 . : 
-~ . The · .assumed mi su.~perstandi ng by the respondents . is 
_ ~~t _qt,~~stion three was misread as actual registration 
/ • • • 1 
.{ ~rocedures._ The question is, i~ fact, based on the _ initial 
· parent-te~cher meeting~ and children do not attend. 
The concern· about.~hildren ~orrip'leting tasks d\J'ring 
~~eir first meeting with the t~acher ha·s been explained• in 
Chapter V'l, ·page QO. The tasks 'are no.t a form of ·assess-
ment, but rather a, sta~ting point for · relaxed co·nversation I 
~ . \ 
·. and positive attttudes toward scho61 . . 
.. 
'. 
• ' .. I 
·' 
· . 
.  
. . 
. . 
• 
. / 
. / 
. ' 
. ( 
I 
I 
:. I 
/ 6 
/ 
" . 
. _,.. 
·- ·· 
. . .. 
Orientation Procedures 
., 
·'-. 
. I 
'/, 
~~ 
( 
_,.-.. . , 
. The proposed meth.od of, orierit'ation appe.ars to be · 
satis.fact~ry based on ·the data rete-iv.eo - and present~d in 
Table 39. 
. _, 
Table 39 
••• 
. ' Feasi_bil it.Y,.of Orientation Procedures 
11} 
Question: Would the ori.enta1tion procedures: as ou1(;~n {~- .... be feasible in y~ur school? · 
Response: yes 
no 
.. 
As shown in ·Table 40, eleven respondents .offered no 
further sug .ge~ion~ fo~ chan.ge in the · ori~ntation pr.ocess: . 
" Four respondents questi6ned the i~volv~ment . of ~rade on~ 
parents. These parents are involved ~nly to promote a 
relaxed atmosphere for newly involved parents. 
. . . . . 'l . 
v o 1 u n tee r· s a r e a c t u a n y . on h a n d . 
•• ,. 
Parent . 
II 
' . 
. .. 
' . 
.. .. _ ' . 
., 
' .· 
"' •' 
. • 4 
., 
~ ' ' I 
. . . 
. . 
. I 
·' ' I 
• 0 
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Table 40 . , · 
Recommended Additions or Deletions 
~ 
\ . 
Question: _ If yes (to· qu·e.stion t) .woul~ · you recommend . 
· additions o~ deletions? 
" . 
. .... 
· .. 
no. commen.t 
very important pro ·cess 
question attendance df grade 
one pa'rents .· 
a question and answer ·Session 
.should be ,provided . 
· conduct in the fall 
co-ord~na~e wi~h child 
orientation in afternoon .. 
10 
1 : 
4 . 
. ·1 
1D 
2 
The· addi t 'Jon of a que·sti'on and answer . .'session to. the • 
I 
parent· orientation m,eeting outlined. in the model has been 
·completed ~s recommehded .. 
. . .. . 
The t i me c h a .n'9 e. t ~ fa 1 ) . o r to a ft e ~on te s s i o n has . .. 
. 
• . 
not pre.ci pita.ted · change i !1 the .model. Many parents. would 
'be una,b'.le . to attend SU(:h· a me7ting during regu•lar WOr·king ·· . . 
hours. A fall sessi~n would. not provid.e suffi<;'ient notice 
for purchase 'bf . mate·ri~ls· , babysitting arra~ements · for 
.. 
working parents o'r preparation 'time in .ge·neraL 
.Progress Repordng . Infor..ma~i o·n 
As _indicated ' in Table 41, t .he majority of respondents 
L 
w 0 u 1 ~ b e. w i1 1 i n g t 0 p 1 a n a n d h 0 s t a Tn e e t i n g t 0 s p e c if i c ~ 11 y 
. . 
. . 
.•, .. . 
. ·. ~ 
·' 
. . . 
.. ' 
.... 
I ' 
•, 
• 
,. _._....,.. ' 
. . . 
.. : ~·"1: -to; . . 
.. . . )/"_ . •. 
·. .•' . " . 
. .
• · . 
•' 
·. ,; , I 
• .. 
.. 
. . 
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. ·' 
d i s c u s s a s .s e s s m en t a n d r e p o r t s • . ! he · f i v e · n e g ~ t j v e ·res p o n s Q s 
were accompanied by the re.quest · for i !1Clusion- 'of this 
m a t e r i a 1 1 n t h e p a r e n t 0 r i e n tat i 0 n . 0 r . p r i v a t e _j n t e. r v i e w . 
,· 
T.a b 1 e 41 
~·i'llin.9ness . to Conduct Me.et in_g 
·Qu_esti.on : .. Woul .d·.you be )'li lling to ·co·nduct such·•.a ·me.eti ng· 
.
1 
for parents? · 
Response: · yes 
. ' .t • 
no 
.. 
. 14 
5 
- . 
Tbe inclusion of thi'S material in other meet i ngs 
would make se.ssions much lqnger, and take valUi~ble time· 
from parent i·ntervi-ews. The meeting to discuss asse·ss'me-nt 
has been included in the model as originally present'ed. 
·.As Table 42 il l ustrates, t he maJority of responden't s 
' . 
.. '' 
' ' 
' •,' ,, I 
indicated this · meetin.,g wou·l d be of benef.it to teacher-parent _, . · 
- ·.· . . .. . 
· rel'ati.onships. Two respon~ did not answ.er this question. 
,.:,.. ' 
.. .· 
. , • 
.. 
· .. ·./ . . . 
. . . 
. . ' '. ' 
.·/ '· .. 
. ·, .. 
\ ' 
. i' 
•, 
·., . :---..... ···--- - .. .... _ ... . ~ #- · " J . ···-··-~-::... ~ ~· ... . , .........;._,. 
•• 
. ·. ' 
', 
• I 
' 
. '· . 
\ 
) 
', 
/ 
..... _.,? • ~ ~ ': • 
' ) 
\ 
.. . . ,. ' 
' . 
I 
/ 
-- ~, 
' .· 
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Table ·. 42 
. 
Benefit ·of M'eeting abou_t Prog~ess. Reporting 
Qu_est'io!'l: Do . you feel this meeting would be· beneficial . to 
Response: 
p~rents and/or teachers? • 
.yes 
no com~ 
~· 
' ··- -. 17 
2. 
.Table · 43 shows ' that fourteen respondents offered no . 
~-~mme~t"s or suggestibns: ._il}lfcati-ng approval of this .form/of.: 
mee t·i ng, one· te~cher wou 1 d pfefe.r sma 1 i er grou(ses; i oW- . 
a change easily made within ·. the indi.vidual school based on 
te~cher pr'efere'nce .. This is on.e of ·many ada'ptations whi'ch 
can be introduced to this model . 
The combination of this and other meetings' has been 
discusse'<t in the 'question d,ealing with ytillingness t4 '· 
conduct the meeting._ 
Tab 1 e· 43 
·Recommended Changes 
'Question: .· Wool d you· recommend a change of 
of conten't? 
Response: 
/.) no · no response . 
smaller gro'up 
· combine with o_the r 
,' 
.. 1:::,. · 
meetings 
... .... ... . 
...... , ; 
. ' ~ J 
ling or 
11 
3 
1 
5 
• 
I. 
I 
-~ 
. \ 
.. 
.. 
. .-. 
- --- ------ ·---- ---------------
j 
• t 
\ 
·• r 
., 
', 
· . . 
;· 
.· 
l 
I 
... 
\ ·. 
Reporting 'l'nstrume.nt 
As Ta{)l ~ 44 shows, the -:report card presented is 
apparentiy sati:fOctory ,? a 11 respondents. 
. . · ia b l'e 44 
· S ~ i t a b i l'i t~ o f R e p o r t c a r d 
\ 
-.,_ 
Questio·n: Do yo.u feel'this ~o~t c"il'rd wouid be easily 
completed·, and at the sam~ time inclusive of 
· all imP.ortani :de'tai~f~ •· . , · 
· · -Res po·n se : . . yes . __./ 19 
· no · /....---.... · ·o .. 
?' . 
0 
-121 
· All respondents indicated they felythis report card 
would be suitable ·for distributio~ ~~ p~·r/nts, as shown in 
. -- . 
"T:abl e· 45 below.· ' . 
. · 
Tab 1 e. 45 
Evaluation of Parental ·understandi'19 
Question: . .. Do you feel parents would find this report easy 
· to understand? 
· ..; 
Response: 
. . 
( 
yes 
no 
.· 
. ' 
., 
... 
19 
0 
. ; 
. , 
\ 
·' 
. ' 
., 
, 
·.· 
-liy/1_· ; ·.  . .. ... •., 
'- . ~ . 
. ' . ' The nijture of t he responses to the qu~stion 
pres en ted i n T_a b 1 e 46 do not lend themselves· to tabulatio n. 
d i sc~<L..a..n......the· pages· fd'l 'l owing. . These co mm e n t s are 
Questio~: 
. 0 
. .'\ 
. \ 
Table 46 
' ,' 
l:. Format and Potenti,al fo r, Use 
Pleas·e comment on the format of this report in 
· general and its potential for use in yo_ur . 
school . . 
... 
•• 
·' 
n 0 
.. 
• r 
·- · 
' I 
~ t 
tr 
Seven' respondents offered· no comment . The great . · 
majority of the comments ·.were very po S·i tiv.e. :Po.rt'i qns of 
., these comments follow·: -. 
this repor t i s ; n· good '>· taste 
. , tKi's- p·~opo~d repo,rt i ~e· precise 
tha-n the one we present . se 
.. 
\ 
-.very applicable. · It wo Li l d achieve 
b ~ u n de r s tan d i n 9, a n d positive at:titudes. . ' 
. 
' 
~>, 
comprehens i ve . - ·quite fe(\sible 
. 
' . . 
clea r .. a.n <t . 4 1 ot.s of space for comments -
cohci se - ·a 11 · exce 11 ent. features ·· . 
similar · to our own. We ·. would ' 1 ike' to . .: 41 . 
"" use a c·.ra s s be twee·n. the two . 
' 
excllll ent 
- but I ' need it ih • _Fr~nch. 
., 
~ 
- ~ 
. 
i . -! ' .. ~' ! 
. 
'- ·: .. . 1' . ' ·r 
. ~ . t• I . ,. ' •' . . . ' . .! " ~ ..... 
'j . ' 
-' 
.. r 
. . 
--
• 
ob . 
. . \ .,. - -~ . .. .... 
. ~ .. -
_ .. _ ..... ~~ ' 
' . ...... .......... .. ... ... ~ - . . . 
' 
.. . ....... ... __.,- .. - t .. 
. ' T 
' I 
·a 
.. 
" 
,. 
. r 
I 
' . 
/ 
./ 
~ ---
' 
·' 
'· 
· · · .-.. --r-.... 
I • 
.. 
The above comments ihdicate complete sat'isf,action 
with the reporting document by a number . of ~rincipals and 
teachers. Some respondents did offer suggestions for 
alteration: 
•' ' 
I 
more space is needed for children 
with exceptional needs 
r • -
more space ··is desirable 
there' is no need for a repor·Vin . 
November 
r like it but ·it could follow the 
curriculum - guide more .clos.ely. 
.. 
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These comments indicate 'the · need for · a rf:'port card 
which i_s hot rigid but rather a<iaptabl -~ :o_ individual needs. 
. . . 
. . 
T h e· i n c 1 u s i o n o f a No v em be r r e p o r t i s , h o 'I e " e r , a il i m p o· r t a n t 
component of this model. The purpose cf <t wri tt:n report 
0 
is to record progress for future reference and to avoid 
. 
misunderstanding duril)!f the p3 _r~nt-te"lcher interview. 
. . ·, 
The final comment listed suggests co-ordinating the 
~eport ~1th a curriculum guide. This "guide" is a teacher's 
-· resource book entitled Early Experiences and i~ published by 
Nelson-Canada. The book i~ very detailed and must be con-
densed before interpreting for parents. 
All comments were very constructive and proved to 
be very ·;mpor:-tant to 'this project. ':'-. 
,· 
G 
Results of Parent Surveys 
.. Qu~stfonnaires were distribut.ed to four-te.en par'ents.' 
. ' 
F iv.e resp·on se s were re·ce i ~ed. 
' ' 
' . 
.. 
•· 
·. 
.. • 
• 
. . 
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~ 
As shown j__n Table 47, all ·respondents indicated 
will ingn~ss to attend t5· thr.ee meeting.s suggested in 
mode 1 . I't has been gener 11 y found tha·t parents of 
kindergarten children do attend scheduled meetings at 
request' of the school. 
Table 47 
Willingness.to Attend Meetings 
~he 
th~ 
. , .. ' 
Que·stion: 
\ 
Wo'uld you be willing to atte.nd the three 
meetings outlined .here if · you·r. child ·was 
registered .for kindergarten? 
Response: yes · 
no 
• 
5' 
0 
Table 48 indicates that n~ne of 'the parents ~ho · 
responded indicated they would not" seek changes in these 
meetings. 
Question:_ 
Respo~se: 
Table 48: 
Suggested Changes 
• 
. . 
Would you as a parent like to see deletions· or 
changes fn these meet i ngs? 
. . 
yes 
no 
• • 
. Q 
. 5 
... 
. ) 
•. ·- ~ 
' • . 
' 
• 
. ~ · 
/1. '~ 
12 5 
When parents were asked if they fe~t the contact : ~ 
outlined in th~ model would be benefi£ial to th~m and their 
. 
chi~d, they a11 res~onded . in the affirmative. As shown in 
Table 49, comments which accompanied the response to this 
question were very posi~ive. Some of these were: 
this would help the parent to · 
understand in more detail the 
kindergarten pro.gram . · · ·•· 
especially important for parents 
who have not had previous contact 
with the school 
' One parent in~icated that meetin~ number th~ee; 
dealing with pro~ress reporting procedure~'may not be 
com~letely necessary, , but that~she would attend. 
Table 49 
Benefits of Contact 
.. 
Question : Do you feel contact with the school as outlined 
here .would be of benefit to .you and your child? 
Response : yes 
no 
5 
0 
· Comments indicated in Table 50 show respondents felt 
that this report is q~ite detailed. One p~rent suggeste~ 
two of the four grading terms (excellent and satis f actory) be ., 
' 
.· 
. ' 
.deleted. This contrast's wit.h parental reque·s~s in the 
original interviews ior mor~ precise grading. (Se~ page 
S3.) . 
Question: 
Table 50 '~ 
Suita~ility · of Report Card 
.. 
.Do you feel the enclosed· repo.r.t card ·includes 
everything you would like to Know about your 
child·'s s~hool wor~?. 
Response: yes 5 
0· no· 
'. 
' ' 
The respondents indica~ed, a~ s~own in T~ble 51, 
126 
'. 
- . 
that they were s~tisfied with the report card as presenteq 
w 'it h f o u r p a r e 1J t s r a t i n 9 i t 11 v e r y · '9 o o d 11 a n d o n e r a t i n g i t 
"excellent 11 • 
'. 
' 
', 
,'· 
• 
\ 
_.._... .. 
'I 
I 
!. 
. .. 
Question: 
Response: 
Table 51 
Rating of Report Card 
. l~Oioild.you rate this report card as .: 
· Excellent 
Very Good 
Adequate 
; N:e e d s R e v i s i o n 
Popr 
Excellent 
·· very Good. · 
Adequate .· 
Needs Revision 
Poor 
1 . 4 . 
. 0 . 
0
0 .... ,_"-.... 
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----------------------------~------------------~--' ·~ 
When asked to n.ote . t.heir. reac.tion~to the type of 
contacts indicated in the model, as ~~owri in Tabl~ 52, · 
. . 
. . . ' . . 
r'es~onses were qu.ite: detai.led. Some of th.emajor points 
are noted· .below. 
. . · 
There are not eno~gh contacts at 
presen.t ... there seems to be a 
rushed attitude ~ .. the "orientation 
o f p a ·r e n t s 11 a p p e a r s to be a goo. d i d·e a : 
. l. The f i r s t yea r i s mo $ t ; m p 0 r t a n t . . . . . 
a posi~ive reac~ion(/is important ... 
if a parent can he· p .in any w~y the · 
respons·ibility should be .. taken. • 
This parent teacher contact sh~uld 
be encoura~ed beyond kindergarten 
lev~l .. 
These contacts will aff~6t pare~t~ a 
great deal : .. kindergarten consists 
of ·a t~am - · the . child, . the teacher 
and you, · ~he . parent . 
'-\., 
~. 
. ' 
- ·· 
. · .. 
·. 
' l 
.. 
'y 
. I , .. 
Que s.t ion: 
Summary 
Table 52 
Parental Opinion of Model 
' ) /f., .. 
Please note your reaction to the type of 
coritacts listed on the attached pages ·as they 
might affect the ' parents of k.i.nd.ergarten 
students . 
'• ' 
.. 
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The communicati6ns model as ~re~ented in Appendix F 
was distributed to pril'lcipals, teachers and parents. ·( 
Responses were received fr.om,ten principals', seventeen 
teachers and five parenis. 
·~.: .. ... It is nQted w.ith much appreciation that all 
~ 
' . 
respondents took time to make a'critical rev.iew of the model. · 
• 
. \ _... 
The ·great major~ty of res'ponses supported the . model in its · 
original form. legitimat~ criticisms · we~e noted and 
subseq~ent alterations were made in the format ~f the model 
where r~quired . 
,., . 
( 
• 
.. 
\ 
... 
~ . 
.. 
CHAPTE-R VIII 
~ . 
. SUMMARY·, F'I NDINGS, {:ONCLUSIONS 
I 
AND lECOMMENDATidNS 
.. 
Summary 
.. ~ ~. ) . . 
i29 
' 
The purp9se of this·proj~ct was to determine need 
1. ·and sub~equently desig'n a communications model for use' by 
·parents and teacherS d·uring the ·kindergarten year .. 
Interviews were tbndticted with'the eighteen 
• 
' 
·elementary s~hool principals · and 1questionnai.res distributed __ ... ( ... :: .. 
to the kinderga~ten te~chers of the Avalon · consolidate~ ~ 
Schoo 1 Board·. · .Th_e purpose was to de.te r~ne cfr.rent 
.. . .• . . • 
commtinic~tion practices and the-level of satisfaction with .. o 
these. Following the gathering of this·data, twenty paren~s 
:whose c~il~ren had completed kindergarten were interviewed. 
The interview was designed ·to. gather ·information about· parents'. 
awareness and satisfaction with t~~indergarten program. The 
parents interv~ewed were chosen . b~ a ~ethod of.random s~mpling. 
· Following a literature search and tabulation of data 
·gath~red from educators ~nd p~rents,a model for com~unications 
was devised. The model iilc.ludes recommendations for initial . 
and subsequent parent-teacher meetings and a report card for 
'use 'by kindergarten tea-c~ers . . T~e in;jntion is for thi's 
model to be used speci.fically in the kindergarten year with 
a d.a pta t i on s made · for i n d i v 1 d u a 1 n e·e d . 
·. 
' . 
. \ 
·. 
. ' 
' I \ . 
,. 
' .·. 
,.: 
·~ · 
' ' 
. ' 
.... 
r ,. 
<Cr 
... 
... 
. · The com,pleted model was distributed to principals, , 
teachers . a~d parents for'their . evalljati'on. When . responses 
were· gathe'red, data ·was ·compiled;· considered and necessary 
, 
revisions · s~sequently made. 
' ~ 
· Findings 
The ihtervfew~ and sur~eys tonduttpd demonstrat~d 
two .'major needs > Firstly. educators ··indicated a need for 
. . . . ' 
· · .. some standardiz.ed . guidel·ines for ~ol)lmunicating with and 
.·' ., . ' ' . 
' reporting to p~rents. T~e point most empti.asized was ' the 
· · ~·: w i de v a r i e t y o f r e· p o r· t, c a r d s u sed by k i n d .erg .a r ten tea c hers . . 
. ' 
The second majo~ requirement for parent-teach~r . 
communications was found · to be increased p}r'ental a.wareness. · 
Teachers indicated pool;' parental. attitudes .to be . arf obstacLe 
to communication~. and parents indicated that even after . 
_ th~ir _c,hild had .co~p.lete_d · the '. progr~m there_~ many .. . 
. , 
unanswered questions. Several parents discounted the 
importance of academic· and ~uided leatring in kind~rgar~en 
... ,.') . 
·and also showed some dissatisfaction with reporting 
procedures . . Al.l pare'nts adv.ocated increased pare.ntal , . . . . · ' 
· c o n t a c t a n d i n v o 1 v em e n t J n t h e · s c h o o 1 . ·· 
·• 
;--- :~ .. ·- .· 
... 
, . . , . 
• .· . 
-. 
... . 
.. ,
I' 
) 
. . 
·. 
. I ' 
.· .. ....J. 
. •, 
. . . 
.. 
\ _: 
. , · 
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It is recpmmended that the ~odel developed herein 
h~ considered for adoption within this district and 
perhaps e.lsewhere in the . pro~ince. The guidelines· are 
flexible enough to allow for delet·ions or insertiors as 
i~djvid~ally . needed while-affording some standardizatiob 
. . . . ./---. . . ,/ 
t-.n :parE;!_nta1 contact. ......,_"-- -~ ......- . '":"" 
C" . 
: .The limited resea·rch on home-school communic.ations. 
. . . . ' ~ . . 
·. · s u g g ·est s · the need f o r fur t h ~ r res ·ear c h.. · Stud i e s m i g h t 
. .. . 
profita~l~ be direct~d at · ~he rel~tionshlp 'between parental 
.. 
• inv·olvement :in kindergartQn programs and 'their attitudes 
t o w a r d s t hem , . a n d a t · p a r e n t a 1 c o n c e r n s a b o u t · be i n g m i s l e· <;I 
by reporting proc~9ures. : -· 
.. 
·Con il ud.i n g' Sta tern en t . 
I • 
. . 
The ~ata gathered during th~ course 9f this project 
.·· . 
points to · the need .for· increased. parental awareness ·and 
- . Those surveyed - parents as 
well as.teache~s and principals - ind~cate~ a willingnesr 
for great~r contact" and a· desire. for_ · a pa~tn~r,ship type_'_ of 
. , relatirinship between home an~ school. ·The evaluations for · 
the · sommunications model developed for the p~oject were . 
positive an~ supportive, suggesting that its adoption CJn 
contribute t 'o that .relationship, to the benefit of· the 
kindergarten child. 
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Interview Schedule. 
Elementary Princtpals of the Avalon 
Consolidated School Board 
1. What are y~ur. kindergart~n registrat.ion procedures? 
the fi·rst ~ontact with the home 
who attends 
asse~~ment · of children 
.. 2 . 0 0 e s 0 r .i e n t a t ; 0 n f 0 r .Q liJ l.d r e n 0 r p a r e n t s f 0 1 1 0 w 
o .r i en t a t i ci n ? 
., 
.. when · 
duration 
number in .a t .t'enda nee 
adults involved 
media 
' . . 
.3. '. Are additional attempts made to prepare· t~e fam.ily 
for kintlergarten? 
booklets 
meeti n·gs 
other 
4: How, and how o.ften~ are parents ·formally contacted by 
teachers? 
reporting periods 
parent volu 'nteers 
home visits · 
letters · to the home 
.. 
1: . 5.,. Are . parents encouraged . to "drop in" at any time?. 
'f<.~. 
• ; 
· Are. ihey ~~couraged.to become involved in the 
kindergarten program? . 
4 6 • . H 0 w we 1 1 d 0 t e a c he r s k n 0 w a p u p i 1 I s p a r e n t s w. i t h r e g a r d 
to: 
' home environment 
academic press 
- bobks ~n the home 
child ·care 
fam·il.y size . ' . 
• 
• . 
• ' 
, 
\ . 
, . 
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B. Do teachers take it. upon thems·elves to advise parents 
on these matters? 
7. Is there .a ~ar.ent-teac.her association at your ·schoo l ? · 
~ -
• 8 . 
..: is programming discussed? . 
- · to. what extent is it geared_ to kindergarten? 
- what is the ·proportion of kindergarten pare_nts who 
regu~arly attend? · 
' 
How i)s c~~tact made with the home for ~· rQgress . re-porti ng 
_ purp~ses? . 
teiephone 
mem'Q_s 
a ppoi n=tments 
. . 
. .. 
·: 9 ·.. Are report cards or CJUi des~eet's used ~or reporting? 
. 10. 
-~---
· - - ~ 
_) 
( 
11. 
·. 
.. -- :r----·---- -· ·--
A . . Who designed th.e _one prese ntly i n use? 
· B .• What. were the most imp-ortant considerations in design , 
and are there any particular recurring difficulties 
. in 'usage? 
f(re there special procedures for dealing with s i ngle o r 
working parents, and those with limited forma·l -education ? 
....... . 
I .o general what is ·your assess·ment Qf the present home/ 
school communicat.ions procedures? 
. . 
what are the particular strong po i nts? 
-· what improvements would you lil<e to see ? 
... 
. 
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January 30,_ 198.4 
~ : ' 't . 
... " .. .._,. ' J 
' ' J I,;. ' . ·~ • 
Kindergarten Teache'r: 
Presently, I am employed as a kindergarten· teach1fr, and I reaTize 
thai: ~ime is !1-t -·a premium • . It would be . much app'reciated, . however, . if 
you wo,uld complete the' enclosed questionnaire at your enrliest 
conv·en i~nce, a~d retu~n it to me 'in the env~-.lope . 'proyid.ed. 
i~.am, at this time wo'rklng on. the 'development of "a kindergarten· . 
home/school communication system as pa:'rt of the requirement for, the 
degree of ' Master of Educational Administ.ration. The input from · 
kindergarten teachers 'presently wor.king in the Avalon ConsC?lidated. 
School Board is ' essentia l to make this repqrt relevant, and therefore 
ap_~licable . tO present •School si~uations, 
. . ~ 
. . 
This study has the approvftl of . th~ Scho'ol Board and I .have already 
he-ld discuss i ons wi ch.mos t of the principals • . 
Than~ you f~r your ti~e and co-operati~n. 
..... . 
Yours sincerely, 
~ -
. ·· .: ~ne~te M', Newhook 
~ncl. 
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f-, • 
. · QUESTIONNAIRE ~OR KlNDERGARTEN T~ACHERS 
Pfease check ( ./) appropriate a·nswers. · l 
1. - When do you make first contact with parents o.f new 
. "' . . 
2. 
3. 
kindergarten students? 
Registration day 
Parent orientation 
First day of ·schoo-l 
Other (please ·.expJainr 
When ,(:lo you first expla\in t~ .child's expec·ted/desired 
·progress to, the parents~ 
' • I ' • I 
Pa~ent orientation 
November · interview. (or report) 
Other · 
T-0 what· extent are parents involved . in yciur kindergarten 
'program? '·(chec~·~s many as necessary) 
. .. 
- ' 
·Teacher aides 
Occasional assistance (e.g.,. field trips) 
Helping their child at home with - · 
s.pecial projec .ts .. 
Helping their child at home in 
areas of weakness 
4. Whi·ch .components 'of the home env.i ronment do you feel are 
important ~o a thild's success in kindergarten? {ch~ck 
as many as necessary} 
Books and educational materials 
P.arental -att.itude towards a .child's 
·scrccess in school 
· Parent/~hild rel~tionships ~ 
· other 
' • 
s·. In which way'(~ ') might the school a~sist in · a ssurin~q 1 -
th ese components - are present in . t~e home? · (please comment) 
c 
.) 
. 
,•, ' .. , 
.. .. ._ . ~-- . · .. 
' 
.- . . 
, 
. , 
' -
·· ·- " 
· . . 
• ,___,.lOP,. .... ~ 
~ 6. ~ ~ 
. . . ) 
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W h a t t y p e of . p r ogre s s r e p o r t i s a f f e r, e d to p a r en .t s i n ·: . · · 
· November 
February 
··June 
interview . 
written 
combination 
i nter.vi ew 
wri t'ten 
comb i.na.t i 0 r\· 
i nter.vi ew 
written .. 
c,ombination 
The format of your kindergarten report card is: 
• 
wor-k. samples 
a necdo ta·l 
check marks 
graded · · . ,...:_..,; 
combina ·tiori of···atiove · 
other 
no report card. 
If 'none, altef'native 
. - ·· 
------------------
. . 
8 . . Wha·t is 'your ·feel.ing . toward ytur present report card ? · 
Sa. tisfactory 
-· · could . be improved ___ _ P·l ease comment ·----~--------~ 
. ·. 9.- What types .of problems. do you· encounter a.t reporting 
time? (i.e., parental understanding, initiating 
co n t·a c.t ) · . { p 1 e a s e comment ) . _ ------,.------------..,.---
I 
•• 
, 
·. 
.. ~ •.. -------
... 
10 . 
.. . 
-11. 
' • 
' t. 
I 
. ,. 
·- · 
,; 
•' 
.. 
. 14,8 
• 
, . 
.. 
What are the pr_j:.prity topics in your written · reportS:? 
Language 
Math 
Soc i a·l . deve 1 opmen ·t 
Other 
.. 
.. 
.· -··, ' • 
. Q 
\ 
' 
Plea .se e,Xp]ain briefly how recor.d$ of ea·ch student ' s 
. . pro_ghess ate kept t~rougn.o~t the'year . 
. - -· . 
· ' r 
I' 
.1 ( 7-----~--~----------~--------~-------------------­v~· --------~~---------·-·----~~~---------------------
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IN·TERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR PARENTS OF 'CHILDREN 
· ~O· ATTENDED KINDERGARTE·N, SEPTEMBER 
. • . 1982 TO .JUNE 1983 · . 
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,. 
~ . . . . 
. . 
In·te~view sc·hed_u.le 
' 
,. 
. . 
• . ,. 
Par ·e:nts ·o·f Chi 1 dren 1·/ho."Atten·de.d K.i nderga rten 
· September 1982 · tq June 1983 
.. ' 
lSO 
1_. Did you··know what would be taught in kinder.garten · befo-.re 
your ~hild. stir.ted. school last September? 
-- ' . 
·2: Did you k·now what would be expe·cted of·your d. d.uri ng 
3. 
the . . kindergarten year? · · 
-How. did. you find this out? . (example': PTA) 
I 
. I . , 
Td. what extent were 'you involved,4 n · the kindergarten 
program during your child's y.ea.r 1 in kindergarten? 
_,.~. ,, . . ' . . . : .. 
,, 
. Teacher · aide . 
··A.ssjsting wi.th home-assigned -ta·sks _ 
Special projects · 
Fi '~1d trips ,;1 
o.ther . 
" . 
. . 
• 
.. 
. 
... . . ~ · !' ) 
: .r· . 
• I • 
.. • 
•' 
' ' 
t ' ' • -: 
r • 
. ' 
( 
\. 4. How important do you .feel kindergarten was to your ___ :~- chil.d' s edu.ca tion? · · _: . ~-~ · ( . ,_, / _: 
/ 
.· -- .. · ..... 
5 . How often did you receive prog-ress ·r·epor=ts conce-rning 
your· .chi 1 d-? · · • · · · ; : · 
. '~ I . 
. Did you seek additi-ona'l report_s? <· 
· ~t ~o· you .feJl. should . b~ t~e purpo~e ·o~ p-ro~r~.ss 
· : ·reporting? ·. . , 
. · 
•• • • ~- -·· · • I,: • ' 
· Are these purposes being ru.et? · ' 
f . 
7 . Did you at any ' t i ~e rece_i ,ve a report,card? 
· . ·. Was· it: · easily understood, 
r~vant, · . · 
inclusi-ve of all areas of development?' 
. . . 
· what do you feel was most important? . 
. . 
\; · ~: ·· --· .. . . ., 
\ !' ~ . 
...  .} \ 
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.. 
~-. 
On the report card, or during the interview, were 
sugges.tions offered·i by the teacher as to how you migh~ 
assist your child tq do well in ldnder:garten? 
' 
Were you asked by the teacher for suggestions as to how 
she might effectively teach your child? 
Do you know 'if the kindergarten teacher kept anecdot.al · 
records about yo~r child? · 
.--
How useful · do ' you feel this practice ' is? 
What, if any, changes would you like · to see .in the ·.way 
kindergarten children are assessed - or in the way 
reporting i·s carried out? 
D9 you feel kindergarten teachers and parents should work 
closely together? 
How often should parents visit with teaclters in school? . 
~~ . . 
Do you feel ' tea'che.rs should vis i t the ho me? 
.. 
-
\ 
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QOESTION~AIRE DISTRIBUTED TO PRINCIPALS AND 
GROUPS OF TEACHERS TO DETERMINE 
ACCEPTABILITY OF MODEL 
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Principals 
Elementary Schools 
2 Earle Street 
St. Jo·hn's 
Newfoundland 
.AlE 3Zl 
June i, 1984 
.Avalon Consolidated School Board·· 
St. John's, Newfoundland 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
153 
. . 
You may re~all our contact ear~ier this year 
concerning .your methods of commurlication 'between teache·rs 
a·nd paren.ts during the. kindergarten year. This was in . 
part, a requirement for the Oeg~ee of Master of Education~l 
Adm·inistration. The ' fi,al requirement of the .stu.d,y was tC?· 
develop a model communications sy~te~, inclusive of a . . 
pr~gress reporting instrument for use in kindergarten. 
The model has been devised, and a. condensed 
version of samefis .enclosed for your ex·amination_. · Your 
reaction to this on the enclosed survey form would be 
very much appreciated.at this · t~me. · 
I realize the school' year is drawing quickly to ·a 
close, and that time is at a premium for all principals. 
·It is important to t~e study howe~er, that the question-
naires be returneCI as qu.ickly as possi'ble. Please complete 
the form by June 15 if possible. A pre-addressed return 
envel~pe is ~nclosed for your convenience . 
I thank you in advance for finding the time of 
offer your help, and I take this opportunity to thank you 
for your invaluable help dur.ing th~ early stages of this 
study. 
Respectfully, · 
JN/mk Jeanette M~ Newhook 
. ,' . 
·. J 
. " 
.. 
.· 
.1\, • 
·-
.... -~· ' 
. ' · 
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Q 
Kindergarten Teacher: 
2 Earle Street 
St. John's 
Newfoundland 
AlE 3Zl 
. June 1, 1984 
. Several months · ago, : a sur.vey was. sent to ·you 
regarding your methods ~nd feelings toward communication 
. wi~h p'arents during kindergar.ten: · The inform.ation . · 
· gathered from·· these surveys ~as o.ne : source used to 
devise a model for ·communication between teachers and 
'parents in · order t'o further /benefit the child . 
, . . . . . 
· The model described above has now been ·completed, 
~nd a .condensed version i~ enclosed.. I would aRpfecia~e 
your examina.tion of this, · and your comple·tion of the 
· enclosed survey form. · · 
. As a kindergarten teacher, I realize t~e pressure 
on .all teachers at this time of year~ Your co-ope r ation .· 
would be invalu~ble, ·however, as it proved to be in th~ 
~revious qu~stionnaire. Please feel free to collaborate · 
where there is ·more than one "indergarten-teacher in the 
school; .A copy of the model has been . enclosed for each 
teafher, but only one survey .form per school. ., 
Please return the completed survey form in the 
envelope provided by June 15 if at'all possible. 
. . . I. thank you in advance for your co-operation, and . 
·wish to express my appreciation ~lso f6r your past 
involvement in this study . 
• <1 
Thank you, 
. f/1 
JMN/R:Jk Jeanette M. Newhook 
., 
\ 
. . .. . ·~ -: ·---- ~ ·--·--· ·~ 
,. 
' 
. .. 
.· 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
KINDERGARTEN REGISTRATION 
1. Would the method of registration, as outlined here, be 
feasible in your school? 
Yes 
No 
2. If yes, wo~ld you like to see additions ·or any changes? 
Please comm~nt 
If no, ~ha~. would 
Please(c?~ent 
-: . --~ 
be the cause of ftif~iculiy? 
' . 
3. Do you ~eel the initial meeting of parents and ~eachers 
outlined here would be beneficial to: 
\ 
The ·child ' Y~s . No 
Teacher Yes No 
Parent Ye.s No • 
---
,. 
4. If your response to question 3 was negative, who do you 
feei would benefit least, and . why? 
Please comment 
' 
.. 
__.-. 
- · 
. . 
I 
\ 
\ 
' 
· ORIENTATION PROCEDURES 
1. Would th~ orientation proceduresi as outlined, be 
feasible in your ·school? ~ 
Yes No 
2 • IE yes, would you recommend additions or deletions? 
Please comment 
If no, what would be an acceptable alternative? 
Please comment 
PROGRESS REPORTING INFORMATION 
/ 
1. Would you be 'willing to conduct such a meeting for 
parents? 
Yes 
No 
156 
.  
2. DO you feel this .meeting would be beneficijtl to parent's · 
and/or teachers? · · 
Please comirtent 
) 
c 
. . 
. Cl 
t ' f' 
• 
•' 
• 
• 
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3. Would you recommend a change of sch~duling, ·or of content? 
Yes 
. No 
If yes, please comment 
REPORTING INSTRUMENT 
l. Do you 
and a-t 
Yes · 
""-
NO 
feel 
the 
thfs repor card would b~ : easily completed, 
same time inclusive of all important d~tails? 
2. Do you feel parents would find · this report easy to ' 
understand? 
. ·. ~·'~' . 
Yes 
No 
. : 3. 
.. 0 ·'"::.:' ~ 
. .  
Please comment on the· format of this report in general 
and its · potential !or use in your school. 
. • , 
':t ' 
• b •• 
' .. 
. . 
I 
. ;. 
.•. 
·J 
.• 
·-· . · 
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QUESTIO~NAilE D~STRIBUTED TO PARENT~ TO DETERMINE 
ACCEPTABILITY .Of .MODEL 
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. ~ . 
Dear P~rent: · 
... 
.2 Earle, Street 
St~ John's 
Newfoundland . 
AlE 3Zl 
... 
June 6, 1984 
.  
.. 
. . 
' · I am· a graduate student at Memorial University, 
working toward the ·completion of a Master's Degree . in .. . · · 
Educational Administ·ration. You may recall our earlier 
contact where you we~e asked to express ·opinions. about 
your child's year -in kindergarten. ,. The· previous 
intervie~; and .the encltise~~aterials are part of the 
design of a model for teacher-parent communications id 
kindergarten. : {) '• 
. I ask . for your. co'-operati.on in reviewing the 
enclosed, and responding t~ the attache~ questionnaire 
by June .·22 if possible.. Please regard the materials as 
to su~tabilit~ .for your own· contact with the teache~. 
I thank you for your response, and would like to 
take t~is opportunity ' to thank you for your past ~ 
i~volvement wl..th this study~ · 
A pre-addressed··return envelope h~s been enclosed 
y.our CQnvenience. ,. 
Thank you, 
. ·.· 
' · 
• ,. . 
Jeanette M. Newhook 
.. . . I 
· .. ~· 
, •.; 
' .. 
I·. 'l ' ' . 
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QUESTIO~NAIRE 
i 
¢".-/ 
C~. 
Would you be'willing to atten~ the three m~ettngs 
.outlined here if your child was xegist~red f6r 
kindergarten? 
Yes 
No 
,. / ----.. .. 
I 
wcnli~u, as a parent, like to see any addit,iohs, or 
· ~eletion~ in any Df these meetings? 
Meeting 1. 
Meeting · 2. · 
Meeting 3. 
Do you feel contact. with the school as outl i ned . here 
would be of benefit to you ·and' your chil'd? 
\ 
~le.ase comment 
. , 
I 
\\ ... \ 
/'· 
' 
Do you fe.el the enclosed report card includes everything 
you would like to know about your child's school work? 
Please comment 
.... 
• 
- --. 
• 
I 
/ 
• 
. \ 
r 
\' 
\. 
I 
\ 
\ 
J 
\ r 
5. Would you rate this report card as: 
·Excellent 
Very Good 
Adequate 
Needs Revision 
.Poor· 
... 
·. 
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6. Please note your reaction to the type of contacts listed 
' on the attached pages ·as they might affect the parents 
of kirid~rgarten students. 
\. 
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SAMPLE _OF MOO~L AS ·oiSTRIBUTll?/fo >· :• 
PRIN.CIPALS, ·TEACHERS AND . . · .. ·.•· • 
.. 
...!: .. 
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. . . 
PARENTS · FOR REVIEW 
·, 
. . 
-
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f • 
REGISTRATION / . 
TIME: Februar~/March (as defined· by School Board) 
I 
. • ' 
PURPOSI!:: · 
/ 
' 
To enroll the child for kindergarten. . . 
To furn~sh . information for school medical . • 
records·. \ \". · 
To· introduce ·the child ·to 'the tea·cher on an 
individual basis~ 
' I • ' 
. ' \ 
· 'ATTEt~DED BY: · 
. · LOCAT:[ON: 
PROCEDURE: 
.. 
-Piipcipal·and/or Secietary 
Publ1c .Health Nurse 
Kindergarten Teacher(s) 
Parent(s) and - Chi~d 
' . . 
Any · convenient location in the school which 
will afford privacy to the 'teacher, .parent 
and child. 
Parent(s) and. child complete regi~tration 
form's with school· principal or secretary. 
Proceed to school nurse with medical 
information. 
Parent(s) and child visit the kinde~garten. ~ 
teacher. · - . 
~ The teacher will interview the child ~bout · 
. family members·, likes/dislikes, and· may 
req'uest that t;he· child complete a sequence 
of tasks such as·. rote counting.. This will 
\ 
· ·not serve iilS any type o·f evalua'tion·, but 
will foster · a positive attitude toward the 
·teacher. , · 
The parent will· be pre~ent during this 
. ~ . . lntervlew, and should inform the tea~her 
.~£medical disabilities or haridicaps .at . 
t;his time. 
' • 
'· 
.•, 
J 
·"'· 
I 
f• 
. . , 
-~-. '\ _';.~ t ' , .. . .., ........... ...... ~. ' "'" ...-.--.....-. 
·. 
... -
""' . . 
.... 
. ,_, .. ___ . 
' · 
• 
.  
. . ·~···'· · · · . 
NITIAL 
·~ 
PARENT/TEACHER MEETING 
TIME: 
. I 
) . 
·ATTENDED· BY: 
' . 
PROCEDURE: · 
. .... ~ 
; 
An even;ing as soon as possible after . 
Registratio~. 
' . . 
... 
To introduce parent(s} to the teacher, · 
princi,Pal. .... · . 
To inform parent~ a~· to how they ·can .prepare 
their child for · 'the kinderga.rten yeqr. · 
, 
Principa,l . 
Teacher ( ~} .• 
Parents . 
Primary.Co-ordinator or Gqest Speaker · 
A room in the school which will accommodate 
all attending, and· will house a· display of 
suitable materiali. 
,, ~ ' -------- ' . 
A short talk by teacherjco-ordinator/gu'est. 
Suggeste"d topics incl.ude: · the benefit to the 
child. of outings·, store visits, ·vacation•, 
restaurant visits, story reading, etc. 
An informal . discussion session. : . 
A display of educational toys, books, and 
records suitable for pre~schoolers • 
.. 
'· 
<tl 
~· •. 
,, 
, 
.. 
·. 
. . 
. 
. . 
. . . 
• 
• 
• I ' 
. \ 
.. 
ORIENTATION FOR CHILDREN 
AND PARENTS 
/ 
.. 
ORIENTATION FOR CHILDREN 
TIME: 
PURPOSE: 
ATTENDED BY: 
LOCATION: 
• 
PROCEDURE:. 
. ' 
' 
l._ 
Late May/early June, a one hour session 
To introduce children to classmates. 
To· allow cnfldren to become familiar with 
school en,v1ronment. ' 
. / 
Teacher 
A group of ten t6 fifteen children. 
The kindergarten classroom. 
The teacher will provide a short lesson 
plan of her choice. Parents should be 
accommodated in a waiting area outside 
the classroom. ~ 
/ 
• 
(· •.. 
\{ \ 
•' 
-- .,. - ___ .. -, 
; 
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ORIENThTION FOR PARENTS , . 
TIME: 
PURPOSE: 
' 
·, 
.. 
An evening as soon as possible following 
children's orientation. Approximately 90 
. minutes. I · 
• To familiarize parents with the content of 
the kindergarten program, and stress its . 
importance . 
To introduce parents . to various facilities 
of · the school. 
ATTENDED BY: Principal 
Teacher ( s) ,-
Parents 
LOCATION: )) 
p~~ 
·,' 
Primary Co-ordinator/Guest Speaker 
A · selected number of Parents of grade one 
students. 
..J • 
' -~­A room in the school sui table for slide 
prescnta tion and display . j 
Talk: The Importance of Kindergarten 
Talk: The Components of the Program/Thematic 
Approach 
S lidc Pre sen ta tion 
Informal discussion with parents of last 
year's kindergarten students. 
Display of t eaching materials: DUSO, Family 
Life Posters, etc. 
Take-home rna tc rials: School handbook, N .T .A. 
handbook, etc. 
-
.. 
• · .. 
l 
. ' 
' · 
• 
···-
. ' 
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PARENT MEETING: PROGRESS REPORTS 
PROGRESS REPORTING 
TIME: 
PURPOSE: . 
' Evening session - October 
..... 
To explain to parents assessment procedures. 
To express genera1ly desired goals for . 
children. 
To illustrate reporting ·purposes, methods. 
ATTENDED · BY: Principal 
Teacher(s) 
Parents 
. -
LOCATION: 
PROCEDURE: 
A room in the .school ~hich will acconunodate 
all attending. . _ 
·-Talk: The· Purpose and Importance ci f Progress 
Reporting. 
Talk: Methods of As§essment Used in the 
Classroom. 
\ 
" 
Desirable-Goals for Kindergarten Children. 
.P 
Samples of Progress Reports for Review. 
Discussion period. · 
1 
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ADDITIONAL CONTACTS \ 
• ... . ---.... 
• 
PARENT/TEACHER INTERVIE~~ 
., 
• • The report ·card will be made available to parents 
at the November interview as well as in February ·: 
and June.' Interviews beyond the initial progress ,; I 
report in November will be determined largely by r- ,..-, .. / 
need, but there would be at least one more · .f- .... j ' 
scheduled interview . at a time convenient for -· 
teacher and parent. 
" 
KI NDERGARTBN NEI'lSLETTER 
: 
Completely separate from the school newsletter, an 
information sheet will be--sent to the· home on ll 
monthly basis.· Th·is may include a ditto copy of a 
calendar for parent · and child to complete, a list 
of suggested "home wo.rk" such as learning to tie, 
printing the child's name ' with an initial capital 
'letter a . 1 additional letters in lower· case, 
'etc. he teachc'r may choose to summarize . field 
trip·ev etc • 
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